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Abstract
Major differences in basic accident avoidance characteristics are almost inevitable when one compares
typical private cars with various other casesof motordriven road vehicles-and tlrey are becoming more
marked. The search for ever lower air resistance has
resulted irt low profile cars with fairly large areas of
curved and steeply sloping glass, front and rear.
When encounteringlow lying or drifting banks of fog
or evcn early morning mist, the truck driver, generally
sitting above such low banks of translucent fog, will
be able to see reasonably clearly the general layout of
the road ahead, as well as the shapes of tallish
vehicles in front and to the side. He may, however,
fail to notice the car in front and ride over it,
crunching it in the processr for its driver, unable to
see where he is and whether there are other vehicles
ahead of him, will tend to put on his brakes-and
they will be fast acting.
Braking performance of trucks is not as good as
that of cars even when the respective $y$tems are
working perfectly.
The very real benefits to cotltnercial vehicleswhich
could be provided by anti-lock brakitrg, in terms of
better braking under adverse conditions and, above
all, improved vehicle stability and directional control
during ernergellcybraking, have beeu well understood,
but rclatively iew have been litted to cotntnercial
vehicles, whereas it will not be long before some form
of anti-lock braking will become available on high
priced cars as well as modestly priced mass prodr-rced
'Ihis
will soon create an etrtirely new
small cars.
situation, in which the car driver can stop his vehicle
in a controlled and safc manner, no matter w]tat the
weather, road or traffic conditions are or how rirshly
or inexpertly thc driver reacts to them, whereas vel'y
few truck drivers will have the benefit of such
technologicalquick-reactingdevices.

For the wide range of possiblesurface textures, l.he
tyre-to-road grip of bus and truck tyres will be around
2/3 or 3/4 that provided by car tyres itrtetrded for
Westcrn Europe. The minimum braking distance will,
therefore, be l59o to 2ZV0 longcr. In the foreseeable
future there is little change of this basic performance
gap being closed.

CurrentTrends
Road haulage, in its widest sense, is experiencing
considerable and ever increasing competitive pressures. Hence operators will try to squeezcin an extra
Ioad or a longer trip wheneverthe opportunity ariscs.
"Tittre is Money" and sincevehicles
Thc new motto is
"to earn their keep", many operators tend to
have
keep their .vehicleson the road, even whcn prudent
preventivemaintenanceis called for.
Five key iactors, arising from the need to meet ever
tighter schcdules, regardless of weather and road
conditions, are affecting the transport scene:
l.

2.

3.

More powerful enginesand developmentsin
transmissions and suspension allow trucks
and coachesto rcach attd maintain quite high
road speeds-also moderate gradietrtsdo no
longer significantly slow them down' On
many busy cross country roads in the UK,
car drivers, therefore, find it ever more
difficult to overtakc without taking chatrces.
Thcrc are considerably more of the heavier
and larger trucks about tltan only a decade
ago-in particular there has been a marked
increasein the nuntber of articulated lorries,
which in thc UK and many parts of Europe
have taken over from the railways as the
principal load carriers.
An ever increasing rate of utilisation of
motorways and interlinking main roads and
the hcavy loads carried has resulted in the
rapid collapse of road surfaces and countless
numbers of repair sections.In order to keep
traffic flowing on motorways and dual carriagewayswhilc repairs are being carried out,
many of them have been given contrallow
sections.which create new accident hazards.
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4.

5.

Although motorway$ are inherently safer
than othcr roads, when accidents do occur,
they tend to be more spectacular,with trucks
and coaches crushing cars caught up in
multiple shunts.
A significant number of heavy trucks move
in tight convoy formatiorr at speed,on trunk
roads as well as through built up arcas. This
tends to irritate car drivers. for it makes it
difficult, ii not impossible, to overtake by
leap-frogging trucks onc at a time. It is not
generally appreciated that such "appalling
bchaviour" by the truck drivers is a deliberate and defensive reaction to defeat organised crime. For single high value loads,
ranging from registeredmail or cash delivery
to such readily disposable cargoes as cigarettes and spirits, attract thc "villains".
Driving in tight convoy formation tends to
frustrate the well-establishedhi jacking technique of infiltrating, oftcn in broad daylight,
a car. van or I'ast truck in front and another
imrnediately behind the vehicle singled out
for a hi-jack. The average truck driver has,
undoubtedly and inevitably, beconre less tolerant of other motorists suddently appearing
out of his blind quarter*instinctively he will
no longer yield ground. This is quite apart
frorn the fact that hard braking might cause
his load to shift or $lew the vehicle, particularly so when the roads are wet and slippery
and when spray interferes with his rcarward
field of vision.

SomeBasicConsiderations
What applies to the UK, need not necessarilybe of
equal rclcvancein the rest of the developedworld, not
even all of Hurope, for thc following reasons:
Britain has a very changeableclimate and this can
cause road traffic hazards to arise suddenly and
unexpectedly.Though these hazards may be limitcd in
spread, in intensity, durittion and location, they can
and do causeserious disturbancesto safe traffic flow
rates.
The methods and frequency of the Police enfbrcing
legal limits on speed, vehicle loading and proper
maintenance,as well as the penaltiesfor flouting the
Law of the Land, are $uch that many operators
consider being caught and consequentlyfined to be no
more than a sporting risk-and worth takirlg.
There is little prospect o[ better driver cducationor exhortations by Police and Government spokesmcn-improving the behaviour of ull drivers and not
just a /bw and therctry rrrinimise the accident risk
during the rnost hazardous cornbination of fast flowing traffic suddenly experiencing such changes in
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visibility as may be caused by swirling fog, heavy
rain, falling snow and spray frorn trucks and coaches.
For it is a well-documented fact that, like lemrnings,
many drivers have just one thought then-to get to
their destination as fast as possible.
The fact that much of the trunk route network is
chronically overloaded tbr prolonged periods is not
uniquely a UK problem, nor are the morning rush
hours with a reverse flow when millions of people
Ieavework in the latc aftcrnoon and cvening.
All future road building projects, dcsign of vehicles
and safety legislation ought to bear that in mind.
Above all, we should, if at all practicable, make the
systems of all classes of vehicles compensate for
human failings and not improvc one group of vehicles
to suclr an extent a$ to nake them rclatively "super
saf'e", while the others remain largely unchanged.
Ma,ior di.fferences in basic uccident avoidance characteristi$ ure ulmost inevitable when one c()mpsres
typical private rurs with various other classes of
motor-driven road vehicles, ranging from highly manoeuvrable two wheelers to often relatively cumbersome farm machinery, from vans or light trucks to
"juggernauts",-nol
forgetling double decker buses
and higlt-speed hng disluntt: coaches.
The key differences are in the fields of:
Driver's field of vision,
Conspicnity,
Manoeuvrability,
Stability, particularly under adverse conditions caused by wind and weather and those
causedby variations in loading,
5. Occupantprotection,
6- Load shifling restraints,
7. Strrrctural integrity in various forms of accident,
8. Accelcrating power,
9. Brakingperfbrmance,
10. Handling characteristics.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Driver'sField of Vision and
Conspicuity
The scarch for even lower air resistancehas resulted
in low profile cars with fairly large areas of curved
and stecply sloping glass, front and rear, slender
pillars and maxirnttnl amount of sidc window glass.In
general, the faster the vehicle, the lower its silhouette
and hence, like a motorcyclist, such very fast cars can
easily be missed by othcr motoris;ti;,unless they are
alerted by thc enginc noise of the irpproaching fast
mover. Whcre hedges fringe a typical cross country
road, these readily screen such vchicles from view.
whcreas one caln see that there is a high sided van,
truck or coach rounding a bend and take appropriate
action-steering and,/or slowing down-to avoid a
collision or scrape.
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There are further
windscreen:
l.
2.

3.

effects of

steeply sloping a

The driver cannot see the four corners of his
vehicle,
The low roof line severely restricts the driver's ficlct of vision allround: so he can
readily miss signals from a high sided truck
or touring coach moving alongside,
Such curved laminated or toughened glass
areas tend to lead to image distortion, undesirable reflections and glare, distracting and
disoricntating the driver, particularly so under bad weather conditions.

With an ever increasinguse of non-rigid plastics to
absorb or, at least, soften some ol' shock loads
imposed on the occupants, should bodily colttact
occur during a collision, there will inevitably be some
migration of plasticizer vapours towards the free
surface arrd escapethrough it. These will then deposit
themselvcsas a v(ry tcnaciousthin layer orr the inside
of thc glass areas. The rate and amount of build up
of such undesirable thin films is acceleratedby an
increaseof temperature of the surf'aceof the plastic;
the steeper the slope of the glass, the more ol' a
hot-housc will be gencrated inside the car by strong
sunlight.
Smoking has a similar effect, for it will result in a
thin film of a nicotine deposit;such a nicotine film
will be additivc to that duc to thc in situ final and
progressivecuring of thc plastic ancl/or irclhcsivcs
used
in the manufacture and trirnming of a car or a
c o m m e r c i a lv e h i c l e ' sc a b .
When a $trong beam of light strikes a glass with
such a thin filnr coating the inside, it results in a
similar prismatic glare effect as that due to a slnear
from an ineffective or silicone loaded wiper blade on
the outside of a windscreen with caked-on dirt. A
scries of haloes will then surround the shapes seen
through the glass. It may create a distinct safety
hazard not only at night with oncorning traffic
causing glare, though its lights are on dipped beam,
but also when thc sun is low and near the horizon. or
when the full beam ol' a truck approaching from the
rear, after passing through the rear window, strikes
the steeply raked front screen, turning it into a
two-way mirror, with the driver of the sports car
being blinded by the glare and unable to seeout.
Jusl aboul the worsl situation ol:urs when encountering low lying or driJ'ting banks o_ftttg or even early
rnorning rnist, The truck driver, generally sitting
ab(tve su<:hlow banks of translutent .foe, will be able
to see reasonably clearU lhe general layout of the
road ahead, as well as lhe shapes o.[ tallish vehidts in
frttnt and to the .side; this tna! enc()urcrgehim not to
reduce his speed draslically. He may, however, fuil to

notice the sports car in .front and ride over it,
crunching il in the process,.f'or its driver, unable to
see where he is und whelher tJtere are other vehicles
ahead of him, will tend to put on his brakes and they
will be fast acting.
The converse is also not uncommon-the classic
under-ride case. The clriver of the sports car, unable
to see far ahead in adverse weathcr. will have been
closely following the red rear lights of the vehicle in
front of hirn. The front of the car can easily get
wedged unclcr the tail end of a truck when the truck
driver urrexpectedlyand suddenly brakes hard.
The rnodern forv,ard contol truck or coach, with
the driver sitling high u1t und well forward, gives
much belter vision-lhough nol Io the intmediate rear
o.f sttch a vehicle. This is a particular boon under
conditions o.f low lying .fos, rsin or fallinE snow.
There is less of the disorientalion caused b_vlhe thin
film deposits on lhe inside of the glass, for the
windsc'reen has little rake.

Differencesin StoppingDistances
The bettcr I'orward visibility, given to a truck driver
by rnodern dcsign trcnds, allows him to see danger
further ahead and thereby compensatesin some measure for the truck's inherently inferior braking when
comparing it with a nrodern car. But, when it comes
to sidewaysvision, he docs not have that plus factor.
This is most noticeablein the caseol' double decker
buses.Also a new type of long distancetouring coach
i s g a i n i n gp o p u l a r i t y ; i t t r i e s t o c o m b i n e t h c m e r i t s o f
single deck and double deck designs,yet is sufficiently
Iow not Io be inconveniencedby hcight restriction.sof
l o w b r i d g e so r r o a d t u n n e l s . I n o r d e r t o m a x i m i s et h e
carrying capacity and profitability of such a coach,
t h e d r i v e r i s m a d c t o s i t u n u s u a l l yl o w d o w n ; h i s f i e l d
of vision can be inferior to that of a car driver's-and
this could wcll be an cxplanation frtr some of them
having become involved in spectacular rnulti-vehicle
a c c i d e n t si n p o o r v i s i b i l i t y .
Despite considerable e.f.forts over the past decade by
brake s1.,slemsuppliers and tyre manu.furturer.\' lo
tlose lhe Tterformanre E(tp, it still rernains a fac:t that
even lhe most advanced ftucks cunnot be hraked lo a
stop in lhe same dislanrc as ju.tl about any .f'amily car.
Added to this are two further factors;
l.

,

2.

The truck driver, consciousof the dangersto
himself-and other$in the cab-il thc load
hc carries wcrc [o brcirk loose and,/or penctrate through the thin partition protecting his
back, will, sensilrly under these circumslances, not necessarilyapply maximum
brake pedal push right I'rom the start of his
attcrrpt at stopping.
Whert such a truck runs into a car, then the
remaiuing kineti{r energy can be quite consid-
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,

erable, sufficient to push the much lighter
vehicle a considerablcdistance.Cmshing and
nrangling of the car will be an inevitable
consequenceif there is not enough space
between an obstruction ahead and the car so
pushed along, despitc thc car's wheels being
fully locked.

Discrepancy in braking performance is unlikely to
be dramatically reduced hy technologj<:ul developments currenlll in hilnd.
Whereas at least some motorists appreciate that
there might be inherent problems shortld the driver of
a fully laden articulated truck be forced into a crash
stop I'rom over 60 rnph, few realise that it might be
even more difficult for the truck drivcr to achieve a
straight-line pull up in a short distatrceif the trailer
carriesno load or only a very light one, particularly if
that is located well forward.
In all situations involving efttergency braking .from
speeds above about 30 mph, sensihly even weight
distribulion is important in the case of cars, but more
so where trucks are concerned, particularly when there
is a towed trailer, be il draw-bur or semi-trailer.

Braking: The PresentState of the Art
It is worth remembering, when rcviewing the current state ol braking systernsof millions ol vchiclesin
regular use on our roads, that it costs a good deal of
money, effort and time to t'ully develop effective
modern systemsand see them adopted by a vehicle or
trailer manufacturer; thereafter they tend to have a
relatively long service life and it takes many years to
develop and evaluate a system which is significantly
better and which finds acceptance by manufacturers
and operators. A good example is the case of antilock braking:
The polential and very real henefils whit:h c:ould be
provided by anti-lock braking, in terms of better
braking under adverse conditions qnd, above all,
improved vehicle stabilit), and diret:tional control during emergency braking, have heen understood ever
since the pioneering work of the TRRL and their
encouraEement oJ' UK vehit:le and component manufacturers some 15 to 20 years ago. The potential
benefits were shown to the industry, likely users, the
Autlrorities, Members of Parliament and the rnediaand that included spectaculirr demonstration on heavy
articulated vehicles as well. So why lrave they not
been morc widely used?
Quitc apart from the economic factor-currently it
adds another f 3,000 to f 4,500 ($4.800 to $7,200) to
the cost of a tractor-trailer combination-there rnay
well be technical problems; for it requires that bolft
tractor and trailer must bc equipped with fully compatible systems. ln practice this means dedicated
tractor-trailer combinations.
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Generally, it is still .fairly rare in the UK und much
of Europe to have twmprehensive technological coordinatit)n hetween lrutk and trailer rtakers at the
design antl devektpment stages.This omission rnust be
seen against thc background of many commercial
vehicle and trailer makerri finding it difficult to
survive in a market where f'or several years a 3-590to
4090 ovcrcapacity has been the norm and adopting
cost cutting the prcferred method ol' staying in business. It is not well known that despite that lhe UK is
sellin7 a good example lrt the rest oJ' Eurttpe. For
ilhout 20,000 to 22,000 anti-lor:k braking systentshave
been instulled on its heavy goods vehicles, mainly on
such high risk or dangerous cargo vehicles as J'uel and
petro-chemical tankers and some -fire engines. Most of
the installed anti-lock systems are retrofit ones.
When it comes to cars, it will not bc long before
severalcompetitors will follow the recent example set
by Ford of Europe of making some form of anti-lock
braking available not only to those buying rclatively
experrsivecars, but acro$$ their model range, right
down to modestly priccd mass produced small cars.
This will soon create an entirely new situation, in
which the car driver can stop his vehicle in a
controlled and sqfe manner, no ffiatler what the
weulher, road or traffie: c'onditions qre or how rashly
or inexpertly the rlriver re(tcts Io lhem. ()n the other
hand, very few truck drivers will have the benefit of
such technological ttruick-reacting devices.
All anti-lock systems are designed to enable a
vehicle to be braked in a straight line from a high
speed and keep all of its full length inside a 3 l/2 m
to 4 m wide lane during braking and when coming to
rest. But not all systemsallow the drivcr to steer and
take avoiding action whilc Ihc driver applies full brake
pedal pressure.
The aim for comnercial vehicles, int:luding articulated ones and truck-draw-bar
trailer combinations
should be lo retain steerability during emergency
braking under all road surface conditions, inclndin7
"split p", rulled
snow and othttr ntugh wintry situations. It is not an eas! task-s.fter all, several of the
anti-lock systems.fitted to car and their light comrnercial derivatives cannol meet such a crilerion either.
Visualisation o1' thc sequenceof event,$,including
the rclative rnovementsand the paths followcd by the
truck and its trailer during thc braking and accident
avoidance steering manoeuvre, can play a major role
in shortening dcvclopment time and high-lighting
shortcorningsand limitations of one sysitcmcornpared
to another. Computer Aids to Engineering(CAE) may
go a long way in convincing potential customers and
possibly even Government Departrnents, but, of
course, verillcation by actual physical testing will still
be necessary*and to-date no agreernents have been
reached regarding realistic tcst procedures and an
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internationally acceptable set of manoeuvres and
braking performance values.
So, in the rneantime, the majority of commercial
vehicle manufacturers design and build to jusl meet
the currently mandatory brake performance tests as
set oul in particular National Type Approval Regulations. By their very nature, these will be a compromise, reflecting the old-established srate-of-thc-art.
Whereas, these days, no car maker could hope to
get by-and actually sell his cars in the competitive
market place-if the performance ol' his braking
system were not very substantially better than the
miniurunr laid clown in such Rcgulations,this does not
necessarilyapply to comrnercial vehicles.
The not unreasonablefear of what adverse media
comments could do to the sales prospects of a new
model has done a great deal to "improve the breed"
of cirr.$.For there is no shortage ol' motoring journalists who are prepared to wear a flat or two on the
tyres of a new car model they are evaluating, just to
establish how good, bad or indifferent the car's
stopping characteristicsreally are.
Heavy commercial vehicles are made in much
smaller numbers and are not generally maclc available
for such "evaluation" and far fewer journalists are
rcally capable or interestedin fully testing them.

The Importance of Load Sensing
Brake Force Limiters
Car makers have done a great deal to achieve
better, more level ride suspension, minimised bounce
and wavynessin the interest of directional stabilityand there are nowadays few, if any, makes with a
pronounced '*front end dive" during hard trraking
from high speed. Also they have come to accept that
they must provide reliable and fool proof brake lorce
limiters to the rear wheels.
It is, of course, relatively easy and not costly to
incorporate such dcvicc$ into the quick-acting allhydraulic braking system, as fitted to a modern car,
ancl thereby prcvent premature and undesirablelocking up of the rcar wheels as weight transfer occurs
during hard braking. Without such devices thcrc is
always the risk of the vehicle slewing when the rear
wheels lock up before thc front ones, for it is a
fundamental feature of vehicle dynamics that the
mole vertical load is applied to a rolling tyre, the less
prone the road wheel is to lock up during heavy
braking; also when a wheel locks up, then all the
sideways guidance forces developed by the tyre suddenly disappear.
Compared lo commercial vehicles, the basic prohlems are eusier Io resolve on curs, because the ratio o-f
overall weight of a car when fully luden, right up to
the manufac'turer's limil, Io its unladen condition is of
the order ol l.5:l to 1.8:1.

This ratio tends Io be 3:I to 3.6:I for heavy
cornnrcrcia I vehicles'.
It is even more, when considering a truck-drawbar trailer combination, for it could then be anything
up to 8:1.
A variety of systems have been evolved by truck
and trailer rnanufacturers, which can modulate the
compressed air pressure to actuate the brakes on
individual axles to allow for such a very wide range of
possible Ioading c-ortditions. But the rnajority of
systemsare not irll that satisfactory in service,partly
becausethey need more routine maintenance,but also
for two othcr reasons:
t.

Z.

Most trucks and trailers corne from different
manufacturers-and they often do not have
the sanrecomponent supplier,
Emf:ty trailers have a distinct tendency to
rhythmically bounce on their springs, for
these were designed for maximum rather
than minimum axle loading-and it is virtually impossible to achievc a proper brake
ef'lbrt control on a bouncing axlc.

Ideally both the tractor snd trf,iler should be
equipped with a Jully cornpatible anti-lot:k braking
sjstem which rapidly responds to d.ynamic movemenls
of individual axles on their suspension as well ds slatic
axle loading. Currentl"y this is still lhe exception rather
than the norm.
An early udoption of anti-lock braking systemsfor
at least the tracter unit of a tractor-semi lrailer
comhination is a logical developmenl lo ensure improvements over current truck braking perJ'ormance.
But it should be remembered that the anti-lock
braking system does, generally, not give a shorter
braking distance on a dry road surface than the
current standard types of non anti-lock braking systems when thc tractor-trailer combination is carrying
maximum load and whel all the axles carrv their full
share of vertical loading.

Steerabilityand Handling Stability of
Tractor-Trailer Units
This involve$ so malny very cornplex dynamic interactions that some over-simplificationsare called for,
to appreciate the principal behaviour patterns of
current tractor-trailer combinations, including some
with a fornr ol anti-lock braking:
Steerability and handling stability can be roughly
dividcd into for.rr main categories.
The vehicle response characteristics are very similar
for the following operating conditions:
l.
2.

Severe braking on a straight stretch of dry
road,
Moderate to hard braking when the combined unit straddles a section of road where
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3.

part has a "grippy" surface and the rest a
much lower tyre-to-road grip,
Mocleratebraking on a slippery road surface.

Category 1:
The wheels on the lraclor's front axle lock first:
The cornbined unit remains stable, brakes in a
straight line and cannot be steered.
Category 2:
The wheels on the tructor's drivinp axle or axles
Iock first:
The fraclor-trailer combination becomesunstableto
the point of initiating jack knifing. The driver may
feel the onset of this just in time and, by easing off
his brake pedal, then bc ablc to minimise this inherently dangerous instability to iust a large swervc;
residual controllability on damp or wet roads can be
maintained if thc driver applies only moderate braking.

Path deviation during emergency braking can already occur with tractor-trailcr cornbinations while
they are bcing braked f'rom fairly modest speeds,
particularly on damp or wet roads, it will be more
pronounced when braking from higher speeds. ,4n
unladen lractor-trailer comhinution is more ilt risk of
that thdn one c'urr.ying a load-and the way such
Ittads are distrihuled over the axles can have a
considerable in flttence.
Four basic conditions exist:
l.
.
2.
3.

4.
Category 3:
All the wheels on the trador lock simultaneouslvthose on the trailer still roll:
The tractor-trailer combination is unsteerable,the
trailer will swing up to l0 degreesout of line.
Catcgory 4:
The wheels on the lrailer's axles lock up-but not
those on the tractor:
The combined unit remains steerable,the trailer will
swing out of line. The lower the tyre-to-road grip or
the weight carried by these traiier axles, the larger the
angle of the trailer swing. Also the higher the initial
road speed and/or the rate of deceleration of the
vehiclc, the greater will be the trailer swing.
If, .for one reason or another, the braking e.ffort
distribution between individual tractor axles and
wheels is such that the tractor will start to yaw or
swing from side to side under heuvy braking, then the
tructor-trailer cornbination becomes unslable.
The undersirable behaviour of the tractor during
hard braking may be cluc to the dynamic mr)vement
of twin rear axles, whcrc fittcd, on thcir suspension
and/or too slow a responseof the braking system to
rapidly changing conditions-and that can happen
even with early types of anti-lock braking .systems.
Poor maintenance can produce the same effect.

Braking in a Bend on a Wide Road
Only a few years ago, having to apply brakes
suddenly while ncgotiating a bend at speeclused to
give real concern to car drivers, lor it could causc the
cars to either carry on in a straight linc, tangential to
the curve, or spin out of control. But steady progress
with tyres and particularly with thc latest types of
anti-lock braking systernswill substantially raisc the
safety margin and accident avoidance potential of
cars.
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The lrauor-trailer combination hus no antilock hruking: Tractor-trailer combination
moves into the opposing traffic lane,
An anti-lock hruking systern is ./'iued trt the
semi-trailer only: Similar response to case l,
The lrilL:tor hus anti-lock hraking, the trailer
has not; Tractor remains stable, trailer
moves into opposing traffic lane,
Tractor and semi-trailer huve compatible
anti-lock braking: Tractor-trailer combination remains stable. no path cleviation,shoftest braking distance.

DesignImprovemeRtsto the TractorTrailer Coupling
Improvemcnts to the fifth wheel coupling, including
strengthening, have virtually eliminatcd the dreaded
phenomenon of the trailer breaking free dr.rling or
following cmcrgency braking and continuing on past
the tractor. But in a tractor-trailer combination without anti-lock braking and with the tractor bcing a
short wheel basetype and the load conccntratedat the
rear of the trailer, it is then not uncommon for the
tractor to nose dive during emergcncybraking, due to
thc front axle locking up, and the rear of the tractor
jacking up, lifting its rear wheels clcrrr off the road.
This may or may not be accornpaniedby jack knifing,
even a roll over.

Trailer Swing and Jack Knife Danger
Jack knifing occurs only under sjcvcre braking
conditions. Trailer swing, on the other hand, can
occur under both high speed towing and braking
conditions.
None ol the patented anti-jack knife solutions can
totally clirninate trailer swing while the tractor-trailer
combination travels at speed,particularly if the trailer
carries only a light load-or uone at all. Such devices,
including the Hope anti-jack knife system, can, however, often inhibit the orrset of jack knifirrg or, at
least, minimise its severity.
Some quite ingenious systemrihave been evolved to
mininrise the tendency of lightly loadcd or empty
draw-bar trailers swinging from side to siclc while
being towed at speed. But, under emergencybraking,
these have little eff'ect on overall directional srabilitv
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of the truck-draw-bar trailer combination. for the
trailcr will still swingout of line.
The only effective way to prevent thc dangers listed
above is to equip hoth the towing and the towed
velricle with a compatible and very quick-acting micro
pro(:essor controlled anti-lock braking syslern.

ProblemsAssociated
with Anti-Lock
BrakingSystems
Some currerlt types of truck brakes, though loosely
describedas of' the *'anti-lock typc", have proved far
fronr satisf'actoryin actual service. There are a number of reasonsfor that;
I.

.,

3.

4.

6.

The moving parts of the complex braking
systemreact too slowly in resporrseto rapidly
changing input signals,
The movcment of axles on their suspension
or of indcpendently sprung wheels rrray bc
such as to scnd false signalsto the electronic
and/or pneumatic controls which regulate
the admission of compressedair to actuate
or mornentarily frcc individual brakes. When
severe braking is called for on a stretch of
pot holed, broken up or loose surfaced road,
the performance of such an anti-lock braking
layout can be most disappointing; the same
tends to apply to braking on very uneven
roads ancl tltose covered in rutted strow,
Unacceptableand unpredictably variable delay in systernresponseto sensorinput signals
may be due to the "sticking" of actuating
mechanisms; this frequency occurs in cold
wintry conclitions and where corrosion has
set in.
Under conditions of rain splash, slush and
snow as well as high humidity-which may
be due to Inist and fog-sotne systems are
prone to suffer from contact corrosion and/
or short circuiting on whcel rotation scnsors.
The effect is that some sensotsmay then fail
to "report" to tlrc systeltt'selectronic brain,
Inability of electrical and electrotriccomponents to survive the arduous in-serviceshock
loads, vibratiotts and scvere temperature
fluctuations,
Electrostatic and EMI (Electro Magnetic Interference) eff'ects, which may originate from
within the truck or the trailer's refrigeration
plant, powerful radio frequency signals from
a variety of statirlnary or nrobile transmittcrs
if the source is close cnough,-when travelling in close proximity to other vehicleseven
some CB (Citizcn Band) radio chatter can be
troublesone. It is trowadaystechnically possible to e.f.fectivell screen the complicated
anti-lock sy$tem against most of these unde-

'

7.

sirable stray input$, fiurge currents and interference-but this costs money.
Early applications of antilock brakes suffered from cornponents giving unacceptably
short in-service lil'e, largely due to cost
cutting and indifferent to poor quality.

A l l t h i s - a n d t h e u n f o r t u n a t eh i s t o r y o f ' s o m e h e a v y
truck anti-lock braking systems firiling so spectacularly in the USA about a decadeago-calls for better
engineering allround, a fhil safe approach to the
s y s t e l n ,s c l f m o n i t o r i n g a n d p o s s i b l y d u p l i c a t i o n o f '
sorne parts of the systern. It rnay be easier to solve
some of the problems by adopting rnulti-disc rather
than drum brakes.

CornmercialVehicleGeneralBraking
Characteristics
Cars and their derivatives use a fairly simple and
inherently self balancing hydraulic system, activated
by direct applicatiorr of pcdal prcssurc, which on all
modern cars is suitably assisted by a vacuum or
hydraulic servo.
Howevsl, all-hydraulic brakes are not the norm for
trucks. For light trucks-up to about 7 l/2 GYW-a
pncrrmatic over hydraulic system is sometimes used.
The majority of trucks and buses are fitted with
drum brakes, actuated by cronrpressed
air via linkages
and these require regular and more frequent maintenance to keep them in perfect balance than do disc
brakes fitted to cars.
The tnodern car braking slslem can achieve maximum bruking efficiency in u srtrull fraction of a
second, for, unlike the systems used on trucks and
buses, it has practically no lost motion in its mechanisms and does not require a substantial transfer of
working fluid (compressedair), nor a complex system
of valves to regulate the flow of the working fluid.
But in |rucks and buses there will inevitably always
be a deluy between Ihe driver phtsic'ull-v depressing the
brake pedal and the vehit:le's hrakes becoming Jully
effective, In many tractor-trailer conhinations and
where a truck pulls u draw-bar trailer, such a delay
period will be quite noticeable-and it cun take a
set'ond or two before peak brake per.formance is
achieved.

Coefficientof Friction
It is conveniently assurnsd that the two friction
coefficients which determine the ratc of deceleration
ol' a moving vehicle remain constant throughout the
braking opcration. It is dernonstrably not true for
rapid braking from about 60 mph or above. One
friction coefficient is that between the rotating metal
drum or disc and the friction lined component which
is anchored to a non-rotating part of the vehicle; the
other is that between the road surface and the tyre,
which may or may not be rotating.
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It takes a measurable amount of time before the
brake linings and the metal I'aces they rub against
reach the minimum temperature to allow them to
develop their peak friction value, whiclr may then
drop slightly and reach a plateau value.
It takes longcr to bring the mass of a truck's large
cast iron brake drum to the required rnetal tcmperature than it does to stabilisethe disc of a car.
Prolonged application of drum brakes can cause a
progressive fall ofi in this friction value, in some
casesthis may be followed by a sudden and dramatic
"brake lade".
Now that many c:ountries have banned the use of
aslreslos in .friction materials, a new situation has
arisen. Many truck and coach operalors will he
templed lo fit reildily available cheaper service and
replacemenl purts, often originating from sources
which still use asbestos. Sometimes such asbestosbased friction linings develop a higher friction coeJficienl than the OEM .fitments, hut this can be as
undesirahle as when they develop a ktwer value. It is,
lherefore, nol uncotnmon to J'ind that previously well
balanced brake systems on a truck-trailer c:ombination
Ihereufter tend to be seriously out of balance when
emergency braking is applied.
Repair garages are unlikely to refer to standard
quality control tests for friction materials; though
better than none, these tests are very basic, briel'and,
likc the standard low speed brake perforrnance dynamometer, unlikcly to give a full representation of
what is likely to occur under real life operating
conditions.
The tyre-to-road grip is much more variable, largely
due to (a) the weather and (b) tra.f.fic polishing and
wear of the road surface; it is likely to vary subsl(tntially across the width of a traJfic lane. lt is quite
common to find in the UK and Europe that repeated
heavy truck traffic has created grooving, which in
turn may hold rain water and thereby cause one of
the pre-conditions for aquaplaning, the other being
speed.
In really hot weather, the repeated passing of
heavily laden trucks may causethe asphalt to "flow"
like viscous treacle ahead of and under the rolling
tyre; acting like a sticky lubricant, this can, in
emergerlcy situations, lead to extended braking distances. Under wet road conditions, such a truck tyre
will plough through quite deep water, parting it and
displacing it as a powerful spray with an astonishing
range, most of it to the side.

Fundamental Differences Between Car
and Truck Tyres
Becauseof the very much higher loading of their
contactarea,truck tyres tend not to be so disturbed
by dcep water as many low protile car tyres are.
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The trend for ever lower profile car tyres is
re-introducing problems which had been successfully
tackled before their advcnt-namely low level of
vehicle controllability when travelling at speed on rain
soaked or snow and slush covered roads. fbr under
those conditions the area of contact with the road
provided by low profile car tyres is reduced to only a
few percent of what it is when the road is dry.
When this "floating off" starts, the effectivenessof
anti-lock braking, where fitted, is greatly reduced*
and any form of accident avoidance possibility may
be lost.
However, both car (tnd truck tyres are at their
worst when the roads have just a thin film of
moisture, which can range from morning mist and fog
to black ice and meh water on top of hurd packed
snow. For it results in a very poor lyre-to-road grip
and hence affects accelerating and braking potrer, as
well as steering and staying with the selecled path.
Despite considerable and sustained development work
by lhe tyre makers to uchieve better damp und ice
grip, there rs, within the .foreseeable Juture, no
prospecl of a technical breakthrough-not
even d
marked improvement.
It is a basic fact of vehicle dynamics that the lower
the downward-acting forces on a tyre-be they due to
static weight carried, dynamic weight transfer dLrring
manoeuvring and/or braking, or aerodynamics-the
less will be the control forces which such a tyre can
provide, particularly thosc which determine whether
the vehicle can bc steered predictably.
This explains why a fully laden trailer will "track"
as though running on rails and why the same trailer
when not carrying a load will oflen tend to develop an
outward drift in a tight bend or snake when being
towed at speed.
In addition, there is the question of the "grippiness" of the tyre on the road. For lhe wide range of
possible surface lextures, including traffic polished,
broken and uneven or pot holed ones, those with
Ioose gravel t:overing, dry, wet, damp, packed snow
or combinulions o.f these, the tyre-to-ro(rd grip o.f hus
and truck tyres will be around 2/3 to 3 /4 that
provided by car tyres intended Jor Western Europe.
The rcasons for this performance difference are the
very different design and constructiorr cherracteristics
of car and commercial vehicles respectivelyand differencesin rubber compounding.
In the foreseeable future there is tiitle chsnce o.f this
basic performance gap being closed, particularly as
long as the all too prevalcnt-though little publicised-practice continues that, in order to be able to
securea salescontract, a "slight adjustment" is made
by truck or trailer supplier on the final choice of
tyres-which usually means substituting second line
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for first line tyres; these may also have a slightly
narfower section.
In commercial vehicles, the loads carried per tyre
and hence the internal air pressuresare several times
that applicable to car tyres, therefore these tyre$ must
be given must greater sidcwall stiflfness and more
reinfiorcingplies allround.
AIso in a modern car tyre the flexing under load, be
it due to acceleration, braking or sideways forces
coming into play during changesin direction from the
straight-ahead steady progress, plays a major role in
giving enhanccdtyre-to-road grip characteristics.
Car tyres destined for the West European markets
are, generally,optimised to givc good wet grip performance, a quiet ride and high comfort level, even if
that means some sacril'ice in terms of very high
mileagc being achievable. The designed-in performance characteristicsof truck and bus tyres, particularly so in the case of second line tyres, come in the
reverseorder of priorities.
In praclice the e/J'eil of all these .factors is that,
even if lhe lruck or bus were Io be equipped with a
braking system equally as effective as thal of the
modern European type cilr, the shortest braking
distunce athievahle would be I5Vo ttt 22Vo greilter
lhan that oj the car under dry road .surface corrditions
at speedsu1t to about 50 mph lo 60 mph. And to-date
truck.s do not have such idt:al brakin7 slstems.
AI higher initial speeds and when the roads are
slippery, the differentes in the shortest possible braking dislances to a complete stop are greater still.
These are fundamental facts and unlikety to change
in the next decade.

SprayGeneration
Considerable irnprovements can be achieved by
shrouding the wheels down to near hub trcight and
lining such wheel arches with textured material which
thcn dissipatessome of the kinetic energy of the high
velocity spray or jets of displacedwater as they leave
the periphery of the texturcd tyre trcad. While it
cannot do much about deep water displaced sideways
as a bow wave when travelling at speedand the spray
this generatcsas high velocity jets of warer mix wirh
entrained air to form spray, it can deal with the
considerableamount of surface water scooped up by
the tyre tread and convert it into a steady strearn of
water directed to leave the trailing end of $uch a
shroud with much diminished velocity.
It is possible to reduce by about 35Vo to 50o/othe
vision obscuring effects caused by spray from trucks
and coaches; but it complicatcs brake cooling and
routine maintenance, adds a little weight and costs
money, hence is not likely to be adopted by operators
until cornpelled to do so by Regulations or their
Insurers.

Enforcing safety standardscostsmoney, so doesto
voluntarily fit spray suppressors.The effects of decontrolling a substantial sector of the commercial
vehiclefleet-in the UK it is busesand coaches,in the
USA it rnay cover an even wider range-can only
worsen the situation, for it encouragescompetitive
operatorsto do the bare minimum the Law dcmands
of them; few will, therefore,care about a nuisance
caused-after all it will affect others only. Addirionally there is someevidencethat severaloperatorshave
resortedto cutting back on preventivemaintenance;and fitting cheapersecondline tyres and cheapbrake
parts fall into that categorytoo.
replacement

CompatabilityProblemsof TractorTrailer Brake Systems
While the peculiar way US truckers operate does
not generallyapply in Europe, it does have some
relevance,
as othersmay wish to follow it.
US truckers,-a large number of whom are self
employedand own one or two "bobtails"-large and
powerful sleepertractor units-traverse the States,
picking up a load here, droppingit off wherecalled
for and picking up another trailer or two as they
progress.In terms of weight carried per axle and
generalbrake performance,thesetractors and trailers
frequentlyare not evenof similar or compatibletypes.
The degreeof brakingeffort matchingof tractorsand
trailers of such comhined units, to give optimum
retardationand good directionalstabilitywhilst braking, can, therel'ore,leavea good deal to be desired,
for their inhercntperlormancecharacteristics
can vary
from one "rig" to another. The rig may be a
"bobtail", which frequentlyis a three
axle tractor
unit, a four or five axle tractor-semitrailer combination, a WesternDouble, having five or six axles,in
which a closecoupleddraw-bartrailer is attachedto
the rear of the semitrailer,to saynothingof the even
longer sevenaxle Rocky Mountain Double and the
nine axle Turnpike Double, in which the trailersare
each26 to 28 ft long; a few Statesallow triples,each
trailerof up to 28 ft lcngrhand in MichiganState16
axledvehiclesare not uncommon.
Though the trucks which lravel long distancesright
acrossEuropeand on to the Middle Eastand the Culf
Statesare generallylargetractor-semi
trailer combinations, with a few WesternDouble or even Rocky
Mountaintype units thrown in wherelocal Icgislation
permitstheir use, there are also a considerable
number of two or three axled rigids towing one or two
trailersbehindthem.
There will be difficulty in achievingoprimum braking performance even on uniformly well surfaced
straight-linemotorwaysections.For it is not easyto
get proper matching of the performanceof the
mutiplicity of compressed
air brake actuatingcylin385
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ders, their control valves and pressuremodulating
devicesto suit a// possiblecombiuationsof load and
road surfacegrip conditions;additionally,under hard
braking, there are thc performancevariations of
diiierent brakelining naterials,includingfade pronenessof some.
When it comes to braking in a bend or where
surlace irregularitiesrunevennessand differencesin
tyre-to-roadgrip acrossthe width of the carriageway
occur,the problemsare evengreater.

ThreeAir Line VersusTwo Air Line
Braking Systems
As if this were not enough, a practice has arisen in
which the UK has for a number of years been out of
step with the rest of' Europe-and it may take a
further 7 to l0 years hefore these "odd" tractor and
semi trailer units are being phased out of regular
circulation.
It just does not make sense for the UK vehicle
makers and./or operators to go it alone, even though
some operators may, from time to time, express a
preference for the three compressed air brake line
arrangement rather than the two compressedair brake
line $ystem,which is the European norm.
In practice it is all too ea$y for an incorrect
coupling of a trailer and tractor unit to occur when
either are to the UK standard.
An impropcr functioning of the trailer braking, and
hence possible trailer swing, are, therefore, thc likely
consequences.In cxtreme cases,it can lead to a jack
knife situation, primarily when the trailer is only
lightly loaded or empty. For one must never forget
that, apart from Company owned dedicated tractortrailer combinations. there are a substantial number
of loose trailers crossing the Channel in either direction.
Not long ago the UK Department of Transport, the
SMMT and other interested groups issued publicity
material which the Department called "three into two
can go", to tell truck drivers how to modify their
tractor or trailer and/or introduce special pneumatic
ancl electricalcouplings to allow them to operate with
eithcr three or two air lines. Unl'ortunately the leaflet
assumed a degree of litaracy which is hardly the
hallmark of foreign or many British truck drivers.
In the case of a two-line tractor towing a three-line
semi trailer, there should be no real problem, the
trailer's blue (secondary)air line is simply left unconnected. In the case of a three-line tractor towing a
two-line trailer, provision has to be made for the
tractor's secondary brakes to operate the trailer
brakes-otherwise a mall'unction of the (main) servise
brake on the tractor would mean that the trailer
brakes could also not be applied.
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If the truck driver remembers to have a fourth
coupling handy and so assemblesit that the secondary
line pressurc can be fed back illto thc service line,
then all is well.
If he does not, then the sort of catastrophic
run-away accident can take place, which so enrages
the media and pressuregroups that they forthwith call
for the banning of foreign truck drivers and/or heavy
goods vehicles in thcir towns and villages.

DifferencesBetweenUK Construction
and Use Regulationsnnd EEC
Directives
The major difference between these two is that, in
the case of articulated vehicles, the EEC Braking
Directives do rrol require the trailers to bc fitted with
a secondary braking sy$tcrn, for it is quite logically
argued that a trailer cannot run on the road unlcss
coupled to a towing vehicle and that, provided the
prime mover and trailer braking system respectively
are each protected against a failure in the other, a
coupled outl'it has, in effect, a dual braking system.
The tractor, which may at tirnes run without a
trailer being attached to it, must, however, have a
secondarybrake.
Five additional features are required by the EEC
legislation, aimed at preserving satisfactory breaking
performance of the tractor-trailer cornbination in the
event of partial or total failure of the (primary)
servicebrake, or a leak in the connector or part of the
sy$tcm or rupture of the air line supplying it.
There are basically three braking systemscurrently
in regular u$e on our roads:
L
2.
3.

The traditional UK system,
The mixed UK-EEC system,
The EEC systern as operated in e.g. W.
Germany.

Just what does it all nrean in a typical four axle
articulated truck with a tractor unit having one
steerodand one driving axle?
ln the traditional UK system, only the steered front
axle of the tractor and both the trailer axles are
braked when the secondary fiystem conles into play.
This leads to loss of steerabilityof the combined unit.
In the mixed UK-EEC system all four axles would
be braked. Whilst this rnay result irr a shortcr braking
distance, the driver would be unable to steer out of a
potential collision.
In the West German (EEC) system the secondary
braking system would nol itpply brakes on the steered
front axle, thereby giving the driver the ability to
control the movement of his "rig" and avoid obstructions as he approachesthem.
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Of equal significant is that, when it comes to
parking:
In both the traditional UK and the mixed UK-EEC
systernsthe brakes will only be applied to the two
tractor axles and none to the trailer.
In the West German (HEC) system both the driving
axle of the tractor and the two axles ol lhe trailer
have their brakes applied by cornpressedair. In strong
winds or uncler slippery road conditions, this may
help to hold the combined unit or the trailer against
a n i n v o l u n t a r yd r i f t .
Also whcrr ir trailer complying with the EEC regulations is Ieft on site. i.e. is disqonnected from the
tractor unit, its compressedair reservoirsimmediately
apply the trailer brakes; this can be a valuable safety
feature when, for one rea$on or another, a trailer
becomcs disconnectedfrom its towing vchicle or has
to be temporarily dropped off.

Primary and SecondaryBrake
Performance
Modern private cars have an all-hydraulic secondary
brake system. Should the primary circuit fail, this
gives a much better perfonnance and shorter braking
distance than the all-rnechanical handbrake of old
could ever hope to provide.
Since frucks could wreak havoc if there were a
partial, let alone a total failure of the main (service)
brake, some provision I'or a reliable secondarybraking systernis essential.
Braking performance of trucks is not os good as
that o.f cars, when lhe respectivesystetnsure working
perJbctly, but there is even fftore a discrepuncy when
the primar.y brake has failed und the driver has to rely
on the sec:ondar!ltraking sllstetn.
For there is a consideruhle difference in braking
performance when comparing the commercial vehicle's secondarywith its serviceor main brake.
It is a nrandatory test requirement under ECE
Reg l3 that in both ihc laden and the unlirden
condition the commercial vehicle must be capable of
being stopped by the service brake within a braking
distanceof no more than 5l m (168 ft) from an initial
speed ol' 50 mph and 7l m (234 ft) from 60 rnph.
When there is a partial l'ailure in eithcr the tractor or
trailer line and the secondary brake comes into
operation, then the correspondingdistancesmust not
exceed93 m (307 fr) and 133 m (439 ft).
These minimum bruke slstem requiremenls may
well be marginul when the driver has lo brake hard to
a stop from 65 to 70 mph, let alone from the higher
maximum speed which heavy trucks can and do
achieve.
Even the latest amendments to the European Braking Regulation ECE 13 only demand that the tractor
unit main brakes do not run out of their stored

working fluid (compressed air) for about 23 seconds
alter the brake pedal is applied and that the secondary
brakes will still pcrlorm adequately after up to I
full-stroke applicationsol' the brakc pedal.
In the caseof the towed vehiclc, the compressedair
reservoir capacity need only be capable of ensuring
that the trailcr brakes will function for at least 15
seconds.

Europeanvs. UK HeavyTruck and
CoachDriving Techniques
Partly to compensate for marked differences in
terrain, some Europcan operators tend to rely on an
auxiliary retarder being fitted to thcir hcavy trucks
and particularly to touring coaches;these deviceswill
stabilise their speed on long downhill descents.Orre
popular device is an eddy current clcctric rcrerrcler,
which can relieve the service brakes ol' much ol' the
effort requireclin controlling the vehicle's speed. The
driver can modulate the degree of retardation over a
fairly wide range by a simple hand control of a
rhcostat type-not unlike the controls on trams and
electric tube trains-and, by anticipating the road
conditions ahead, progressivclyslow down the vehicle
to a crawl without ever touching his scrvice brake.
The degree of maximunt rate of retardation which
can lte achieved by this meuns is about one third of
that which truck and coach drivers would ttorrrtttlly
obtain by applying regular braking, or ahout one sixth
oI lhe ntaximum which run be achieved under ideal
condilions on a dry level road when upplying Jull
emergencj braking.
For coachesand rigids, it is convenientto locate the
eddy current retarder to operate via thc drive line, by
offering a stcady "drag", i.e. the brakes as such are
not actuated.
ln the case of articulated vehicles. it is more
common to have a pnCumatic assistancecounterpArt,
be it vacuum or compressedair actuated, which can
be made to act on one of the non-driven lrailer axles.
It is then not uncommon for sonre typcs of retarders
to apply the trailer brakes in a similar nanner to a
partial application of thc hand brake. This demands
that such trailers be fitted with more fade-resistant
friction linings than are the norm on UK built trailers.
Sotne of the apparently "inexplicable" run-away
touring coach accidents which occur, from time to
tirne, on mountain routes may be due to the following
combinations of circumstances;
Wliilst on a nornlal run over a familiar route,
where he can anticipate when and where to slow
down, the driver hardly ever applies the servicebrake.
For hc can achieve progressivcdecelerationby using
the retarder only. This lack of use then causes the
mechanicalparts of the servicebrake mechanismto be
stiff to the point of partial seizuredue to corrosion. It
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has been established on a number of occasions that
this is what actually happened and that the operators
"creeping malfunction" of the
were unaware of the
service brake system, for it is perfectly possible to let
the retarder perform the braking function.
When the driver finds that he has lo slow down
more quickly on a twisty or steep scenic route and
therefore apltlies lhe main service hrake, il may eilher
fail to respond, or, more likely, the braking efJ'ort
may be uneven, causing the vehicle lo slew out of
conlrol and plunge over a precipice.
Though it is claimed as a distinct commercial
benefit to fleet operators, it is false economy to
"save" by extending the lif'e of the brake linings and
concentrate instead on the utilisation of the electric
retarders.
AIso, r/ an electric retarder is retro-fitted to a
vehicle that has a basically well-bulanc:ed foundation
braking system, it could readily lead lo overbruking of
the driven axle and hence introduce directional instability, partit:ularly when applying, in a bend, emergency braking via the service bruke in addilion to that
already provided by the re{arder.

The Lack of Harmonisation of Truck
Regulations
There is no international agreement yet on many
key design and performance standards. Thc various
countrics of the EEC, not to mention othcr European
countries and other major producers and users of
commercial velricles,all have quite a way to go before
even such relatively sirnple hut basic dimensions as
maximum length, weight and permitted load per axle
are fully standardised. The reasons fbr this lack of
harmonisation are mainly political rather than technical-not least among$t thenr having to please pressure
groups in each soversigrrstate; these can range from
environmentalistto manufacturers lobbies.
The UK. in an effort to come in line with the rest
of the EEC, increased in May 1983 the maximum
weight limit from 32.5 to 38 tonnes and the minimum
number of axles for that load from four to five. But
Italy and the USSR permit 40 tonnes; it is 42 tonnes
in Holland, 44 tonnes in f)enmark, 48 tonncs in
Finland, 50 tonnes in Norway and 51.4 tonnes in
Sweden.
When it comes to truck and draw-bar trailer combinations or road trains, the picture is even more
confused. The UK has stayed at the 32.5 tonne limit.
In thc majority ol other European countries, with the
sole exception of the USSR, the weight limit for a
road train is not less thirn that l'or an articulated
lorry. In fact it is 44 tonnes in ltaly and 50 tonnes in
Holland.
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The road haulershave long been lobbying for a 40
tonne limit for articulertedlorries throughout Europe
and 44 tonnesfor road trains.
Contrary to popular perception, allowing heavier
Iorries on UK roads does not rnean longer vehicles.
They will not take up rrlorc road spacethan those
complying with the olcl UK Construction and Use
Regulations-nor will they causemore road damage,
for the load will be carried by more axles. It is
generally relatively easier and economic:allj more attractive Io fit to these "juggernau[s"-where they will
be of most henqfit-Ihe by no rneanscheap hul latest
technolo7y and often quile complex electronic antiloc:k brakinE systemsand betler axle movement controls.
Such vehicles inherently command a higher unit
price tag, sinceit has beendemonstrated
that, Iaken
over a period of two years or more, they can give a
better return on money invested,for thcy tend to be
moreefficienton a basisof costper ton-mileof goods
delivered.
Heavier vehiclesare likely to be given better allround safetyfeaturesthan lighter ones.Also therewill
be fewer vehiclcson the road to carry the sameloadn
hence the likelihood of traffic conflict situations
arisingis reduced.

The Roundabout"Squeeze"
However, there remains a basic traffic flow problem which will not be affected by improvements to the
suspensionand braking systcms;it is the "jockeying"
for the best position at sharp turns, traffic islands and
roundabouts. Some car drivers tend to deliberately
squeeze their carrj in between moving trucks on
roundabouts and motorway slip roads. lt demonstrates a selfishness by car drivers and, above all, a
fundanrental lack of appreciation of the inhcrent
handling limitations which apply to trucks, buses and
coachcs.
There are detail differences, in terms of wheelbase
and overhang, betwcen various makes of trucks and
coaches, between articulated lorries-which predominate in the UK-and the rigid truck towing a drawbar trailer of a length comparableto the towing truck,
which is favoured by many freight operalorri on the
Continent.
But they all "sweep" a much larger proportion of
available road spacethan a car docs. However much a
coach or truck driver may wish to avoid pushing an
overtaking car off the road or squeezing it against an
obstruction, there is very little he can do to prevent it,
once hc has committed his vehicle to negotiatesuch a
relatively tight bend.
It is really up to the car driver to hold back until
coach or truck and trailer are again fully on the
straieht section of the road.
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Any action by the car driver which might cause the
truck driver to brake suddenly is likely to cause some
trailer snaking, which would aggravate the situation
further.

Articulated Trucks: Critical Speedsat
Typical UK Roundabouts
There are some speeds which lead to a rapid and
irreversible Ioss of control by the driver; this ofteu
occurs without the drivcr being aware of it even whilst
it happens. For typical UK sized roundabouts these
critical speeds,which lead to the trailer in an articulated truck rising off the tyres on the inside of the
curve and then tipping right over, tend to be as low as
25 mph on the traditional roundabout and only 12
mph on a mini roundabout. The exact valucs depend
on the radius of the island. ln practice, a band of
about 3mph either side of this calculable critical speed
can lead to a trailer overturning.
Snow, slush, heavy rain and strong cross winds
and, above all, the way a driver cuts a corner, tend to
modily the exact values of these critical speeds. The
tighter the bend, the lower the actual values of these
critical speeds.

OverturningTrucks
Various attemptshave been made to improve the
stability of high sided vehiclesin curvesand when
subjectedto strongly gusting winds. But all have
provedtoo costlyor impracticable.

Conclusions
Currently, the level of advancedtechnologyapplied
to commercial vehicles, from light trucks to road
trains, from local buses to long distancetouring

coaches,is about a decade behind that to be found on
many ma$s-producedcars-and the new generationof
family cars will have "nra$tcrmindri" to co-ordinate
autorratically and electronicallymany of the thinking
and vehicle control furtctions, thereby giving such
vehicles a greatly enhanced accidcnt avoidance capability. But all this will nol minimise the risk of such
cars and their occupants being badly mauled by
commercial vehicles,which have none of thcse quickacting devices.
While no one wants to trold back technical developments on private cars, the issue must be addressedby
a/l concerned with road sal'ety of whether this will
further widen the already substantial gap in terms of
accidcnt avoidance capability which exists between
cars and the vast maiority ol' commercial vehicles.
Is it really desirable to concentrate so much research funding and technologicaleffort towards making cars go ever faster, have better traction and
basically "idiot prool'" braking and possibly even
incorporate a form of proxirnity radar to trigger of
the braking function, while leaving most commercial
vehicles with somewhat dated "state of the art"
braking and suspensionsystemsand no effective spray
suppressiondcvicc.c?
Should not some of the resourcesbe redirected to
make coaches and commercial vehicles better
equipped to cope with the ever more demanding
requirementsof fast moving road traffic:? Resourcesand that means rnoney and skillcd pcople-are not
unlimited.
ln the end, it may well becomethe responsibilityof
politicians rather than engineersto influcnce the order
of priorities. Could onc not begin with making the
existing road network, road junctions arrd roundabouts safer for heavy goods transport?

An Investigationof SelectedVehicleDesignCharacteristics
Using the Crash
AvoidanceResearchDatafile
Mark L. Edwards,
National Highway Traffic SafetY
Administration,
United States

contained in this databasesuggestit is a viable source
of intbrmation for identifying problems in the general
area of crash avoidanceresearch.

Abstract

Crash data have traditionally functioned as a source
of information for identifying highway safety problems, assessingtheir magnitude, developing potential
solutions, and evaluating their effectiveuess.Perhaps
the bcst known analysesof crash datir havc been those
which have enhancedour understandingof the crashworthinessdesigncharacteristicsoI motor vehiclesand
their role in injury production. The knowledge derived

Problem identification efforts have been hampered
in the field of crash avoidanceresearchby the lack of
a databasetailored to the information requirementsof
this approach to crash prevention and injury rcduction. A prototype databaseclcsignedto overcome the
del'iciencies of existing crash databases has recently
been developed. Initial analyses of the information

Introduction
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from these investigations has ultimately led to the
devclopment of a number of improvements in vehicle
design, which have in turn led to reductions in the
severityof injuries sustainedin motor vehiclc crashes.
Efforts to employ existing crash data in support of
similar activities in the field of crash avoidance
rcscarch have proven less successful,in part because
existing crash databases have been developed to satisfy the information needs of crashworthiness research, which differ somewhat frorn those of crash
avoidance. In general, currently available databases
have been found to be deficient in one or nrore of the
following respectsr
Slse-Available databases do not contain enough
observationsto permit meaningful analyscsol'the
relationship between specific vehicle design cltaracteristics and particular types of crashes.
Representatiyeness-Many of' thc crashes in existing databasesare old, and thus do not reflect the
crash cxpcrience of currently manufactured vehic le s .
Content-Available databasescontain little if any
data indicative of the movements of involved
vehiclesimmediately prior to crash.
Any of thcse dcficienciesis sufficient to obviate the
utility of a givcn database l'or crash avoidance research.A lack of information concerningthc precrash
movefirents of vehicles does, however, represetrtthe
most significant shortcoming. Without this information, it is diificrrlt to use crash data to explore the
relationship between specific vchicle design characteristics and crash propensity. lt is also difficult to

establish a precise estimate of the degree to which a
proposed improvernent in vchicle design rrright affect
crash involvement. For example, without some knowledge o[ precrash movcments, one cannot exarnine the
role of rearward field of view in crashes preceededby
a lane change maneuver. Similarly, the potential value
of improvements in the detectability of' f'ront turn
signals cannot be assessedwithout knowing one vehicle was turning left in lront of another immediately
prior to cra$h.
In an attempt to overcome these and other shortcomings in existing crash databascs,NHTSA's Office
of Crash Avoidance Researchrecently undcrtook an
effort to develop a crash database specifically geared
to the information needs of crash avoidancere$earch.
The specilic objectivesof this effort were tot
l.
2,
3.

Identify the information requirements for a
crash avoidancedatabase.
Identil'y a $ourcc of crash information which
could satisfy these information requirements.
Develop a prototype version of the database.

The result of this effort is the Crash Avoidance
Research Datafilc, or CARDfile, a derailed description of which is contained in Edwards fl987). The
information contained in this database has been
extracted from the automated police accident rcports
of Texas, Maryland, Michigan, Washington, Pennsylvania, and Indiana. Information pertaining to these
crashcsis containcd in three files: Accident, Vchicle,
and Driver, the contents of which are enulnerated in
Table l.

Table 1. CARDflle data elements.
Accident

Vehicle

Driver

Day of Crash
Month of Crash
Year of Crash
Time of Crash
N u m b e ro f V e h i c l e s
Crash Severity
AccidentType
Light Conditions
WeatherConditions
Road Surface
GeneralLand Character
Primarylmpact
Locationof lmpact
Relationto lntersection
IntersectionSignaling
RoadwayAlignment
FloadwayProfile
RoadwaySeparation

Crash Type
Make/Model
Model Year
VehicleType
ComponentFailure
PrecrashStability
AvoidanceAction
InjurySeverity
VIN

Age
Sex
Alcohol/DrugUse
RestraintUse
HelmetUse
DriverError
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SECTION4. TECHNICAL SESSIONS
Perhaps the most unique data element contained in
CARDfile is Accident Type, which is used to describe
the precrash movements of vehicles involved in each
of the crashescontained in the database.A total of 43
accident type codes exist, describing not only the
overall movement patterns associated with the crash,
but the specific movements of each involved vehicle.
The coding scheme employed is based on work
originally accomplished by Perchonok (1972) and
Terhune (1983). As has been indicated, this information is of particular importance to crash avoidauce
research because it makes possible the development
and testing of hypotheses related to the role of
specific vehicle design characteristicsin crash involvement. For example, using CARDfile, it is possibleto
examine the frequency with which vehicles ecluipped
with amber turn signals are struck in the rear end
while turning, and compare this involvement to the
frequency with which vehiclesequipped with red turn
signals are struck in similar situations. As another
example, it would be possibleto exarninethe extent to
which vehicles equipped with front wheel drive are
involved in rollover crashes. In fact, any vehicle
characteristic common to a particular make and
model of vehicle can be evaluated with respect to its
involvenrent in a particular typc o[ cras]r and compared with the involvernentexperienceof vehicleswith
different or similar characteristics.

CARDfile Characteristics
At prcscnt, CARDfile contains data on slightly
fewer than 4,000,000 crashes involving almost
7,000,000 vehicles, which represents the police reported crash experience for the most recent three
years of data available. A summary of the three year
crash experience(1983-1985)for each of the statesin
this database is presented in Table 2. In total, the
crash data containcd in CARDfile repre$ents slightly
more than 2090 of the nation's annual police rcported
crash experience.
The value of CARDfile as a database for relating
vehicle design characteristicsto crash propensity becomes apparent when examining the number of specific types of vehiclescotttained in the f ile. As shown
in Table 3, the available number is so large that even
vehicles which represent a small minority of crash

Table2. Summary ol state crash experience (1983'
1e85).
Stato

No. Ctssh€s*

Table3. Distributionol vehlcletyp€s.

lT::1.1::::i:
crr
Prrrcn8.r
Lt8ht rruck^in
H.sry Strrlthr
Trucl
Hesry Arrlculated
lrucl
Hororcycl./HoFcd
Bobtsil Tru(k
Buc
Trif,cporr
s.hool Bu'
y
PolIr./FnarEEn
0thsr/HtE6tnt

5,OA1 ,284
I,120,866
15?,osl
115,287
106,148
16,671
11,902
1!.718
?g,BlE
115,156

72\
16r
2t
2s
2t
<1r
.ilr
41t
<lr
5r

involved vehicles, for example, school buses, exisf in
numbers sufficient to perrnit meaningful analysesof
their crash experience. Heretofore large scale analyses
of the crash characteristics of these vehicles were
virtually impossible.
The sensitivity of CARDfile to vehicles of recent
manufacture is illustrated in Table 4, which depicts
thc crash experience of all vehicles contained in
CARDiile by model year manufacturecl after 1969.
As is apparent, more than half of the vehicles in
CARDfile manufactured after lg69 are no more than
8 rnodel years old, and slightly more than 2590 are no
older than 5 model ycars. The desirability of obtaining crash data on vehicles of recent manufacture is
made even more important by the recent changes in
size, engine/drivetrain placement, and other design
characteristicsof newer vehicles.

Comparabilityof CARDfile
Although no attempt has been made to create a
statisticallyrepresentativesample of the nation's crash
experience,the statescomprising CARDfile were cho$en to be as representativeas possible of the various
geographiesand rcgions of the country. Comparisons
of CARDfile with the Nationitl Accident Sampling
Systeilr(NASS), a nationally representativesample of
police reported crashessuggestthat, on the whole, the
crashes contained in CARDiile are typical of the
nation's crash experience. An illustration of this
comparability is presentedin Table 5 which contains a
comparison of selected CARDfile variables with
equivalent NASS variables.
As is readily apparent, there are few real differences
between CARI)filc and NASS with respect to these
particular variables, suggesting that conclusions
reached on the basis of CARDfile analysesmlght be
extrapolated to the nation as a whole at this general
Table 4. Dlstrlbution of vehicles for model years 19701986.

No. vshtclss*

E 5 {, 5 7 r
tl7 ,18L
7,7Z4,ZLO
69.,654
2 , 1 2 6 I, 0 3

-Eu.tlt
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Table5. Comparleoneof GAHDflle data with NASS
date*.
Variable

MSS

v€hlcle
Stntle
Crashss
Uulttv€hlcle
crsches
Frral Cllrher
Pro!.rty
DFhstF CrashBs
Fedestrtsn/Stcycllsr
crschcr
LsIEe Trucl Crtrrhcr
Molorcyc I c Crrrhdr
rcoh.r
Invotvsd Drtvsrs
[€i Hsathsr Crashes
* Bsssd on lnfornatlon

CNDftIs

35t
6st
,7,
611
41
4i
2{
7N
13t

1n 1984 NAss Asnull

3!l
65i
.6t
61t
3t
4t
2t
Jr
15*

issue$as rear turn signal color, front turn signal
location, and other issuesrelevantto the generalarea
of crash avoidanceresearch.A detailedsummary of
the resultsof theseand other analysesis presentedin
the following sections.

Amber Turn Signals

R.polr.

level. A comparison of injury severitiesfor both
NASS and CARDfile is presentedin Table 6,
An indepth effort to establishan accuratemeasure
of the comparabilityof CARDfile with respectto the
nation's crash experiencehas recently been initiated
by Salvatore, Mengert, and Walter (1986). In this
$tudy, distributions of selectedvariables are being
compared for the aggregateof states comprising
CARDfile with various national estimates.To date,
the resultsof thesecomparisonsindicatethat, for the
most part, CARDfile does not diff'er substantially
from the nation with respectto generaldriver, roadway, and vehiclecharacteristics.
In addition, many of
thosedifferenceswhich do exist involve characteristics
not likely to obviatethe utility of CARDfile as an aid
to problem identification and countermeasure
development in crash avoidanceresearch.For example,
imported light trucks are underrepresented
in CARDfile. While this differencemight affect the accuracyof
estimatesof the number of injuries resulting from
imported light truck crashes,it would not likely eff'ect
the resultsof any analysisof the relationshipbetween
specificimported light truck designcharacteristics
and
crash involvement. More indepth analysesof the
comparabilityof CARDfile and national crashexperienceare presentlyunderway.Theseanalyseswill focus
on the comparabilityof specificuniveriateand muttivariateCARDfile crashcharacteristics.

Pilot Applications
Although CARDfile is still under development, a
number of preliminary analyses have been initiated to
acquire experiencewith the file, and to establish some
estimate of its utility as an aid to problem identification and countermeasure development in crash avoidance research. These applications havs addressedsuch

Two yearsof crash data, containingapproximately
407,000rear end crashesin which a passenger
car was
the struck vehicle,were ulilized to asse,$s
whether or
not passengercars equippedwith amber turn signals
were less likely to be struck while turning than cars
equippedwith red turn signals.Two, rather than the
three yearsof CARDfile data available,were usedin
order to match the relevantcrash experiencewith the
number of vehiclesregisteredin each CARDfile state
as a means of controlling for any differencesin
overall exposurewhich might exist betweenthe two
groupsof crashinvolvedvehicles.Registrationdata is
availablefor July to June time periodsonly. Thus,
only crashesoccurringbetweenJuly l, 1983and June
30, 1985(a two year period) were consideredin this
analysis.
Only crashesinvolving pas$engercars manufactured
in 1980 or later were considered.Crashesinvolving
these vehiclesrepresentedslightly less than 14rlo of
rear end crashesduring the timc period examined.
Rear end crashesconsideredrelevantfor this analysis
were those in which the lead vehicle in a rear end
crash was in the proces.sof turning prior to impact.
Three measuresof rear end crash experiencewere
employed:
Ratio of relevant rear end crashesto total
rear end crashes.
2 . Ratio of relevant rear end crashesto total
crashes.
3. Ratio of relevant rear end crashesto rcsistered vehicles.
l

The resultingcalculationsof relevantrear end crash
rate$ for the first two measuresof crash experience
are presentedin Table 7. Data provided by manufacturers were used to determine whether the struck
vehiclewas equippedwith red or amber turn signals.
Vehicles for which turn signal color was unknown
were excludedfrom the analysis.All other things
being equal, any differencesin theseratios should be
indicativeof a "turn signalcolor" effect.

Table 6. Distrlbutlon of crashes by severity,

:::::::t::i:l...........
Plop.rry
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Porribrn Injury
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Table7. Analysis ot relevant rear end crash experience.

SECTION4. TECHNICAL SESSIONS
Both comparisons indicate that passenger cars
equipped with amber turn signals are less likely to be
struck while turning than cars equipped with red turn
sigrrals. Approximately 20Vo of rear end crashes
involving vehicleswith red turn signalsoccurred when
the vehiclc was struck while turning, as opposed to
l79o for vehicles equipped with amber turn signals.
Similarly, the proportion of relevant rear cnd crashes
to total crash involvements is higher for this group
(2-2Voas compared to 1.9070).
Relative percent differences for each of these comparisons are l59o and
l49o respectively.tsoth are significantly different at
"Coodness of
the p<.01 level using a Chi Square
Fit" test in which the proportion of relevant crashes
involving vehiclescquipped with red turn signals was
used to predict thc expected number ol relevant
crashes involving vehicles equipped with amber turn
signals.
Differences in the percent of relevant crashes favoring cars equipped with amber turn signals,as opposed
to red, were also found in each of the statescomprising CARDfile, with the exception of Michigan which
was excluded from this analysis becauseof the effort
required to identify make/models using VIN for the
extremely large number o[ make,/models and model
years considered in this analysis. Michigan does not
code make/rnodel directly. As catr be seenin Table 8,
the findings in each state parallel those obtained for
CARDfile as a whole, indicating that the differences
noted are nof due to results obtained in a single state.
Disparities in the percentageof relevant rear end
crashes among states appear to be due to differences
in reporting criteria, stateswith low reporting thresholds recording a greater number of relevant crashes
than stateswith high reporting thresholds. For example, Pennsylvania only reports crashes in which at
least one vehicle was towed, whereasTexas reports all
crashes with a total damage cost of at least $250.
Since many of the relevant crashesin this analysisare
low in severity,more would be reportcclin Texas than
Pennsylvania.
The comparison of involvement rates per registered
vehicle for relevant rear end crashes also yielded
differencesin favor of amber turn signals I'or each of
the 5 CARDfile statesincluded in this analysis,as can
be seenby inspectingthe data in Table 9.
A Signs Test to determine thc likelihood of obtaining thesc results a$ a collsequence of chance yields a
probability of .031, confirrning the findings from
other analysesof ClARDfile data that passengervehicles equipped with amber turn signalsare less likely to
be rear ended while turnitrg when compared to passenger vehiclesequipped with red turn signals.
An analysis of the rear encl crash cxperience of
Chevrolet (lhevettes,which changed turn signal color
after model year I979, also yiclded results paralleling

Table8. Analysis of releyant crash experience by
state.
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those obtained in the present analysis. Chevettes
equipped with amber turn signals experienceda ratio
of relevant to total rear end crashesof l9.70Vo during
the time period encompassedby this atralysis,whereas
Chevettes rnanufacturcd with red turn signals were
found to have experienceda ratio of relevant to total
rear end crashesof 20.1790. While these dillerences
are not statistically significant, thcy are in agreement
with earlier analyseswhich produced significant differencesin favor of vehiclesequipped with amber turn
signals.

Detectahilityof Front Turn Signnls
The crash experienceoI a sck'ctedsample of passenger vehicles with differing placements of front turn
signals was evaluated to determine whether or not
there were differences in the lrequency with which
they were involvcd in crashespreceededby a left turn
in front of oncoming traffic. Such differences, if
pre$ent, might be suggestiveof a relationship between
the detectability of front turn signals and crash
involvement.
Vehicles selected for this analysis were those in
which front turn signals were integrated into the
headlamp assembly for some model years, and
mounted in the front bumper assembly in others. It
was hypothesizedthat turn signalsmounted within the
headlarnp assembly might be more difficult for oncoming drivers to detect than those mounted in a
more isolated location, and thus vehiclesdesignedin
this manner would be more likely to be involverl in
crasheswhere thc clrivcr was turning left in frottt of
oncoming traffic.
The analysis of turn signal detectability was limited
to specific make/models which had undergone
changes in the location of front turn signals to

Table 9. Analysls ol registration data by state.
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Table 10. Dlstributionof left turn crashes.
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Table 11. Fleld of view metrics.
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provide some control for differences in driver characteristics which might effect turn signal use, risk
taking, or other aspect$ of driver behavior which
might effect the probability of crash involvernent.
Three years oi CARDfile (1983-1985)were utilized
in this analysis.Only crashesin which a study vehicle
turned left in lront of an oncoming ve]ricle were
consideredrelevant. The nunrber of multivehicle crash
involvcments for the 4 models o[ vehiclescronsidered
in this analysis totaled llZ,945 for the three year
period analyzcd.
The number of relcvant crashes and total multivehicle crashe,r for each of the two groups of vehic-lesis
presentedin Table 10. As is apparent, the group with
front turn signals mounted in the more isolated
location expericnced proportionally fewer crashes
(1090 diilerence in ratio of relevant to total crashes
between the two groups). A Chi Square test utilizing
the proportion of relevant to total crashes for the
"headlamp" group
to predict an expected value for
t h e " b u m p e r " g r o u p y i e l d e da v a l u e o f p < . 0 1 .

Field of View from Yehicle
The crash experience of vehicles with differing
fields of view was exarnined to ascertain if such
differences rnight be reflected in crash rates. Ficld of
view measureswere obtained for 14 vehicles using a
method developedby Zicdman et al (1987).
This method dcrives a figure of merit (FOM) for
visibility which is a measure of the degreeto which a
target vehicle is visible to the driver in certain
prescribed scenarios where field of view might be
important. All openings availablc to the driver for
seeing, including rear view mirrors, are considered in
deriving this measureof visibility. Field of view values
for each of the vehicles considered in this analysis
appear in Table I l. Thc grcater the numerical value,
the berter the f ield of vicw.
The correlation between lield of view and total
multivehicle crash experience for this group of vehicles was -.73, indicating the better a vehicle's field of
view, the lower its crash involvernent.Analyses of the
relationship between field of view and more specific
precrashscenariosin which field of view is thought to
play an important role are planned for the near
future.
Although these results provide evidence of the
validity of this method for quantifyine field of view,
they should not be interpreted as providing conclusive
394
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proof of the relationshipbetweenfield of view and
crashinvolvement.

Conclusions
Civen the analytic experience to date, it would
appear that CARDfile contains sufficient information
to permit detailed evaluations of the relationships
between selected vehicle design characteristics and
crash experience. While the results obtained do not
provide conclusive evidence of such relationships, they
do neverthelesssuggest areas of researsh in which it
may be possible to obtain improvements in the crash
avoidancc design characteristic$ of vehicles which
result in lowered crash frequency and reduced injury
severity. lt was for this purpose that CARDfile was
established.
Although analysesof CARDfile data are not appropriate for establishing cause, the large number of
variables available for analysis does allow Ibr the
statistical control of rnajor variables known to effect
exposure, and consequently,crash involvcment. The
value of CARDfile lies in the capability it provides for
examining the statistical relationship between specific
design characlcristics and crash propensity as a rneans
of identifying and clirecting research programs in
crash avoidance research where issrresof cause may be
more appropriately addressed.
Immediate plirns are to continue the development of
CARDfile with emphasis on assessingits comparability with the nation's crash experience,and developing
more sophisticated analytic techniqucs which permit
the widest possiblecontrol of potentially confounding
variables. Efforts are also underway to refine existing
data elements, improve descriptions of roadway characteristics at the crash site. and add additional states.
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Ahstract
On the basis of control loop components, it is
drivexplained which occurrcnccsol' accident-relevatrt
ing rnanoeuvres can lead to road accidents. These
manoeuvresare simulated with the aid ol' the driving
dynamics simulation model MEDYNA. In extreme
situations, the variatiorrs in the vehicle parameters
lead to an unstable behaviour, which at; a rule
precedesan accident, mcaning that lintit values and/
or area$ representing the criterion for study of an
accident, or rather, of its avoidance, can be established. The accident-rclcvrrntdriving manoeuvres,the
described quantities of thc irctions introduced by the
driver, such as braking, acceleratingatrd steering, as
wcll as the spectrum of vehicle-spccificparantetersare
deduced fronr the analysisof the material provided by
the accident research group of Medizitrische Hochschule Hannover and Technische Universitdt Berlin
(MHH/TUB). The initial results on the avoidability
study, which were achieved in a researchwork sponsored by the Bundesan$talt fiir StraBenwesen!are
presented,

Presentationof the Prohlem and
Approach to Avoidability
Considerations
All activitiesin the field of vehicle safety are carried
out frorn the aspcct of influencing the accident
occurrence.The followiflg questionstherefore arise in
considerationson the avoidability of accidents:

how do accidentscome about (rcsearchinto
accident causes)?
what circumstances lead to accidents and
whal parameters can be used to describe
these circumstances'l
how can thc circumstatrceswhich cause accidents be avoided; i.e., what value must the
pararneternot be allowed to assume?

The answers to these questions incvitably lead to
the neccssityof atralysingthe accidcnt occurrencewith
regard to its causes,and of followirtg thc cleveloptnent
ol' accidents,so that the scnsitivity and liniitations of
the parameters describing the actual state can be
determined by introducing a widely applied variation
o f t h c s cp a r a m e t e r s( F i e u r e l ) .
The accident occurrencc only includes a negative
selection of all those cascs in which an accidentrelevant driving nranosuvredid not lead to the nrastering of a critical situation, but resulted in an accident
in the form of incurrcd damagesatrd injuries' respectively. Those case$in which accident-relevantdriving
manoeuvre$ were able to be mastcred are nearaccidents,but these are not included in any compilation of accident data (even though every driver of a
nlotor vehicle can report fronr lris own expcrienceon
one or another near-accident).In our study on the
avoidability of accidents we are dealing, ltowever,
with the question of what conditions lead to the
occurrerlceor non-occurrenseo[ an accident when a
critical situation ari$e$-i.e., what parameters dirtinguish irn accidcnt-relevantdriving manocuvre frotn a
pre-crashphase?
Iirom this, we can conclude that indications of
accident-relevantclriving manoeuvrescan be deduced
from an analysis of the accidettt occurtence but that
the questions concerning the tnastering of a critical
situation can only be answered by sirnulation of the
accident-relevantdriving manoeuvres. This can, however, only be carried out usirtg individual cases as
examples. To do this, it is necessary to deduce
developmentpatterns of accident-rclcvantdriving ma-
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and develop test proceduresfor evaluatingthe primary sal'etyof motor vehiclesIl].
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Flgure 1. Procedure on avoldablllty study ol road accidentg

noeuvres on the basis of accident data and then
combine these into characteristic driving rrlanoeuvres.
These driving manoeuvresare then simulated.
Experirnental simulation is undoubtedly uscful or
even neces$ary,but in the variation of the automotive
parameters it is very material and time-consuming.
Apart from this, only the actual state as detcrrnined
by the respective construction can be examined. For
this reason. the method of mathematical simulation
was chosen in the course of studies up to now. This
requires the availability of a suitable computer program and also extensive adaptation work. Undcr these
conditions, which can be regarded as fulfilled in the
first, iteration step, the mathematical simulation is an
extremely useful aid in reconstructing experinrental
trials; it also provides a co$t-favourable application
for trend statements in the variation of accident
parameters. ln addition, one can deduce indications
on the characteristicsof vehicle parts and components
of which only the mathematical description exists and
have not been realized as a manufactured component.
For this, we must first determine what the accidentrelevant driving manoeuvres are and then condense
these to characteristic driving manocuvres in order to
be able to achieve effective and economical simulation. By simulating these characteristic driving manoeuvres we aim to deduce automotive parameters
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Here, we shall add yet another control loop description to the large numbcr which already exist; this time
to explain an accident-relevantdriving manoeuvrc; the
relationship between vehicle and environment is conveyed to the driver by means of optical, acoustic and
palpable information. On the basis of his perception,
and backed hy his experience,the driver decides to
carry out an action if this seernsneccssaryto him on
the hasis of the information he has received. Upon
recognizing a deviation frorn the driving objective, the
driver will therefore introcluce an action in order to
minimize this same deviation or in order to contain
the deviation within ccrtain linrits which still allow
him ro fulfill his driving objective. This conlrol
process will take place once or several times depcnding on the requirements (Figure 2).
During this process, each single component of the
control loop can lre affected by disturbances characterised by the fact that they are unpredictable, and thus
occrur unexpectedly, and apart from this, affect the
control task with an intensity which is at least
noticeable. The occurrencc of such an impairment is
dcscribed therefore as a critical situation.
ln order to avoid a critical situation, the driver
undertakes a suitable manoeuvre (stcering, braking,
load cycle of engine or a combination of these) which
at first seems suitable to him for compcnsating the
impairrnent. If the disturbance cannot be compensated, the critical situation leads to instability of the
control loop and an accident occurs. The manoeuvres
undertaken by the driver in order to eliminate a
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Figure 2. Control loop of the $ystem .,driver/vehicle/environment"
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critical situation, and irrelevant of the successor
failure of the actions introduced,are describcdas
accidertt-relevant
drivingmanoeuvres.
lf, however, an accident occurs, then the time
betweenrecognitionof the critical ,situationand the
actual accident is describedas the pre-crashphase.

Accident DevelopmentPatterns

O r i v e r s'
I n f o r m or ld n
Syslem

E

0r iver

P e r c e p t r o|n0 e c i s i o n
I A r t i o n P e r r e p t i o n| O e c r s i oInA c t i o n

'
t
r

self-overestirnationof the driver (e.g. the
speed chosen is too high for the following
road section),
the behaviour of the vehicle (e.g. Ioss of tire
adhesionor technical dcfcct) or
environrnental influences (e.g. chirracter of
the road or traffic situation).

The fact that the humau being possessesno reflex
which can be described as being compatible to the
vehicle control elements makcs it clear that every
impulse has to bc convcyedto the human blain. Here,
the impulse is identiliccl, compared with any existing
experience, evaluated and then converted into an
appropriate muscular activity. The time between perception and action can be reduccd by training and
repetition of danger situirtions. In the following general description of the processes,we shall, however,
assume a cortically-controlled proccssing of impulses.
(lf rrecessary,individual quantities can be reduced to
zero i[ certain automatic lunctions arc prcsumed to
exist.) Immediately al'ter fhe tirnc span for rhc processingof the impulses, the driver exerts a muscular
reaction to operate a control element. Due to the
strongly diffcring aud also varying condition of the
drivcr, thc mr.rscularreactions are not only limited by
the speedof contraction of the musclesbut equally by
the muscle power which has to be exerted.
'fhe
consequenceof the muscular reaction is the
operating of a control element. Becauseof the principle oi' the control element, thc rcaction of this to the
action of the driver is not direct, but is subject to a
time lag due to elasticity and to fahrication tolerances
and wear tolerances.ln the further developmentnthe
reactions of the vehicle. which are a result of the
changesmade to the control elements,are conveyedto
the driver, also with a time lag, since the dynamic
qualitie$ of the transmission elemcnts and also the
resilienceswhich result, for example, from the tires as
connecting element between vehicle and road surface,
lead to delays in feedback. This means that, for the
driver, the recognizablecorrsequencefrom thc completed action may be regarded as a new reaction
demand, this making a rcpctition of the processes
necessary.
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The sequence of events from one reaction demand
up to the renewed demand is defined here in the form
of a model, as the basic elernentof the development
pattern[2]. Two different developmentsin the actions
of the driver can be derived, depending on the
respective situation, this being determined by the
characteristicsol' driver and vehicle as well as by
environmentalintluences:One possibility of averting a
critical situation can be the decision to take action,
i.e. to activate a control element. Following this,
either the driver waits l'or the el'fect of the irrtroduced
mcasurc in the assumption that he has prevented the
collision, or the occurrenceof a collision makes any
further avoidance action superfluous. An emergency
braking measurecould, for example, be regardedas a
situation with this development. The course of the
accident consistsol'one single basic element.
The second possibility is that the basic element is
repeated once or more due to the accident situation.
This possibility is conceivable in cases whcre the
driver tries to avert the critical situation by corrective
steering manoeuvres. In Figurc 3, the developments
pattern of an accident-relcvant driving manoeuvre
consisting of two basic elements is shown as a
diagranr.

Analysis of the Accident Occurrence
The analysis of the accident occurrenceservestwo
basic purposes:
.

.

to determine and select relevant driving manoeuvres in order to define characteristic
driving manoeuvres, and
statistic evaluation of pf,rameters required
for simulation and their range of values.

As we have already established, the sequence of
eventsof accident-relevantdriving manoeuvrescannot
be shown directly, since the general use of crash
recorders in vehicles has proven to be extremely
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problematic, mainly for legal reasons. For this ieason,
the clevelopments have to be derived from the precrash phase of docurnented accidents. This necessary
step of equating an accident-relevant driving manoeuvre with the course of a pre-crash phase can be
regarded as permissible, due to the presurnption that
the same cour$e of action is taken by the driver from
the initial situation up to aversion of the accident, or,
in the second case, up to the acciderrt actually
happening.

ircident
i

In the Federal Republic of Germany, all accidents
reported to the police are compiled in the forrn of a
table in the so-called Bundes-Statistik-this is the
numerical data on the road traffic accidents which is
evaluated and published by the StatistischesBundesamt (Federal Statistics Oftice)[3]. In thcse statistics
the traffic accidents are differentiated into seven types
and these are divided into two groups: within city
boundaries (intra-urban) and outside of city boundaries (extra-urban) and also with regard to their
severity. On the basis of this, it is possiblc to
detcrmine, in ecorromical terms, the costs resulting
from injuries in the various types ol accident, which
can be shown in comparison to each other. Since,
however, more detailed circumstances and informatiorr on the course of the accidents-which we shall go
into in more detail-are lacking, actual analysis of
accident occurrences is based on the considerably
more detailed documention material on accidents
provided by the accident research group MHH/TUB
(financed by the Bundcsanstalt frir StraBenwesen).
The correlation of thesc two scts of material by
means of the common criteria: type of' accident and
severity of injury (expressed as costs resulting from
injuries), for the purposes of comparative study, as
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well as a limitation to the accident year 1984 makes it
possible to establish the relevant type of accident
insidc and outside of city boundaries.Figures 4 arrd 5
show the percentualdistribution of the costs resulting
from injuries in various types of accidentsinside and
outside of city boundaries. Despite the considerable
difference in the number ol' casesrecorded (Bundesstati$tik 1984: 416,232,MHH/TUB-material 1984: 646
injured persons) and the philosophy conccrning data
collection practised at this time, but which has meanwhile been revised, by the accident research group
MHH/TUB (mainly $eriousaccidentswere recorded),
the correlation between the respectiveclsfinitions can
be considered as sufficiently exact. The comparison
quite clearly allows the conclusion to be made that
r

r

inside city boundaries, the categories of accidents caused by "crossing pedestrians" and
"junction,/crossing"
are prevalent, and
in areas outside of' ciLy boundaries the categories o1' acciderrt "driving accident" and
"longitudinal-traffic
accident" cau$c the
highest costs re$ulting from injuries.

The further statistical evaluation was based on total
material comprising 2,753 accidents. However, in
order to be able to ensurc a comparable safety
standard, the accident material had to be leveled out
and older vehiclcs (up to the year o[ construction
1972) eliminated; apart from this, only four types of
vehicle of an cxemplary character werc selected.
ln an evaluation of the remaining accidents material
with a total of 290 accidents,the respectivcactions of
the driver, such as steering and braking, can be
coordinated with the relevant types of accident; the
vehicle reactions swerving and deceleration, which can
be determined from accident marks, serve as comparison and control quantities. Engine-load cycles could
not be established as driver activity in the acciclent
material. Apart from this, the evaluation includes the
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Table 1. Relevantdrlvlng mano€uvreaIn crltlcaltraffic
situations(sourceof the accidentresearch
group MHH/TUB).

Steerlng

DrivlnB Trafflc
( e x Er a - u r b a n )

LonBi t, Trafflc
(extra-urban)

CoinB

Braklng &
Steerlng

Speedlng

.

tll

lrl

t1l

6 5 ,1

1n o

44,2 up to 60

[k6/h]

r
59,4

24,0 up to 60

14,4

across

2,6

53,6 up to 65

I l::::::::::l
Junct./cross.

I1::::::::::
I

l4,0

38,6 up to 65

reconstructed vehiclc speed as well as the amount by
which speedlimits were exceeded,if this was the case.
The accident-rclevantdriving manoeuvreri (in the
actual scnse:the developmentof the pre-crash phase)
therefore con$ist of the driver activities of braking
and steering (singly or in combination) during critical
situations, which can be describcdby means of a total
of four types of accident at certain speeds(a survey is
given in Table 1). Measured on the basis of the costs
resulting from injuries, these form 64.690, or approximately two thirds of all types of accident (driving
accidents: 2l.4Vo, longitudinal-traffic accidents:
19.4Vo, pedestrian crossing accidents: 13.390 and
junction,/crossing accidentsl 10.590). Here, we presume that the frequency distribution of the accidentrelevant driving manoeuvres in which we are interested and the development of the prc-crash phasesas
documented in the accident material are approximatelyalike.
By adapting the accident-relevant driving manoeuvres to one or more basic elements of the
developmentpattern, it can be seenthat the mastering
of critical situations with the individual stages
r
.
r

$traight-line motion
transition curvc and
circular motion

superimposed with the driver activities
r
r
.

or curves with varying transitions and radii. With
r e s p e c t t o e x i s t i n g t e s t p r o c e d u r e $ ,b u t a l s o t h e
mathematical simulation oI driving manoeuvres,pro*
vision of the characteristicdrivins manoeuvresin the
form of

braking
steering or
braking and steering

and with time shares which nevertheless differ
strongly to somc extent, can be describedsufficiently
accurately. The accidents of the relevant categories
stated above vary merely in their intensity and, where
applicable,in the sequenceol the elementsmentioned,
e.g. straight-line motion and braking without curves

the steady-state circular motion, with or
without braking, and with varying road excitation, adhesion, curve radius and driving
speed,and
the steeringangle input clue to varying steer*
ing anglc frrnctions,c.g. stcp functiorr, single
sine or continuous sine functions with varying steering angle speed and amplitude, and
with varying road excitation, adhesion and
driving speed,

can be consideredto be sufficient in the evaluation of
the automotive parameters.The fact that the straightline motion is not taken into considerationhere is due
to the facl that, for example, pedestrian crossing
accident, primarily parametersother than those relating to the technology of the vehicle might prevent the
critical situation, since, in most cases, this accident
takes place within a very short interval, namely
between the reaction demand and the occurrence of
the accident.
ln determining the characteristic drivirrg manoeuvres we consciouslyabandoned the wish to take
into consideration the regulatory influence of the
driver. The reason for this is to be found in the
objective of the currert stutly, in which first of all the
critical automotive paramcters and evaluation criteria
for the primary safety of motor vehicles are to be
determinedand,/or confirmed.

Road-buildingParametersand Automotive
Parameters
Purposel'ul simulation requires that the parameters
to be varied correspond to reality.
Ttre road-building parameters form part of the
environrnental influences describing the characteristic
driving manoeuvres.Thus, from the accident material,
we obtained curve radii between 100 and I,000
metres, whereas the radii of the velticle paths are
considerably smaller; these lie between 40 and 200
metres. The supposed connection between the radius
of the vehicle path and the driving speedcould not be
established;the speedat the point of reactiotrdemand
lics at between 30 and 80 km/h inside of city
boundaries and between 80 and 120 km/h outside of
city boundaries. As expected, the collision speed is
usually lower due to the driver activities and is up to
two thirds lower witltin city boundariesand up to oDe
third lower outside of city boundaries.As opposed to
this, in the caseof a crossing-overaccident, the speed
reduction is considerably less than in other accidents
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occurring within city boundaries, despite an overproportionally large number of braking operations;
this again indicates the shortness of the time span
available fior driver activities.
It is not possiblc to deduce the influence of the
road surface on the course of the accident. since in
approximately 8590 of all cases the surfacc is described as "plitne". The location of possible disturbance factors in the form of bumps, grooves, tracks
etc. relative to thc accident spot are not shown in
more detail, so that the possible influence of such
factors on the occurrence and on the course of
accidents has to be ignored. Finally, the adhesion
between tires and road should be mentioned: in
approximately 70ulo of all accidents, the road surface
was dry and in 25Vo, the surlace is described as
"damp" or "wet".
The remaining approximately 590
of the accidents is distributed among road surfaces
with a covering of ice, snow and frost.
The quantities which can be regarded as automotive
parameters are those which are to bc varicd in the
simulation of certain characteristic driving manoeuvres. This concerns mainly, in the firsf step, the
vehicle design concept, the size and type of tire, the
number of occupants of the vehicle as well as the
loading. In order to be able to take into consideration
the wide variety of documented types and models of
vehicle, four types of vehicle class were selected
according to net mass, drive layout and firequencyof
vehicles involved iu accidents, to represent the total
number of passengervchicles included in the accidcnt
material. These are illustrated in Table 2.
ln the evaluated accidents, no specific striking
features could be establishedin the data on the tires.
The effects of the difference in type of tire uscd in the
front axle and back axle, and which could be determined in individual accident vehicles are negligible.

Table ?. Selected vehicle types which represent all
accident vehicles (source ol the accident
research group MHH/TUB).
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As regardsthe number of occupantsof the vehicle,
differencescould be established,as expected,between
the accidentinside and those outside of city boundaries: whereaswithin city boundariesthe vehiclesare
occupiedin 62o/oof all casesby one person and in
2890by two persons,outsideof city boundariesonly
52r/o are occupied by one person but 29go by two
per$ons.The greatestvariation is to be tbund in the
extent of occupationof more than two persons:the
percentageoutside of city boundaries is lSVo as
opposed to l09o inside of city boundaries.The
frequencyof loading in the front of and on the roof
of the accidentvehiclesis negligibleboth inside and
outsideof city boundaries.As opposedto this, the
loadingin a baggagecompartmentlocateclat the back
of the vehicleanrountsto up to 200 kg in 37Woof the
accidentsoccurringextra-urban;intra-urban,the loading amountsto up to 150kg in lSgo of all cases.The
loading in the passengcrcompartment also varies
betweenthe accidentsoccurringinsideand outsideof
city boundaries,namelyin 3290of the casesup to 150
kg, and in 27Voof the casesup to 60 kg, respectively.
The amount of fuel in the tank which is given in
gradationsof 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00,variesinsignificantly intra- and extra-urban.

ComputerSimulation
The VehicleDynamicsProgramMEDYNA
The used prograrn system MEDYNA was developed
by the company MAN Technology, the Deutsche
Forschungs- und Versuch$anstaltfiir Luft- und Raumfahrt (German Research and Expcrimental Station for
Air and Space Travel) and other partners, with
participation of the Technische Universitt Berlin commissioncd by the Bundesminister ftir Forschung und
Techncllogie (Federal Minister of Research and
Technoloey)[4]. This program serves to simulare
three-dimensional mechanical multi-body systems of
which the individual bodies can be linked by means of
various connection elenrents (spring, dampers, rubber
elements, hinged rods, bending rods, cxpansion rods
and torsion rods)[S]. As application of the program
was at first limited to rail-borne vehicles, a tire model
and a vehicle-guidancc model was introduced (based
on the theories according to [6] and [7]), so that the
range of application could be extended to the simulation of road vehicles.
Thc mechanical substitution systems to be simulated
can be determined in an interactive dialogue; in this
wfly, rigid and also flexible bodies and coupling
elements can be combined in a modular form to
create an overall model. With the aid of an internal
equation modeller, the required cquations of motion
are conslructed by the program by means of a
multi-body fbrmalism. As model excitation. deterministic time and path functions, stochastic processe$and
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excitation processesdisplaced in either time or space
can be entered,and these must then bc converted into
uscr specific subprograms in the form of force relationships. The excitation can be applied to the bodies,
kincmatic guidance and to the connecting elements.
On the output side, static and dynamic analysesin
the time and frequency domains can be carried out
with the aid of the program $y$tem MEDYNA. To
obtain a solution with respect to time, the complete
system of differential equations is solved and transferred into the next time interval by means of
numerical integration (RUNGE-KUTTA method with
automatic step length control). Output oi the results
of the various motion quantities are available in
graphic mode, both as function of time and frequency. Since thc recent incorporation of the highrcsolution graphics system with calligraphic display
(vector screen), a "Multi Picture System" by the
EVANS & SUTHERLAND company, the calculated
results can also be shown as an anirnated display.

gravity. Centre of gravity, mass, moment of inertia
and the geometric data of the nodes for the linking of
the connccting elementsas well as the description of
the motion possibilitiesof the node, i.e. the degreeof
freedom, must be stated for each body. Coupling of
the mass-boundbodies takes place either by means of
linear spring- and darnper characteristics or nonlinearily by means of special force relationships,
which must be specifically defined. The connecting
element "tires" presents a special case here due to its
complex behaviour in comparisotrto other connecting
elements. and has thercl'ore been introduced into
program system MEDYNA as a separate subprogram[8]. In procuring the required data for the
model, we were able to make use of the kind support
Of thE VOLKSWACENWERK AG ANd CONTINENTAL Gummiwerke AG companies, who made their
internally determined test data and measuring data
available for the vehicle simulation. These data were
adapted to the requirements of the tnodel aud conrpiled in data sets which the program could read.
Description of the Modelled Vehicles
Time-dependentinput data are provided as simulaThe passenger
vehiclesto be examinedare modelled
tion functions for powering, braking and steering.
as systemswith six elasticallysprungmasses;a mass
The drive torque acts on the tire and, if necessary,
of the fully equippedcar body, four wheel-carrier can assume a different value for each wheel. A
masse$
and the massof the steeringsystem.The mass
furfher input parameter is the moment of inertia of
elementsfor the vehicleoccupants,for thc loading
the drive train which participates in the motion and
and for the tank contentsremain as variableswith
which depcnds on the respectivetransmission ratio.
regard to position and size and are connectedrigidly
Similar to the treatment of propulsion, different time
(Figure6),
to the superstructure
functions can be allocated to the efl'ective braking
By superstructurewe mean a combination of the
torque on the individual tires, so that in the simulabodywork, the engine./gearbox tiorr, for example, brakes which are pulling unevenly,
completely-equipped
parts. Each
block and of the percentualsuspension
or at a later point antiblock $ystemscan also be taken
ma.ssconsistsof the massof
individualwheel-carrier
into consideratiort.
the wheelsupport,the brakes,the rim and the tire as
ln order to carry out a steering manoeuvre, a
well as the percentualmass of the drive shaft, the
steeringtorque which is a function of the vehicle path
link, the spring and the
differential,the suspension
must be determined to act about the steering axis
shock absorber.ln the model, the individualmasses (kinepin) of the front wheels. The calculation of this
are idealisedin such a way that they are assumedto
torque is carried out in a subprogram speciallydevelat one point, namelyat the centreof
be concentrated
oped for this purpose and in which the vehicle
guidance model is converted by means of the program.
The road excitation is described by the roadway
topology and the surface quality expressed in values
for upward or downward slope of the road and by
unevennessof surface in the form of spcctral power
density, respectively.Simulatictnwith stochasticroadway disturbance can at the moment only be carried
out
for a linear vehicle model. For calculation in the
poy!!j!
pos$nq.ri
tor sody
orivrr ond
!!lll!q!-!Elq:
4 Hheels
Luqqoge
time
domain, it is necessaryto introduce the unevenFuelTonklopdritt
stoor,ro5rrhfi
nessas the determining excitation.
Figures 7 and I show a number of simulation
for driving in a left-hand curve with a radius
results
IFT
Struciure of o l,,lodetedPossengertor
100
metres and at a speed of 36 km/h as a
of
TU'Berlin
8 70 20 8
function of time: Figure 7 shows the steerirtgtorque
acting on the kingpin as a result of which a ste€ring
Figure 6. Structure of the modelled passenger cars
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angle is establishedat the steeringaxis with a small
timc delay. Following this, vehicle roll angle and
sideslipangleas systemresponseto the steeringtorque
are shown.
In Figure 8, again basedon the kingpin torque, the
torque about the z-axisas well as the force in y- and
z-directionin the contact area of the front. Ieft-hand
tire are traced.
Work is being carried out at the momcnt on a
comparativestudybetweensimulationand experimental resultswith the aim of proving the quality of
simulation.Sincewe havenot yet carriedout any te$ts
of our own, the comparativestudy must for the time
being refer to publishedresults.
Simulation of Characteristic Driving

Manoeuvres
The simulationof characteristicmanoeuvresis to be
illustratedon the basisof steady-state
circular motion
at a speedof 36 km/h. A smooth road with a dry
surfaceis assumed(adhesioncoefficient:0.80). The
vehiclernodel,type A (refer to Table 2) is occupiedby
the driver and one front-seatpassenger
(mass:each68
kg) and at first with no additional loading;the tank is
half-full and thereforehas a massof 20 ke. In order

2g

E
z

.

16

to maintain the steady-state circular motion. the
radius of the vehicle path is set to l(-)0 metres; the
driving speed shall be varied yet up to 100 km/h.
Becausethe guidance model is regulated by the vehicle
path, the steady-statecircular motion is attainecl at
the conclusion of a curve entry within a certain
permissiblerange. This also corresponds furthermore
with the conditions which apply in the cxperimental
execution of this test procedure.
In order to be able to evaluate the curve behaviour
of the vehicle model, Figure 9 shows the steering
torque about the king pin, the steering angle, the roll
angle and the sideslip angle as a function of simulation time. The same evaluation criteria are applicd to
these results, however with different loading corrditions of the vehicle model. The vehicle now contains
four occupantswith a mass of 75 kg each, two liitting
in front and two at the back. The mass of the
additional load in the baggagecompartmenr is 200 kg,
and in the passengercompartment are another 150 kg.
The contents of the tank have a mass of 40 kg; this is
the equivalent of a full tank. The comparison shows
that, due to the increased number of occupants and
the higher load, the driving behaviour shows a tendency to oversteer. This becomes particularly apparent
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Figure 7. Results of computer simulatlon, steady-state
cornering (R = 100 metres, v = km/h)
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Figure 8. Rosults ol computer simulation, steady-state
cornering (R = 100 metres, v = 36 km/h)
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study of road traffic accidents and to the evaluation
of tlte prinrary vehiclc salety by directed variation of
thc large number of autonrotivc parameters, For
reliability of the statementswhich can be obtained, a
cornparisonof the calculatedresult with measurement
data obtained by experimentand a subsequentadaptation proce$s is required. ln order to makc this
possiblc, it is necessaryto carry out tests on vehicles
and vehicle components.
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on the curvesof the two sideslipangles.At this point
it must be statedemphatically
that the slip qualitiesof
the tires have a distinct influenceon the courseof
sinrulation.
At the moment,alongwith further adaptationwork
are bcing
on the vehiclemodel,simulationprocedures
carriedout with all four modelledvehiclesalso taking
into considerationthe f'urther characteristicdriving
manoeuvres,namely the input of various steering
angle functions.The resultswill be reportedin due
time.

Conclusion
The application of the multi-body program system
MEDYNA for calculating the vehicle dynamics allows
the simulatiorl of characteristicdriving manoeuvresin
accident situations after extensive ntodel generating
work. The mathernaticalsimulation thus opens up the
possibility of providing criteria for an avoidability
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Operationaland DesignFeaturesof the SteerAngle DependentFour Wheel
SteeringSystem
Shoichi Sano,
Tateomi Miyoshi,
Yoshimi l'urukawa.
Honda Researchand Development, Ltd.,
Japan

Abstract
Research on a directional control technique which
steersthe rear wheels along with the front ones has
been reported in a series of papers since the 7th
International Technical Conference on Experimental
Safety Vehicles.
These I'undamental studies have led to the development of a new I'our whcel steering system thal. varies
the steer direction and anglc of the rear wheels,
depending on the steering wheel input. Among its
features are decreased dclay of steering response at
high speed and decreascdminirnurn turning radius at
low speed.
This paper describesthe basic principles of this new
four wheel steering sy$tem, as well as its design and
o p e r a t i o n . I t a l s o d i s c u s s e st h e r e s u l t s o f ' t c s t s o f
system I'unction conducted under various operating
conditions over a range of speeds,to dernonstratethe
benefits of installing this system in a vehicle.

Introduction
Since the 7th Intcrnatiorral Tcchnical Conferenceon
Expcrimental Safety Vehicles, we have reported on a
series of studies on a control technique which steers
thc rear wheels in the same direction as the front
ones[]-[71. These researchefforts found that steering
the rear wheelsin the same direction as the frotrt ones
could reduce the delay in lateral accelerationresponse
of the vehicle to steering input, resulting in more
responsive steering characteristics under sornc conditions.
To achievea shorter turning radius during very low
speed maneuvers,spccifically for parking the vehicle,
it is desirablethat the rear wheels should be steeredin
the oppositc direction to the front ones. In an effort
to successfullycombine these two requirements for
controlling the rear wheels, we proposed a steer angle
dependent I'our wheel steering system, called the
"Honda 4WS," that could change the direction and
anglc in which the rear wheelswere steered,depettding
on how much thc steeringwheel was turued. Thror.rgh
continued research and development activities, the
Honda 4WS has recently bccn completed technically
and introduced into the market. The present report
discussesthe basic operational nrechanisrnand design
features of this steering system.
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OperationalPrinciple
It is known that steering the rear wheels in the same
direction as the front ones results in a shorter delay in
Iateral accelcration rcsponse to steering input. This
can offer rnore responsive steering characteristics
when the drive is given such tasks as a lane change
during highway cruisingil l-[5].
However, always steering the rear wheels this way
increasesthe minimum turning radius of the vehicle.
Especially during a sharp turn at low speed, it is
prelbrable to steer the rear wheels in thc opposite
direction to the front ones. To meet these two
conflicting requirements-one at high speed and the
other at low speed, we have developed a variable
control system that can steer the rear wheels in either
the same direction or the opposite direction to the
front ones, depending on the operating conditions of
the vehicle.
The stcer angle dependent Honda 4WS here is a
new steering systcm which can meet the high arrd low
speed control rcquircrrrents by mechanical devices
alone. As is apparent from the typical example given
in Fig. 1, this sy$tem steers the rear wheels in the
same direction as the I'ront ones when the driver turns
the steeringwheel in a snrall angle, but if he turns the
wheel in a large angle, it steersthe rear wheels in the
opposite direction.
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Figure 1. Steer characteristicsof Honda 4WS
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Major details of how this steeringsy$temworks in
high and low speedrangesare discussedbelow:
High-Speed Cruise
During a high-speedcruise,the driver usually turns
the steeringwheelin a relativelysmall angle' Fig. 2
showsthe resultsof theorcticallycalculatingthe relationshipbetweenthe steeringwheelangleand vehicle
speedof an automobileequippedwith the Honcla
circular turn. The
4WS when making a steady-state
diagram uses lateral accelerationas a parameter'
which was selectedat 0.2 g, 0.4 g and 0'6 g-typical
valueswhich could be usedin trortnalhighwaycruises.
When the vehicle is going at 50km/h or faster' as
indicatedin the diagram,the steeringwheelattglefor
circular turn with a lateral
making a steady-state
g
of 0.6 or lesscomeswithin a 1O0-dcgree
accelcration
range, In the typical exampleof front and rear wheel
given in Fig. l, the rear
steer angle characteristics
wheelsare steeredin the samedirectionas the front
ones in a speedrange abovc a certaitrlevel. This
results in a smaller delay iu lateral acceleration
responrieof the vehicle to steeritrginput, offering
characteristics'
quick, $moothsteeringresponse
Low-Speed Maneuver
The driver turns the steeringwheel in a large angle
during short, sharpturns at very low speedsparticularly for parking the vehicle,making a U-turn, or
turning to the right or left at an intersectionof
narrow back streets.For such low-speedmalleuvets'
the Honda 4WS steersthe rear wheelsin the opposite
direction to the front oues, reducingthe minimum
turning radiusof the vehicle.
turning radiusof a vehicleequipped
A steady-state
with the Hottda 4WS is virtr.rallyequal to that of a

conventional two-wheel steering car, the front wheels
of which are steered by the difference between the
front and rear siteel angles of the Honda 4WS. As
shown in Fig. 3, therel'ore, the equivalent steering
gcar ratio of the Honda 4WS dependsotr the relationship-the difference between the front atrd rear wheel
stcer angles in responseto the steeritrgwheel angle.
In a Honda 4WS vehicle, the direction and angle in
which the rear wlreels are steercd depend on how
much the steeringwheel is turned. This meatrsthat its
equivaletrt steering gear ritl io varies with steering
wheel angle. ln the smaller rangc of steeritrgwheel
slow, while in the larger
angle, the gear ratio becc'rrnes
ratio
becomes more quick'
thc
angle
range,
steering
thereforc, the
driving,
roughly
straight-ahead
During
yaw
gain
responseto
in
small
has
a
relatively
system
directional
rea
moderate
input,
offering
steering
sponse.As the turning radius of the vehicle becomes
shorter, the yaw responsegain increasesresulting in a
Iarger directional response.

Constructionand Operation
SystemConstruction
The Honda 4WS can be cottstructed by simply
adcling a mechanical subsystemfor steering the rear
wheels to the cotrventional front-wheel steering sys'
tem, As shown in Fig. 4, this four wheel stccring
systcm is essetrtiallycomprised of two subsystems,the
front and rear steerirtggear boxes, which are tnechanically linked with each other by center steering shaft'
Now let us brielly describe how the system works'
When the driver turtrs the steering wheel, a rack and
pinion mechanism in the front steering gear box
moves the rack axially. This rack stroke steers the
front wheels, and at the same time, turns the output
pinion shal't by auother rack and pinion mechanismin
the front gear box to tran$mit the steerilrgwheel angle
to thc rear steering gear box through the center
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Figure 3. Equivalentsteering gear ratio of Honda 4W$
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steering shaft. In response to the steering angle thus
transfilitted, the stroke rod in the rear gear box rnovcs
axially to steer the rear wheels through thc tie rod.
The rear gear box has a built-in variable gear ratio
mechanism which changes the direction and ratio of
the stroke rod's output stroke to the input, depending
on the steering wheel anglc. This givcs the $ystem
steer angle depelrclent control characteristics. More
specifically, when the steering wheel is turned f'rom
the straight-ahead position, the rear wheels are steered
at first in the same direction as the front ones, but as
the steeringwheel angle becomeslarger than a certain
value, the rear wheels are steered in the opposite
direction t0 the front ones.

Construction flnd Operation of the Rear
Steering Gear Box
F'ig. 5 shows the construction of the rear steering
gear box. A schematicdescription of its basic mechanism is given in Fig. 6. As shown in these diagrams,
the rear gear box uses a combination of two offset
shafts, the revolution of which are synchronizedby a
planetary gear that meshes with a stationary internal
gear. Through this mechanism, the orbital motion of
axis PP' around axis OO' is joined with the QQ"s
movement by axis PP"s rotation, so that changesin
the lateral position of axis OO' are transmitted to the
stroke rod as its stroke output. Changesin thc vcrtical
position of axis OO' are ahsorbed by the slider/guide
mechanism.
Fie. 7 shows the operation of the planetary gear
when the turning angle of the shaft, input into the
rear steering gear box, is varied as 90o, l80u and

270".
Fig. I describesthe input/output characteristics
given to the rear steering gear lrox by its working
mechanism discussed above. This is how the steer
angle characteristics of the front and rear wheels in
Fig. I are obtained.
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Figure 5. Perspectivevlew of rear steering gearbox

Test Resultsof Honda 4WS System
A sericsof testswereconductcdon the Honcla4WS
installedin a compact car powered by a 1.8-liter
engineto compareits performancewith that of a
two-wheelsteeringcar ol' the same basic specifications. Soureof the testsfindingsare clissussed
below:

FrequencyResponseCharacteristicsat High
Speed
Fig. 9 shows the lateral acceleration and yaw
velocity respon$ieof the vehicle to steeringinput for a
steeringwheel angle of around +45', which is within
the smaller steering angle range where the rear wheels
are steered in the same direction as the front ones.
The Honda 4WS and the cornparable two wheel
steering car differcd most in phasc dclay irr lateral
acceleration: the Honda 4WS vehicle had a shorter
delay at high steering frequency. Another notable
finding is that thc changc in yaw rate gain with
Honda 4WS is less than with two wheel steeringup to
a high steeringfrequcncy
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Figure 4. System construction of Honda 4WS
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Figure6. Basic mechanismof rear steeringgearbox
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Flgure L Vehicle steering response characteristics

Lane-ChangeTest at High-Speed
In this tcst, thc driver was requestedto steer the
v e h i c l ei n s u c h a m a n n c r t h a t t h e p o s i t i o no f i t s c e n t e r
of gravity would lbllow as closely as possible the
desire path marked with an objective line on the test
course surlace as describedin Fig. 10.
The difference between the two test vehicles in
steering re$pon$eduring an example lane change is
shown in Fig. I l. In this particular example, the
Honda 4WS vehicle had smaller anrplitudes of lateral
acceleration,yaw vclocity and roll angle-

Turns at Very Low-Speed
A U-turntesrwasconducted
at verylow speedwith

Figure 7. Operation of rear steering gearbox

the steering wheel set at the nraximum steering wheel
angle. tsecauseof its minimum turning radius, some
0.5 rnetersshorter than the two-wheel steeringcar, as
shown in Fig. 12, the Honda 4WS vehicle could make
U-Turn in a test course I meter narrower than the
minimum course width required by the other test car.
Of course, these results will vary slightly with the
wheelbase,track and other specificationsrtf the vehicle in which the steeringsystemis installed.
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In the foregoing sections, we have described the
operational and design features of the steer angle
dependentHonda 4WS.
The Honda 4WS offers both steering ease at hieh
speed and good maneuverability at low speed by
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4WD YehicleBehavior During Braking in a Turn
Yukio Kodama,
Makoto Shibuya,
Tohru Akiyama,
Fuji Heavy IndustriesLtd.,
Japan

Abstract
Vehiclebehaviorduring braking in a turn is important for vehiclestability and controllability. Behavior
of a four wheeldrive (4WD) vehicleis different from
that of a two wheeldrive (ZWD) vehicledue to larger
moment of inertia of drivelineand restraintcondition
betweenfront and rear anxle.
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Theoretical analysis and experimental study were
conducted on the behavior of three typical 4WD
systems;(l) 4WD with center differential; (2) 4WD
with directly connectedfront and rear axles;(3) 4WD
with viscouscoupling (viscoustransfertype7.
In order to confirm the validity of the simulation,
vertical, longitudinal and lateral forces working on
four wheelsduring braking in a turn were measured
by a six-componentwheel load cell installedon each
wheel.
This study clarifiesthat the influenceof suspension
characteristicsand brake force distribution is important in 4WD vehicleswith center differential and the
influenceof suspensioncharacteristics
is important in
directly connected4WD vehiclesand 4WD vehicles
with viscouscoupling.

SECTION4. TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Introduction

Outline of a Test Vehicle

The superiorityof 4WD vehiclesin terms of their
performanccunder various road conditionshas recently come to attract attention(lX2),and several
papers on the stability and controllabilityof 4WD
vehicleshavebeenpublished(3)(4X5X6).
However,l'ew
papershave dealt with their behaviorduring braking
in a turn.
A whcel rotational moment of inertia in 4WD
vehiclesis different from the one of 2WD and other
4WD systcmsdue to the variousrelationships
between
front and rear axles. Thus, 4WD vchiclesbehave
differently from 2WD velriclesduring braking in a
turn and orre of 4WD systemsbehavesdiffcrently
from others.
the differencesin the behavior
This paper discusses
of various 4WD systemsduring braking in a turn,
basedmainly on a thcoreticalanalysis,and prescnts
the resultsof a studymadeon the influenceof vehicle
configurationand driving conditionson vehiclebehavior.

Experimentand SimulationConditions
Conditions
Thc conditions are basically, as prescribed in ISO
7975 (Road Vehicles-Braking in a turn-Open loop
test procedures).

l.

Vehiclespecifications
.
Vehiclemass
1398kg
r
Whcclbase
2.465m
r
Track (Front)
1 . 4 2 0m
r
Track (Rear)
l.425 m
r
Axle load distribution
56/44
.
Final drive gcar ratio
3.7
Z. 4WD system
(a) 4WD with centraldifferential(hereafrer
abbreviated
as CD 4WD)
(b) 4WD with directly connectedfront and
rear axles(hereafterabbreviated
as Rigid
4WD)
(c) 4WD with viscous coupling (hereafter
abbreviated
as VC 4WD)
A viscous coupling with the characteristicsas
shown in Fig. I was installedon the propeller
shaft.
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The conclitionsare as follows:
l.

Z.
3.

4,

5.

Road surf'ace:Coefficient of friction p = 0.8
(except for 4.2.1. in which the influence of
the coeffient of friction of road surface was
analyzed)
I n i t i a l p a t h r a d i u s :5 0 m
Initial lateral acceleration: 6.6 m/s? thigher
value than the ISO standard of 5 m,/sr +
I09o was adopted for clearer differentiation
of behavior)
Longitudinal deceleration:2 m/sz to 7 m/s2
in about I m,/sz
Evaluation items: Ratio of yaw velocity at ls
after brake application and initial yaw velocitv (r/ls) (hereafter referred to as the normal-

,t,O
ized yaw velocity)
In the experiments,a brake fluid pressurelimiting
controller was used to ensuremore rapid attflinment
of a target braking deceleration
and repeatabilityof
deceleration.The temperaturesof the front wheel
brake pads were maintained below 90'C and the
differenccbetweenthe right and left front wheelpads
was kept within a 30"C range,in order to minimize
brake folce variationdue to temperature.

50
100
pm)
S P E E DD I F F E R E N (Cr E

Figure1. Performance
characteristics
of viscouscoupting

3.

Brakeforce distribution

Fig. 2 showsthe angledline brakeforcedistribution
and ideal brake force distribution during braking.
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Descriptionof a ComputerSlmulatiortModel
The simulation modcl consists of a body aqd
driveline including tires. Degrees of freedom are six
for the body and four for the driveline, respectively.
The body model (Fig. 3) also takes into account the
roll steer and compliance steer. The driveline model
(Fig. a) includes the inertia of the transmission and
four wheels. The equations of motion of the body and
of the wheel rotation axis are shown below.
(Equation of motion of vehicle body)

dV
m - - c o s P- * U * 4
dt

sinB: Px

dV
m (lt- s i n B + m V

*q.o*F:Fy

m

dzz = F z
^
dt'

, dtd = M x
dr'

l x -

, d2o - M y
tY
d,t
- d?rl,
E ---:
dt'

=Mz
Figure3. Vehlclemodel

where ml Vehicle mass
V: Velocity of the center of gravity of the body
B: Body sideslip angle
r,: Heading angle
f: Roll angle
d: Pitch angle
ry':Yaw angle
Fx, Fy, Fz: Force acting on the body
Mx, My, Mz: Moment acting on the body
lx, ly, Iz: Moment of inertia of the body about
each axis
(Equation of motion of driveline model)

In this equation
I

Ti=.x3.7xT.forCD4WD
4

(whereTu = Torque due to inertia of transmission).
ul + 0)Z = c.r3+ o/ for Rigid 4WD
I
Ti = : x 3,7 x Tv for rear wheelsof VC 4WD
2

(where Tv :
pling
Ti:

ri 4q! : -Bi + Ti + FiRsi - wie
dt

torque generatedby viscouscou-

x 3.7 x (Tr,,a- Ty) for front wheelsof
VC 4WD

where subscript i denotes wheel location
Ii: Rotary moment of inertia of wheel
Rsi: Axle height
Bi: Brake torque receivedfrom caliper
Fi: Brake force at tire ground coRtact surface
c,ri;Wheel rotational sPeed
Wi: Vertical load
e: Distance from contact point of vertical load to
wheel axle
Ti: Torque received from driveline
410

Figure4. Drlve model
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RIGID4WD

VC 4WD

_4#o

Flgure5. Tlre propertles

o
Assuming the tire model with the characteristics
shown in Fig. 5, the side force is expressedas a
function of tire sideslipangle a, slip ratio SR, tire
travelingspeedVi, coefficientof friction betweentire
and road surfacep and verticalload W. Here, the slip
ratio SR is definedas follows.
SR = I - Reoi/Vicosa
Re: Tire rolling radius = Yi/ui
(when SR -

Test Results
Test resultsshown in Fig. 7 show similar trendsto
the simulationresultsin F'ig.6.
model
be used in the
The above-mentioned
followingdiscussion.

ForcesActing on Each WheelDuring
Braking in n Turn and VehicleBehavior
Fie. I shows the simulated time histories of the
loads, forces and rotational speed acting on each
wheel in the tllree 4WD systems.
Figure l0 and ll illustrate the wheel load cell and
an amplifier.
The studies mentioned above clarify the characteristics of each 4WD system in the following manner:
l.

Front brake force of the CD 4WD vehicle is
larger than the one of other 4WD systems.

z

B 4

s

6

7

Figure7. Normallzedyaw velocity ol three types of
4WDsystems(measurement)
'

0)

Fig. 6 showsthat the side slip anglesfor the Rigid
4WD and VC 4WD vehicle are larger than the CD
4WD's slip angle in higher decelerationregion, and
that they tend to verge to the inside. This is also
reflectedin the normalizedyaw velocity.
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2.

The earliest decreaseof wheel rotational
speedoccursat the front inner wheeldue to
absenceof a constrainingforce betweenthe
front and rear axles.
The Rigid 4WD has lower front brake force
and higher rear brake force than the CD
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system in the initial stage of braking, and in
the lal.er stage shows a similar brake force
distribution to that of the CD 4WD. As for
the wheel rotational speed, the front inner
wheel decreasesfirst. This is due to the fact
that the front and rear axles are coupled by a
viscous coupling and the constraining force
changes with the difference of speed of two
axles as shown in Fig. l. Specifically,immediately al'ter starting to brake, the decrease
of the f'ront intrer wheel rotational speed
cau$es a difference of speed between the
front and rear axles, and an increase of the
constraining force. This leads to a brake
force distribution similar to that of the Rigid
4WD. In thc latcr stage of braking, the
rotational speed of the rear intrer wheel
drops to the same level as the front inner
wheel, so that the difference in speed of
rcvolution of the two axles becomessmaller
and hence the brake force distribrrtion comes
close to the CD 4WD.
Thus, the three 4WD systems have different
brake force distributions and different decreasing way of wheel rotational spced, depending on the difference in the constraining
force between the front and rear axles. As a
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=
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Figure9. Hesults of measurementby six-component
wheelloadcells,etc. (rigidaWD).
4WD. and the front arrd rear inner wheels
rotational speed shows a drop simultaneously. This is due to the direct coupling of
the front and rear axles, which causesidentical rotation of the two axles. Therefore, the
brake force distibution traces an ideal curve
in Fig. 2, in which the front brake force is
reduced by the rear brake force, and the rear
brake force is increased by the front brake

force vice versa.
The VC 4WD systemshows a similar brake
fbrce distribution to that of the Rigid 4WD
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Figure 12. Changlng of brake lorce distributlon
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result, the lateral force and yaw velocityalso
differ from one systemto another,resulting
in differentbehavior.

SimulationStudy
Performance fls fl Function of Vehicle
Factors (Specifications)
Influence of the brake force distribution
Fie. 13 shows the simulation results obtained by
changing thc brake force distribution of the three
types ol' 4WD systemsas shown in Fig. 12 (a, b, c).
From Fig. 13, the following observations can be
made.

Z.

The behavior of fhe CD 4WD changes remarkably with the brake force distribution.
The Rigid 4WIl is not influenced by the
angled line Lrrake force distribution; its behavior-remains unchanged.
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Figure 15. Inlluenceofsuspensloncharacteristacs(compliance steer)

3.

The VC 4WD is lessinfluenced by the angled
line brake force distribution as its brake
force distribution is more similar to that of
the Rigid 4WD (ideal distribution) than that
of the CD 4WD.

Influence of the suspensioncharacterislics
Fig. l5 shows the sinrulated results obtained by
changing the compliance due to longitudinal and side
forces as shown in Fig. 14.
The normalized yaw velocity for all three systems
decreasesdr.rcto the change of the compliance steer
caused by longitudinal force and side force shown
above. Furthcrmore, when the compliancc steer due to
side force was also changed as shown above, the
normalized yaw velocity can be further reduced. This
is becausecornering force increaseat the front wheel
and decrease at the rear wheel can be controlled bv
the compliance steer.
Influence of heighl of the center of gravity
Fig. l6 shows the simulation resultsobtained by
changing the height ol the centcr of gravity of the
simulation model from the reference level (0.43 m).
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Figure16. Influenceof height of the center ot gravity(1)
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All three systemshave the peak of normalized yaw velocityat eachheight of the center
of gravityshownin Fig. 17.
2. A lower height of thc center of gravity
reducesload shift of the inner and outer
wheelsduring a turn and of the front and
rear wheelsduring braking, reducingchange
in the vertical load on the inner and rcar
wheels, making wheel lock less likely to
occur,
3. A higher height of the centerof gravity, on
the other hand, causedvery large load shift
both laterally and longitudinally.This causes
the inner wheelsto lock evenat low deceleration and hencethe move is moderated.
l.

:'

Performance fls A F-unction of Driving
Conditions
Influence of the coefficient of friction of the road
surface
Fie. 18 showsthe simulationresultsfor braking in a
turn on three types of road surface conditions; dry

l-l,'"'Yy*

I

!-
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Figure 19. Inlluence of lateral acceleration(1)

pavement(p = 0.8), wet pavement(p - 0.5) and
snow coveredsurface(r, : 0.3).
The CD 4WD behavesmore stably with a smaller
normalizedyaw velocitythan othcr systemson road
surfaceswith higher coefl'icientsof friction but shows
a dril't-out tendency as the coefficient becomes
smaller.This is due to the fact that front inner wheel
locks first, regardlessof the coefficientof friction.
The Rigid 4WD retains turning ability even in the
caseof a small coefficientof friction. This is due to
the fact that its brake force is distributedtoward the
rear axle and con$equentlyalleviatesa drift-out tendency.
The VC 4WD exhibits behavior equivalentto the
Rigid 4WD as the coefficient of friction decreases.
This is due to the fact that the transferring force
(rotational speeddifference)becomessmaller as the
coefficient of friction is decreasedand hence the
systemresemblesthe Rigid 4WD, with less tendency
to drift-out.
Fig. 19 shows the simulation results obtained by
changingthe lateral accelerationwith the coefficient
of friction of the road surfaceand the turning radius
kept con';tant.The brake decelerationat the peak of
{tls/rtt0rcducesaccordingto the lateral accelerationas
shownin Fig. 20.
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From the tire characteristicsshown in Fig. 5, it is
apparentthat the changein thc corneringforce due to
brake force is small when the slip angle is small.
Namely, the tire characteristicsare less likely to
changeup to a high decelerationpoint. The CD 4WD
had a smaller decelerationof a !I* peak than other
system$becauseof earlier locking of the front inner
wheel.

t

J.

4.

Conclusion
The braking performanceduring a turn of three
types of 4WD systemwith different front and rear
wheel constrainingcondition was examined.It was
found that the differencesof behaviorof eachsystem
depends on the vehicle configuration atrd driving
condition due to the differencesin front and rear
brake force and wheelspeed.
Theseresults indicate the importance of characteriscomplitics of brakeforcedistributionand suspension
ancesteerfor the CD 4WD system,and indicatethe
of suspcnsioncompliimportanceof characteristics
ancefor Rigid 4WD and VC 4WD systems.
ln this study, vehiclebehaviorwas examinedwith
the steeringangle is fixed during braking in a turn
and doesnot deal with steerability.Further studiesare
expectedon this subjectand also on the 4WD system
with ABS, in order to accomplishhigher steerability
and braking performanceunder wide variety of'driving conditions.
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Improved Handling and Stability Using Four-Wheel Steering
Yukio Fukunaga,
Namio lrie.
"'
JunsukeKurokl,
FukashiSugasawa,
NissanMotor EngineeringStaff
Japan

the rear wheel steer angle. These results have been
incorporated into the High Capacity Actively Controlled Suspension(HICAS) sy$tcm. It was also confirmed by analysis and experiments that handling and
stability are significantly improved by actively controlIine the front wheel steer angle to achieve an optimum
match with the rear wheels.

Abstract

Introduction

The effect of four-wheel steering on vehicle handling and stability was investigated.It was found that
vehicle stability is improved by steeringthe rear
wheelsin the samedirectionas the front wheels.The
steer angle of the rear wheels should increasewith
of
increasingvehiclevelocity.Transientcharacteristics
in
are
achieving
important
the rear wheel steerangle
both good stability and steeringresponse.One way of
achievingthis is to introduce a suitabletime delay in

Thcrc have been various reports on the use of active
steer control for the rear wheels to improve vehicle
stability and handling properties. (l)-(5) A variety of
evaluation standards have been discussedrecently for
optimizing the control functions.
From these different research results the authors
have gained the following insights. The sidcslip angle
of the vehicle can be reduced to zero by simultaneously steeringthe rear wheels in the same direction
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as the front wheels and in proportion to their steer
angle.The resultwill be improvedvehiclestabilityand
better lateral accelerationresponse. On the other
hand, this will also causethe yaw rate responseto
deteriorate.Transientsideslipwill occur in the opposite direction from that of a two-whccl-steering
system, which will be disconcerting
to the driver.
The authors have attempted to overcome these
problems by focusing on the transientcharacteristics
of steer angle control. Several different types of
typical steeranglecontrol functionshave beenintroduced to resolvethe problemsnoted above. Their
effectivenessin improving vehicle stability and handling propertieshas been confirmeclthroush simulation analysisand experimentation.

Definition of Four-WheelSteering
The steady-statesideslipangle of a vehicle,B, can
be reducedto zero by controlling the rear wheelsteer
angleaccordingto the followingprocedure.

Kr=#: H#+"'"4#

(l)

In this equation, Kr is the ratio of the rear wheel steer
angle relative to that of the front wheels and it varies
according to the vehicle velocity, V. This idea is
illustrated in Fig. l.
Reducing the sideslip angle to zero has both ergonomic and dynamic aspect$. In terms of ergonomics,
the vehicle will be easier to steer because it will
constantly proceed in the I'orward direction without
any sideslip. As for the motion dynamics involved,
less energy will be requircd to turn the vehicle when it
enters a turn from a straight-line course. This will
mean improved stability along with better yaw and
lateral motion convergence.

o

o

The second aspectis explainedin more detail in
reference to Fig. 2. When a front-wheel-steering
(zWS) vehicleturns, its nose generallypoints increasingly toward the center of the turn as the vehicle
velocity increases.This is illustrated in (i) and (ii) in
the figure. The large centripetal force needed for
turning at high speedis obtaincd by meansof the
large sideslipangleand the increasedside force of the
tires. In other words, wheu a vehicle enters a rurn
from a straight-linecourse through a seriesof step
steeringinputs, it is necessary
to turn the vehicleusing
F until the vehicleassumesa stablecondition.
In contrastto this, the rear wheelsof a four-wheelsteering(4WS) vehicleare steeredin the samedirection (phase)as the front wheels,which increases
the
slip angle of the rear tires. This reclucesthe sideslip
angle of the vehicle and provides large centripetal
force.To turn a vehiclewith 4WS, it is only necessary
to turn the tires, which have a small moment of
inertia, irrsteadof turning the vehiclebody with its
large moment of inertia. Sincethis requiresmuch less
energy, it allows easierconvergenceof yaw motion.
Steering the rear wheels according to Eq. (l)
achievesgood stability in intermediateand high speed
ranges,however,it does not alwaysprovide a thvorable steering sensation.This is becauseit tends to
produce a strong understeer characteristicand it
causesyaw responseto deteriorate.
Steeringthe rear wheels in the opposite direction
(phase)of the front wheels at low speed improves
maneuverability.However,it is better to treat maneuverability separatefrom handling and stability since
their respectiveaims are diff'erent.

Analysis Using a Mathematical Model
Analytical Model
A two-wheel
modellike that illustratedin Fig. 3
was employedin the analyses.The front and rear
wheelcontrolfunctions,Af and Ar, are givenin the
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Figure 1. Rear wheel steer angle relative to that of
front wheels (sideslip angle = 0)
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Figure 2. Felationshlp between centripetal force (F)
and sideslip angle (B)
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From Eqs. Ql - Q), the vehiclensresponserelative
to the steeringwheelangleis given as follows:
yaw rate

(l

steeringwheelangle

=ts,. con2 +r,S)
TI;inEffi-

(8)

Here,
lateral acceleration - (on/r,rr)2 (S2+ 2frolrs + orr2)
=o,'ffig)
steeringwheel angle
B t=

Bz=

V [(l+60-dr]

(10)

f (l + KsVz)
v2 111+ 60 - 6rl

(l r)
(12)

T

rn=v

n : (Y+vr)

tl2

=

lrc,

(l 3 )

(Cf + Cr)I + lazcf + b2Cr)M

(14)

V-;

fn=

zf .ffiefcr(l

t(l+6f1+flarl'

b
f

52

Ks=

t ( l + 6 f ) - 6 rIl ( l + 0 f l+ H I ' t

F(

b

t1

' * )

(16)

cf-

Crf

-I =

form of transfer functions relative to the steering
wheelangle,as shownin Fig. 4.
The basicequationsare given below.
(21
Mc=Ff+Fr
(3)
lo =aFf - bFr
(4)
Ff = Cf [6f - (ara'+ ]i )/VJ
(5)
Fr : Cr [6. - (-b,p + v)/VJ
(6)
6i:(d/N).(l+Af)
(7)
6r : (0/N),Ar

(l 5)

-- -

2V
Flgure3. Two-wheelsteerlngmodel

+ KsvT

aMV

(l+dO- 6r

(17)

(l+dft-(9m.

Using these equations, a comparison was made of
the four typical control methods noted below in an
effort to determine what phase characteristic should
be given to the rear wheel steer angle control. An
investigationwas al$o made of the vehicle characteristics obtained with control merhod (E) in which
first-order advance control was applied to the front as
well as the rear wheels.

Vehicle
cherect6risticB

0

:

N

:

6f

;

6r

i

ri,
f

:
i

:

Sleering wheel engle
Steering gear ralio
Front wheel steer angle
Rear wheel ste6r angle
Yew rate
Lateral G

Figure 4. Block dlagram of simulation model

Control methods
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Front-wheelsteering
Proportional steeringcontrol for rear wheels
First-orderdelay control for rear wheels
First-order advancecontrol for rear wheels
First-order advance control for both front
and rear wheels

The control functions for eachmethod are given in
Table l. The 4WS methodsare comparedbelowusing
the front-wheelsteeringsystemcharacteristics(A) as
the baseline.
4t7
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Table 1. Controlfunctlone.
Funotions
Control svstem
(A) front-wheetsteoring (-

)

Ar

Ar

0

0

0

K,

(B) Proportlonat

(----r

(C) I st. orderdetay

(---

)

0

K,/(l+T,.s)

(D) I st - orderadvance (-.-

)

0

K'-Tr'S

(E) Frontand rearwheel (-.-

)

K*Tr'S

Kt-T,'S

Proportional SteeringControl (B)
With this method the steerangleol the rear wheels
is controlledin proportion to that of the front wheels.
The rear wheel control function, Ar, is equal to Kr
(rear wheelsteerangle/front wheel steerangle)in Eq.
(l). The step responsecharacteristicsobtained for
various Kr values are shown in Fig. 5-(B). The Kr
value of 0.35 in this figure is equivalentto zero
sideslipin Eq. (l).
steady-state
As the rear wheel steer angle is increasedthe
overshootof the yaw rate is reducedand improved
stability is obtained.The resultsindicatethar rhe rise
time characteristicfor lateral accelerationis also

improved. On the other hand, the rise time for the
yaw rate is delayedand a large phasedelay occursin
the yaw rate, as can be seenin Fig. L
Theseresultswere also made clear by analysis.In
Eqs. (9), (13) and (15), c,.r2
as the rear wheel
decreases
angle (6r) increa$es,and there is a corresponding
increasein fr. This means that the phase delay in
lateral accelcrationis reduced,resulting in improved
responseand stability (Fie. 6-a).
On the other hand, the yaw rate responseis reduced
becauseof the phasedelay in the frequencycharacteristics (Fig. 6-b). This occurs on account of the fact
that l/r1 becomeslarger as 6r increases,which is
evidentfrom Eqs. (8) and (17). The reasonfor this is
that vehiclesare generallydesignedwith an understeer
characteristic
suchthat bCr/aCf > l.
While the sideslipangle decreases
under a steadystate condition. its transient value increasesin the
oppositedirection from that of front-wheel steering,
which is disconcertingto the driver. This signifiesthat
greaterlateral accelerationis beinggeneratedthan the
yaw rate and that there is a strong tendencyfor a
parallelshift in the lateral direction(Fie. 5-(B)).
To reducethis feeling of disconcertion,it is necessary to decrease6r which is what happens when
steady-statesideslipis generated.This meansthat a

Steedng whccl angl€

Beer wheel sl6er angl6

Tr=0.45
Yaw ral6

Lilersl

ecc€lgrEffon

$ldesnp angh

0l5

($ec)

At=Kr
(Kr= 0 , 0. I 75, 0. 35)

(B) Proportional

(Sec)

t

Ar=0.35,/(1*Tr'S)
(rr= 0 , 0.05,0.10,0.l5)
.- (c)- lst- order delay

Figure5. Step responsewith the steBrlngcharacteristics
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trade-off must be made between the disconcerting
sensationand zero sideslip,as both of them cannot be
resolvedat the sametime.

First-orderDelry Control (C)
As the foregoing discussionhas indicated,steering
the rear wheelsin the samephaseas the front wheels
causesthe rear wheelsto generateside force which
hampers the generationof yaw. Consequently,this
approachhas the drawbackthat it delaysthe generation of yaw which is essentialfor turning (Fies. 5-(B)
and 8).
The function of first-orderdelay control is to retard
the generationof side force at the rear wheelsuntil
yaw rate is obtained.
the necessary
The step respon$echaracteristicsfor first-order
delay control are shown in Fig. 5-(C), where time
constantTr is taken as the parameter.The rear wheel
control function Ar equalsKr/(l + TrS). The value
of Kr is determinedby Eq. (l). Although lateral
acceleration response is somewhat lower, a large
improvementis seenin the yaw rate re$ponseand the
sideslipangle is reducedeven during transientcondilarge time constantr causes
tions. Sincean excessively
yaw rate overshoot,it is concludedthat an optimum
value exists for Tr. The frequency characteristics
shown in Fig. 8 also indicate improvementsin both
the yaw rate and lateral acceleration

Flrst-orderAdvanceControl (D)
As describedabove, first-order delay control improvesthe yaw rate responseby retardingthe generation of side force at the rear wheels.By contrast,
first-orderadvancecontrol. Ar = Kr - Tr.S. is a
more active approach to improving the yaw rate
response.With this methodthe rear wheelsare steered
in the oppo$ite phase from the front wheels under
transientconditions.
The step responsecharacteristics
obtainedwith this
and
methodare shownin Fig. 5-(D). As Tr increases
becomelarger,the rise
the oppositephasecomponents
time characteristicof the yaw rate is further improved. This effect is prominently seen in the frequencycharacteristics,
especiallyin the high frequency
region.
lateral
If Tr becomestoo large, however,excessive
accelerationis generatedin the opposite direction,
sensationfor the driver.
which createsa disconcerting
It is thereforeconcludedthat a optimum value exists
for Tr.

First-orderAdvanceControl for Both
Front nnd RearWheels(E)
The resultspresentedso far have made it clear that
both responseand stability can be substantiallyimprovedby steeringthe rear wheels.However,reducing
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Figure6-b. Changesin yaw rate characterlstlcs
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the steady-statesideslipto zero causesthe yaw rate
gain to drop and cornering performancedeteriorates
sideslipat
as a result. Thus setting the steady-stal.e
practical
problems
use of the
in
the
cause
would
eero
wheels
rear
generated
by
the
The
side
force
vehicle.
yaw
and
rate
the
it
impossible
to
improve
makcs
made
clcar
as
was
simultaneously,
acceleration
lateral
by Eqs. (2) and (3). This drawbackcan be overcome
by applying first-order advancecontrol to the front
wheelsas well.
Theoretically,it shouldbe possibleto build an ideal
for
car that would havc flat frequetrcycharacteristics
a
yaw
acceleration.
Such
rate
and
lateral
both the
vehicle would provide quick responseand excellent
stability. Further, its sideslipanglewould be zero even
undertransientconditions,i.e., it would alwayspoint
straight ahead.As a result, the vehicleis much easier
to drive.

The control functions that would provide such
vehicle characteristics can be found by solving continuous equations (18)-(2a)for Af and Ar.

(l +Af)'Hf +ArHr:po
(l +Ar)'Gf+ArGr:a

(18)
o

(1e)

111=[(aMCf).S+ (f CfCr/V)]/A
Hr: [- (bMCr).S- (ICfCr/V)j/A

(20)

6p = [(Cfl).S2+ (afCfCr/V).S+ (dcfcr)]/A
61= [(CrI)'S2+ (bBCfCr/V).S- (SCfCr)J/A

(22)

(21)

(23)

a = (MI)S?+ t[(Cf+ Cr)I + 1a2Cf+ U2Cr;tU1ZV1.S
(24)
+ FCfCt/v2 + (bCr - aCf)M
where rirs and ao are the steadystate values of rir and
o tbr front-wheelsteering.
This solution is in the form of 4th-order/3rd-order,
but it can be transformed and rearrangedto yield
Eqs.(25) and (26), which are lst-order advance
equations.

Front wheel steer angle

Rear wheel steer angle

Af = Kop + (CrlCf).Top.S

(25)

Ar=Kop-Top.5

(26)

Here,
Kop -

aMCfVz+bBCfCr
fzcfcr+(bCr-aCf)MVz

Top=ffi

CilV

(27')
(28)

are obtained,
As a result, flat vehiclecharacteristics
as shownin Fig. 8.

Comparisonof Control Methods
The step responseand frequencycharacteristics
for
eachcontrol method are shownin Figs. 7 and 8.
(l) Proportionalsteeringcontrol (B)
The yaw rate overshoot is reduced and the time
required lbr yaw motion convergenceis shortened.
The steady-statesideslip angle is reduced, but the
transient angle increasesin the opposite direction.
While the rise timc characteristicfor lateral acceleration is irnproved,a larger delay occursin the yaw rate
a$ compared with front-wheel steering. This delay
appearsas a phasedelay in the frequencycharacteristics.

0.5

(Sec)

Figure 7. $tep response (simulated)
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(2) First-orderdelay control (C)
This method deliversvirtually the samesteady-state
characteristic$
as proportional steeringcontrol and it
also improves the yaw rate response.In comparison
with front-wheel steering,it improves the yaw rate
and lateral accelerationcharacteristics.
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(3) First-order advance control (D)
This method improves the yaw rate response even
more than first-order delay control. Arr excessive
increase in response, however, causes a momentary
occurrence of lateral acceleration in the opposite
direction. This suggeststhat an optimum valuc exists
for yaw rate response.

o
(q

(4) First-order advance control for both front and
rear wheels (E)
This method provides an ideal control system that
eliminatesall phase delay and overshoot.
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Table 2. $ublectlve evaluetlon of four-wheel steerinE
control.
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Figure 11. Frequency characteristics (experimental)

draulic actuators are providcd at both the front and
rear wheels. Based on the vehicle velocity and steer
angle signal$, the controller calculates the optimum
control signals for controlling the front and rear
wheel steer angles.

ExperimentalResults
The step response and frequency characteristics are
shown in Figs. l0 and ll. Good agreement is seen
with the simulated rcsr.rltsgiven in Figs. 7 and 8.
The best yaw rate rise time characteristicis obtained
with first-order advance control for both front and
rear wheels, followed by first-order advance and
first-order delay control in that order.
Lateral acceleration shows a two-stage rise characteristic, with front and rear wheel advance control
providing the best performance in both stages. With
first-order advance control there is a momenl.ary delay
in the initial rise stagc, but large lateral acceleration is
obtained in the second stage owing to the generation
of the yaw rate.

422

lst-order
delay

The results of a subjective evaluation of stability
and steering response are given in Fig. 12 ancl brief
summaries of the evaluators' comments are given in
Table 2The results indicate that stability was greatly improved by steering the rear wheels in the same phase
as the front wheels. When the same amount of
control (proportional amounts) was applied, some
difference was seen depending upon how the transient
yaw rate characteristic was given, however, the difference between systemswas very small.
The evaluation of steering respon$e improved as
more control was applied to cause the tire side force
to be increasingly generated in the direction of the
transient yaw rate (same phase for front wheels and
opposite phase for rear wheels). Thus first-order
advance control was evaluated the highest among the
rear wheel control methods.
The front and rear wheel advance control method
provided a good balance of stability and response at
high levels. Becauseit kept the vehicle's sideslipangle
to zero at all times (i.e. thc vchicle was constantly
pointed straight ahead), the evaluators commented
that the vehicle was easy to drive and that it provided
accurate tracking performance.

Developmentof HICAS System
Systemconcept
The High-Capacity Actively Controlled Suspension
(HICAS) system has been built around the first-order
delay control method (C) described before.
The results of thc authors' research to date have
clarified the following poinrs:{6)
r

The frequency characteristics for the steer
angle and steering force are virtually the
same.
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Response

Stabllity
Good

2

(A)
(B)

(c)

3

4

5

4

Good
5

Without rear - wheel
steering control (baseline)

Highest

Proportionalsteering control
First - order delay control

(D) First - order advance control
(E) Front and rear wheel control
Figure12. $ubiectiveevaluationof four-wheelsteeringcontrol
A larger improvement is obtained in the
stability factor Ks, damping ratio f, and
natural frequency <,r,,by controlling the rear
wheel steer angle in proportion to the steering force rather than the steer angle (Table 3
and Fig. 3).

SystemOutline
The system is illustrated schematicallyin Fig. i4.
In general, the steer angle is small during highspeeddriving. Moreover, as Fig. I illustrates,the steer
angle at the rear wheels is snall. This means that only
a small steer angle is required for the rear wheels at
high speeds.As a result, the rear wheel steer angle can
be set within the range of the compliance steer angle.
This eliminates the need for any complicated steering
mechanism.
In addition, this design assures an exceptionally
high level of safety even if the system should fail. In
the evcnt a failurc should occur, the system lvill still
function as an ordinary rear suspension.

HICAS has therefore been designed to control the
rear wheel steer angle in proportion to the steering
force, applying approximately a first-order delay, as
well as in proportion to the vehicle velocity. This
approach achieves both high levels of response and
stability. The first-order delay has heen accomplished
by optimizing the delay element ol' the hydraulic
system.

Table 3. Effectsof rear-whceleteeringon yew rete trensferfunction.
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steerlnggear
Figure15. Double-valve

This system is called an active compliance steer
control systemand it plays a vital role in the HICAS
system.

force generatedby the hydraulic cylinder and the
rigidity of the insulators, hydraulic pre$sureis fed
back to control the rear wheel steer angle (6r) in
with Eq. (29)givenin Fie. l4' As a result,
accordance
the rear wheelsteerangleobtainedis virtually proportional to the lateral acceleration.
Electronic Conlroller. The rear wheel steer angle is
controlledrelativeto the vehislevelocity. As shownin
as the vehiclevelocity
Fig. 17,the steerangleincreases
by
meansof a bypass
is
accomplished
This
increases.
controller.
an
electronic
is
controlled
by
whictr
valve
the
signal reto
operates
according
The controller
This
makes it
velocity
sensor.
a
vchicle
ceived from
possibleto raisethc vehicle'snatural stability factor
as the vehicle velocity increases,thereby improving
vehiclestability.
The steeringgear ratio is set at a small 13.3, which
provides an improved yaw rate gaitr in low and
intermediatespeedranges.The stability factor in the
low-speedregionwherethe rear wheelsare not steered
is alsoseton the smallsideat about 0.001s2lm2.This
contributesto bettervehiclehandlingpropertiesat low
and intermediatespeeds.
As a result, precisesteeringcontrollability is obtained at low speedsand also excellentvehiclestability
is providedin the high speedrange.

SystemStructure
Hydraulic Syslems. Two hydraulic systems are employed, with one providing hydraulic pressure for
power steering at the front wheels and the other used
for steering the rear wheels. The hydraulic pump is
built with a tandem structure.
Rear Wheel Steer Control Actuator. The hydraulic
control valve for the rear wheels has a double-valve
structure, as illustrated in Fie. 15. The valve construction is the same as that of the power steering valve at
the front wheels, though the two valves differ in their
performance characteristics.
Thc hydraulic pressure is controlled proportional to
the steering force, and it is transferred to the hydraulic cylinder with a first-order time lag characteristic.
The compact hydraulic cylinder presses against the
rubber insulators that are installed where the suspension is attached to the vehicle body. Through the
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Figure 14. Outllne of rear-wheel actlve compllance
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Nomenclature
gr
o
tt

x

wh€elbase
distance between center of gravity and front
and rear wheels
CI,Cr cornering power of front and rear wheels
M
vehiclemass
I
vehicle yaw moment of inertia
N
steering gear ratio
e
steeringwheel angle
6r,6r steer angle of front and rear wheels
lateraldisplacementat centerof gravity
v
FI,FT
side force of front and rear wheels
V
vehiclevelocity
H f , H r yaw rate transfer functions of front and rear
wheels
G f , G r lateral acceleration transfer functions of front
and rear wheels
Af,Ar controlfunctionsfor front and rear wheel steer
angle
S
Laplace operator
yaw rate
F,
yaw rate constant of baselinevehicle
9o
CI
lateral acceleraiion
oo
lateral accelerationconstant of baselinevehlcle
a,b

g
gt

c

(E
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g
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Flgure17. Bear wheel steering angle
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Conclusion
l.

2.

3.

4.

Active control over the rear wheels has been
found to be extremely effective in improving
handling and stability. Two important factors in
improving vehicle steering reiiponse are the steer
angle ratio of the rear wheels and transient
steeringcharacteristics.
As far as rear wheel control alone is concerned,
improved responsecan be obtained by applying a
transient phase delay (first-order delay). Response
is further improved with first-order advance control, whereby transient opposite-phase steering is
applied to the rear wheels.
The degree of control latitude is further increased
by applying first-ordcr advance control to the
front wheels. as well as to the rear wheels.
Simulation results showed that this was the ideal
control system configuration, in that it provided
flat l'requency characteristics for the yaw rate and
lateral acceleration. Such a control $ystem eliminates response delay and keeps the vehicle's
sideslip angle at zero at all times, making the
vehicle easy to drive.
A practical rear wheel control system, HICAS,
has been developed that achieves substantial improvements in vehicle handling and stability,
whilc assuring a high degree of safety and low
cost. This is accomplished within the geometry of
the rear suspension by applying feedback active
compliance steer control. With this approach the
rear wheels are $teered with a first-order dclay
according to the front steering force and the
vehicle velocity.
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ObjectiveTesting for YehicleBrake BalancePerformance
T.A. Flaim,
J.S, Smith,
GeneralMotors Current Product Engineering,
United States

Abstract
This paper will describe GM technology for objective measurement of brake balance. Facilities will
include the road transducer pad and torque wheel
instrumentation. The need for multiple approaches to
brake balance testing will be defined. Limitations of
past methods, such as skid checks, will also be
described. Statistical properties of data bases derived
from these test$ for relatively largc numbers of
production vehicles will be defined. This will assist
other research activities in studying the primary safety
performance for vehicles operating in North America.

Introduction
of VehicleBrake Balance
Sigrrificance
Conventional motor vehicles rely upon friction
forces generated at the tire road interface for control
behavior including starting, turning, and stopping. At
each tire to road contact, a combination of longitudinal and lateral forces are necessary to generate a
vehicle maneuver. For any particular tire to road
interface, controllable Iateral and longitudinal forces
may be sustained as long as the vector resultant of
these forces is less than or equal to the limit of
adhesion for that particular interface. The limit of
adhesion is usually expressed as the product of the
normal force and the friction coefficient of the
interface, i.e., L :mu X N.
The ratio of the vector sum of the lateral and
longitudinal forces acting on a tire divided by the
normal force acting on that same tire is defined as the
adhesion utilization. Adhesion utilization in straight
line braking is directly relatcd to vehiclc brakc balance
and is regulated in the Common Market. Vehicle
brake balance is defined as the distribution of braking
forces between the front and rear axles that results
from the application of force at the service brake
pedal. Vehicle brake balance is one important factor
in establishing the limits of control for both path and
attitude of a vehicle and also in determining the
theoretical limits of a vehicle deceleration uuder
braking. However, vehicle brake balance is rtot the
exclusive factor in determining the magnitude or the
distribution of forces between the tires and the road
on the front vs the rear axles. Such exogenous
variables as road camber and grade, as well as power
train characteristics, all may influence the distribution
of fbrces both normal and parallel to the tire road
426

interface. Nevertheless.brake balance is one factor
that can influencethe limit perfortnancecapabilityof
motor vehicles.
The shortestachievablestoppingdistancesare realized when a vehicle is ideally balanced. Any other
balance configuration will inevitably result in longer
stoppingdistances.While unanimity within the brake
community' as to what tradeoffs best meet safety
needsand customerexpectationsmay not be achievdepends
able, or desirable,developingany consen$us
upon having crediblebalanceinformation from objective tests.
Vehiclebrake balanceis known to be a function of
many operationalvariablesincluding temperatureof
the braking elements,work history of the $ystem,
vehicle speed, loading condition, and deceleration.
The challengefor the brake engineeris to selecta
combinationof foundation brake and systemcomponents that best meets the customer'sneedsover the
broad range of operating conditions to which the
vehicle is exposed. Any measure of vehicle brake
balancethat comprehendsonly a discreteset of such
operatingconditionsis limited in its utility.
Representations of Vehicle Brake Balance
Vehiclebrake balancemay be representedin many
ways. The ECE Rl3 annex l0 required adhesion
utilization format, and ths normalized brake efficiency formats are most common. The relationships
betweenthe representationformats has beenreviewed
(l) and will not be repeatedhere. Vehicle
elsewhere
brake balanceis normally presentedup to the limit of
adhesionon the first axlc locking both wheelsas a
function of vehicledeceleration.Examplesof vehicle
brake balanceformats are shown in figures I and 2.
Multiple vehicletests of brakc balanceor multiple
tests on individual vehiclesarc most easily ptesented
in a cloud chart in the normalized brake efficiency
format. This representationformat permits compariEXAMPLE FISHBONE DIAGRAM
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sons of multiple loading conditions of the same
vehicle or multiple vehicle configurations mo$t conveniently. An example cloud chart is shown in I'igure 3.
The objective measurementof vehicle brake balance
has assurned an increasingly significant role in brake
system design and development in recent years. The
development of the Road Transducer Pad (RTP) and
on-board digital data acquisition have greatly expanded objective test capability. the application of
this objective test technology has provided new insights into the performance capability of vehicle brake
systems, as well as identified important limitations for
historical test practises.

Historical Assessmentof Vehicle
Brake Balance
"Skid Checks"or WheelLock Sequence
Historically, the most lrequently used test technology was the wheel lock sequenceor "skid check"
procedure. The typical practise was to install a decelerotneter and apply the servicebrakes at an increasing
rate until the first axle locks. Usually, the first axle
lock was detectedby the driver via an audible squeal,
a yaw cue, from a loss of steering corrtrol, or some
combination of the above.
Depending upon the operator's knowledge of test
weights, selection of a levcl roadway of generally
uniform coefficient, ability to precisely determine the
first axle to lock from eithcr skid marks or wheel
speed instrumentation, and skill in determining the
vehicle deceleration at first axle lock, the test nright
yield a binary logic result of either front or rear axle
locking first. Depending upon the apply rate, the
vehicle pitch dynamics, and other factors, repeated
tests might yield either result on a vehicle which is
nearly ideally balanced. Minor variations in the speeds
at first axle lock, the temperature of the braking
elements,road camber, wind, etc., all could produce
potentially conflicting results as to which axle Iocks
first.

Eecausethe tire to road peak friction coefficients
are generallyunknown at the time of test, the wheel
lock or "skid check" proceduredoes not permit an
estimationof vehiclebrake efficiencyor magnitudeof
deviationfrom ideal brake balance.Like many other
test practisesemployedhistorically,the principal merit
of the wheellock $equence
or "skid check" tcst is its
It doesnot providea usefulcharacterizaexpediency.
tion of vehiclebrake balanceor adhesionutilization.
Furthermore,this test method involvessubstantial
cost. Sincevehiclebrake balancevariesas a l'unction
of deceleration,
any attemptto evaluatebrakebalance
by "skid check" testingwould have to be conducted
on a rangeof known coefficientsurfacesthat are both
leveland uniform. Testsurfaceshaveto be developed,
nraintained,and regularlymonitorcdto
conf;tructed,
provideappropriatevehicledecelerations.
Surfacesfor
this testingmay be wetted, which requiresthe constructionof wateringsystemsto insureuniform depth
and coverage.Likewise, a traction trailer and two
vehiclesrnaybe required to regularly measure the
traction limit of such test surfaces.The costs associated with the construction and maintenanceof a
collection of test surfacesis known to exceedthat
associatedwith objectiveRTP or instrumentedvehicle
test methods.
As a resultof the applicationof new objcctivetest
methodsdescribedlater. we now know that a fundamentalflaw existsin the applicationof "skid check"
or wheel [ock sequencetestsas a meansof determining vehiclebrake balance.ln order to qualify as an
objectivetest, two criteriarnust be met. The first of
these,statisticalreliability, simply requiresthat the
test practice employed must yield consistentresults
when repeatedlyapplied to the same suhject, i.e.,
reproducibility.The secondelement,statisticalvalidity, means that the test measuremust be a valid
indicator of the subject characteristicto be studied,
i.e., accuracy.For differingreasons,tlte "skid check"
or wheel lock sequencefails to meet either of these
necessary
requirements
for objectivity.

BRAKEEFFICIENCY
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Detailedobjectivetestingof numerousvehiclebrake
systemshas shown that all practical vehicleshave a
brake balancedistribution that spansa range o[ plus
or minus 5 percentagepoints of rear braking at any
givendeceleration.
A "skid check" testcan only meet
statistical reliability and validity requirementswhen
the vehiclens
brake balanccdistributionis sufficiently
far from ideal that the influenceof both intrinsic and
variablesprecludesan erroneousresult. For
exogenous
a vehiclewhosebrake balanceis closeto the ideal, the
skid check procedurehas a probability oi producing
either result that approachcs5090. The skid check
proceduremay sort extreme brake balance distributions, but unfortunatelyis quite likely to produce an
erroneousresult for vehicleswith nearly ideal brake
balancedistributions.

Brake Balanceby Nominal Design
Calculation
Limitations on vehicle brake balance or adhesion
utilization are specified in many countries for new
vehicles.While the particular detailsof type approval
and complianceenforcementvary, the basic requirements are generallysimilar to those of Annex 10, of
ECE Rl3. At the risk of oversimplification,the
essentialelementsof this regulatory requirementare
that the nominal vehicleshall be designedto be front
axle limited at both the lightly loaded (driver only)
and laden (GVWR) conditionswith exceptionspermitted below 0.10g,between0.30 and 0.459,and above
0.809.The vehicleshall also be capableof achievinga
vehicledecelerationof 5.8 m/sec/secfor a tire to road
coefficientof 0.80. The front axle adhesionutilization
is limited by an upper bound given by
1q:(z+0.07)/0.85wherez is the vehicledeceleration
in g's. The format for presentationof the adhesion
utilization curvesin Annex 10 are shown in figure 4.
The theoreticaleffect of theserequirementsis to limit
the range of vehicle brake balancethat is permitted
over a broad range of loading conditionsand vehicle
decelerations.
This approach can be objective if brake factors
(brake specifictorques)are properly measured.Vari-

ous techniquesranging from simple friction machines
to fully instrumentedvehicletestscan be utilized to
determine brake specific torques objectively. However, no consensusexists at this time regardingthe
test method,test scheduleto be employed,or how to
dcal with variabilityin tcst results.Objectivelydetermined brake specifictorquescan be usedto accurately
project the nominal vehiclebrake balance.For example, an instrumented vehicle test for determining
brake specific torques has been proposed(2). Using
this technique,a range of brake specifictorqueswas
determinedas shown in figures 5 and 6. When the
averagevaluesfor both front and rear brakesare used
in the calculations,the nominal vehiclebrake balance
is shown in figure 7. This may be comparedto the
averagetorque balancemeasuredin the output test.
The slight distinctionbetweenthe two curvesat low
decelerationsis due to the drivetrain effects on the
measuredvalues. The vehicle test is run with the
drivetrain connected,i.e., with the transmissionin
gear. This techniquedoes meet the statisticalreliability and vatidity requirementsfor objectivity, and has
been employedby Ceneral Motors for such determinationsfor severalyears.

Objective Testing for Vehicle Brake
Balance
Road Transducer Pad (RTP)
The RTP was developedso that objective brake
balance measurementscould bc obtained accurately
and quickly on large numbers of vehicleswithout
onboard instrumentationor modification.The RTP is
an in$trumentedsectionof roadwaywhich measures
the braking forces developed at each wheel as a
vehicle is driven acros$ with the brakes applied.
Detaileddescriptionsof the method, developmentand
equipmentare presentedin (3).
The RTP allows brake balanceto be determinedon
many vehicles in a practical manner for building
statisticaldata basesand establishingvehiclevariabil-
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ity. Sinceno modification is required,customervehicles and vehiclesunder durability assessment
can be
measuredwithout disruption of vehiclehardware.
Objective brake balance assessnlentcan be performed accuratelyand efficiently. Since actual road
forces are measured,knowledge of dynamic tire
are
radius is not required. Vehicle measurements
limitedto a seriesof "snapshots"as the vehiclespass
over the transducers,

InstrumentedVehicleTests
Instrunrented vehicle testing has been used successfully by General Motors to objectively measure brake
balance. Torque wheels combined with other system
transducers, and onboard digital data acquisition
hardware, permit a complete vehicle brake system
analysis to be performed relatively quickly. With this
method, instrumented wheels replace the normal vehicle wheels and torque developed during braking is
measured at each wheel. Since the torque transducers
are rotating, slip ring dcvices arc cmployed to couple
the instrumerrted wheels to data acquisition equipment
residing onboard the vehicle. Measurements are made
at various decelerations and analyzcd to objectively
assessbrake balance through the entire brake apply.
Axle lock sequencefor various tire-road friction levels
and braking efficiencies are easily calculated from the
data.
Dynamic wheel torque measurements and loaded
tire radii are u$ed to compute road f'orces at each
wheel. Four sensors mea$ure individual wheel velocities and a fifth wheel at the rear of the car measures
vehicle speed. Other instrunrentation is included to
measure hydraulic pressures, brake temperatures and
pedal apply force. Data is acquired by equipment
housed in the passengercompartment.
Instrumented vehicles can provide objective assessments of total brake system performance. Efficiency
and axle lock sequence for all road friction coefficients are easily obtained from proper analysis of
torque wheel tests on a single high I'riction surface.
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To evaluatethe statisticalvalidity of the RTP and
the useof torquewhecl/digitaldata acquisitionmethods for brake balance assessrnent.
a seriesof tests
were conducted on a vehicle equipped with full
instrumentationincludingtorque wheels,pedal force
and line pressuretransducers,
and eventmarker photocell detectors.A series of constant deceleration
snubsweremadeover the RTP while the digital data
acquisitionsystemsirnultaneouslyrecordedthe wheel
torques. A dynamic rolling radius correction was
made to the torque wheeldata for conversionto road
force. The brakc balancedeterminedfrom both the
RTP and the convertedtorque wheeldata is shownin
figure 8. Here one can seegeneralagreementover a
broad range of vehicledecelerationsbetweenthe two
testtechniques.
Statisticalanalysisof the brake balance measurements revealedan averagedifferenceof 0.05 percentagepoints with a standarddeviationof 0.744percentage point$. Perfect agreement between the two
method,rwould have produced an averagedifference
of 0 and a finite standarddcviationdue to random
error only.

Discussion
The selectionof a particularobjectivetest method
to employfor vehiclebrake balancetestingis more a
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namic tire radius becausewhcel torques rather than
actual road forcesirre nteasured.An array of custom
transducersmust be acquired, maintained and installed on test vehicleswhich makes the method less
practical than the RTP for measuringlarge numbers
of vehiclcs for statisticalanalyses.However, this
methodwith its accurateand rather extensiveresultsis
often required for in-depth investigationsof total
brake systemperformanceon developmentvehicles.
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matter of purposethan technicalaccuracy.The ability
of the RTP to evaluatea number of vehicleswithout
modification makesit highly desirablefor conducting
surveysor monitoring test fleets for brake balance.
is a limited "snapshot"
The price of this convenience
of the continuum of brake balancefor the particular
vehiclebeing evaluatedand some sensitivityto driver
skill in conductingthe test. The objectivedata collected by the RTP is easily treated statisticallyand
may be compiled into large databasestructuresfor
archivalreference.
The use of fully instrumentedvehicle tests is best
evaluationsof single vehicle
suited to comprehensive
brake systemswherea detailedunderstandingof tnany
is ncccssary.
brake systemoperatingcharacteristics
This test technique is typically applied to extended
vehicledevelopmentor a$$essment
studies.The wealth
possible
of brake system performance assessments
price
with thi$ test techniquecome at the
of an
torque wheelsand digital data
inventoryof specialized
acquisitionand processingfacilities.This method can
also be used to define brake factors for nominal
vehicleadhesionutilizationcalculations.
suchas those
Annex
10.
of
The benefitsof brake balancetesting by either the
RTP or instrumentedvehicletechniquesinclude the
ability to construct objcctive test results in large
database$
for statisticalevaluation.The testingconductedon te$t surfacesoffering good adhesionpermit
measurementof vehicle brake balance over a wide
range of decelerationsand speeds.The ability to

predict wheellock sequenceon a broad rangeof tireto-road coel'ficientsby analysisof test resultsreduces
significantly the severc challcngc of maintaining a
collection of artificial test surl'acesand watering
systems.
While the capital costs associatedwith objective
testingof vehiclebrakc systemscan be substantial,it
palesin compari$onwith the co$tsof constructionand
maintenanceof large artificial test surface facilities
completewith controlled watering systems.Simplifed
RTP and instrumentedvehicle packageshave been
proposedwith capital costs on the order of $20,000.
Although these simplified test technologiesdo not
providethe completebrake systemperformanceanalysis generatedby the more extensivesystemsdescribed
in this paper, they do offcr the capabilityof providing
of vehiclebrakc balanceover
objectivemeasurements
a broad rangeof vehicledecelerations.

Summary
Objective testing of vehicle brake balance can be
accomplished through the use of instrumented vehicle
technology, the RTP, or through objective tests to
determine brake specific torque$. The use of "skid
checks" or wheel lock sequence tests, particularly on
wetted surfaces, is neither statistically reliable nor
valid. Exogenousvariablesmay dominate such teststo
such a degree that results are not true indicants of
vehicle brake balance. The costs of testing by any of
the objective technologies described can be srnall
compared to those associatcd with the construction
and maintenance of wetted test surfaces of known and
consistent characteristics.
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Antilock SystemPerformaRceUnder Winter Conditions-lVhat Should Be
Required?
Olle Nordstriim,
SwedishRoad and Traffic ResearchInstitute,
Sweden

Abstract
In Swedenaccidentsdue to loss of $tability and
steerabilitycausedby braking with locked wheelsto a
large extent occur on icy roads in the winter. It is
therefore essential that antilock systems that are
expectedto eliminate this type of accidentsperfiorm
In order to establish
well under thesecircum$tances.
suitabletest methodsand realisticperformancelevels
investigationshave been made both with passenger
cars and commercialvehiclesincluding heavy trailers.
Stabilityand steerabilityin termsof stayingwithin
lane boundarieswith restrictedsteeringwheelcorrections and braking performancein terms of braking
efficiencyrelatedto a referenceperformancein terms
of lateral friction, locked wheel friction, optimum
friction (ECE/EEC) or friction accordingto the ISO
TR 8349 method have been consideredas primary
saf-etycriteria.
These investigationsare describedand the results
summarized.As winter performancetest methodsthe
following are discussedand recommendedtogether
rninimum performance
with suggested
r
.
r
.

J-turn braking performancetest on ice
split friction test with very low friction on
one side
straightline braking on ice
Transition from low friction to high friction
surface

Antilock braking systemswith good performance
under theseconditions can therefore be expectedto
give a significantreductionin traffic accidcntswhere
brakingis involved.
The Swedish Road Safety Office, The Swedish
Board for TechnicalDevelopmentand other Swedish
organizationsinterestedin traffic saf'etyresearchhave
thereforesponsoredseveralprojectswith the aim to
investigate what can be expected from vehicles
equippedwith antilock systemsin terms of stability,
steerabilityand braking performance.The Swedish
Road and Traffic ResearchInstitute(VTI) has been
activein most of theseprojects.
This paper summarizesinvestigationsduring five
and presentsproposals
winterperiodsfrom 1980-1986
procedurcs
and requirernents,
for antilocksystemtest
the aim of which is to ensuregood braking performanceunderwinterconditions.
Thesetestsare to be regardedas proposedcomplementary winter servicerequirements
to be added to
the rnore general requirernentsin the ECE/EEC
regulations.

Antilock SystemTestsUnder Winter
ConditionsCarried Out hy VTI
Test procedures
The following antilock system test procedures have
been studied

.

Introduction
In Sweden the necessity of driving under winter
conditions with very low road adhesioncan be cxpectedfrom the middle of Octoberto the end of April
or approximatelysix months of the year. Not only
homogeneouslow friction but also asymmetric so
called split friction and transitionsfrom low to high
friction or the oppositeare frequentlymet during the
winter period.
Safe braking under theseconditionsis for obvious
reasonsa seriousproblem. Strrddedtyres have been
found to be one effective way of raising the safety
level and is widely used on passengercars in winter
time. They are also to someextent usedon trucks but
hardly on heavy trailers. Even with studs the friction
level can be below 0.2 and the risk of wheellocking
with Ioss of steeringcontrol and stability during
braking is considerableduring emergencybraking.

I
r

steerability tests on ice comprising
l) J-turn braking
2) Braking in a steady state turn
3) Single lane change braking
split friction test defined as straight line
braking with one side of the vehicle on a
high frictiorr surface and the other side on a
low friction surface (ice)
straight line braking test on ice
transition from low to high friction and the
opposite with ice as low fiiction surface

The steerability and split friction tests evaluate
different aspects of steerability and stability and
braking efficiency while the two rernaining test types
primarily evaluatesbraking efficiency.
The conclusion from these studies is a recommendation to include the following winter $ervice approval
tests for antilock systems.

Driver controlledJ-turn test on ice
Split friction test with one very low friction
surface
3 . Srraightline braking test on ice

l ':i
| : t
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4,

Transition test from very low friction to high
friction.

In the following the different test proceduresand
test resultswill be presentedand discussed.

Test vehicles
Tests were carried out with the following vehicles
which are shown in figure 2.1. All heavyduty vehicles
were air braked. with S-camdrum brakes.
|

.

.

,
,
r
'
|

r

1980with a two axle heavyduty truck and a
two axle drawbar trailer both equippedwith
two antilock systems,Girling and WABCO.
(VehicleI and 5)
l98l with the samevehicles(l and 5) now
equippedwith three antilock systems,Girling
GX. WABCO and Bosch.In addition a three
axle heavy duty truck with Bosch antilock
systemwas used.(Vehicle3)
1984with a three axle heavy duty truck and
a two axle drawbar trailer with a prototype
system.(Vehicle 4 and 6) and with the six
heavyvehiclecombinations7-12 all equipped
with wABCo antilock syritems.
1985 with a three axle heavy duty truck
(Vehicle2) equippedwith a new version of
the WABCO antilock systemand with two
passenger
cars.(Vehicle14 and 15)
cars (Vehicle16,
1986with three passenger
l7 and 18) and the heavyduty vehicles2 and
13. Vehicle 13 was equippedwith a Bosch
SYSt€m'

Reasonsfor ChoosingIce Insteadof
Other Low Friction Surfaces
The reason for choosing ice as test surface is that it
is a representative winter road condition that is
durable and relatively easy to produce and maintain.
A disadvantage is that it requires temperatures below
0"C. lt has unfortunately till now not been possible to
find an alternative surface that has all the important
characteristics of ice. One of these characteristics is
that a wheel operating at high slip reduces the friction
of the ice for the following wheels. This means that
on ice the front wheels can get higher friction than the
rear wheels which has a destabilizing effect. On
wetted low friction surfaces for test purposes the
effect is normally the opposite as friction increases
when the water is wiped away.

SteerabilityTests
Justification
Vehicleswith antilocksystems
on steeredwheels
will if they meet the requirementsof a straight
braking efficiency test and a split friction test cer432
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Figure 2.1 Test vehlcles

tainly posse$ssome degreeof steerability.The split
friction test can indeedbe regardedas a kind of hieh
friction steerabilitytest. On very low friction surfaces
a bad antilock systemmay, however,give either very
poor stability or very poor steerabilitydue to high slip
levels and poor slip distribution between front and
rear axles. ln both casesthe expectedsafety benefits
will not be obtainedand in the unstablecaseit might
even be more dangerousto use such an antilock
systemthan a normal brake systemor vehicleswith
antilock systemonly on the rear axle. lt is therefbre
essentialto test the steeringqualitiesduring emergency
braking on low friction in a specialtest.
This is also true for trailers a$ the steerabilityand
stabilityof a vehiclecombinationdependsalso on the
performanceof the trailer. Three basic steeringtests
have till now been used in connectionwith antilock
systemevaluation:
I.
2.
3.

J-turn braking.
Braking l'rom a steady state turning condition (Brakingin a turn).
Brakingduring a singlelane change

J-turn braking a$ an open loop constantstep steer
input test for passenger
cars with antilock systemswas
proposedby Swedenat the 1974ESV congress.This
was the result of a researchprogram carried out
mainly by the Swedishcar industriesSAAB SCANIA
and VOLVO but in which VTI also took activepart.
Braking in a turn on a high friction surface has
been standardizedby ISO for passengercars with
normal braking systemsas an open loop test with
constant steering input. TUV Rheinland has tested
and proposedthis methodalso for passenger
carswith
antilock systems. In order to assessthe steering
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reservean additional test with increasedsteeringangle
is usedin this case.
Single lane change braking is part of the SAE
recommendedpractice J46 for testing of antilock
systems(slip control systems).
Tests cflrried out by VTI
In 1980 VTI carried ouf tests on ice accordingto
the three basic methods. The braking in a turn test
was, however,madewith driver control. For this test
type both 100 m and 300 m radius were used. The
te$ts were made with an air braked heavy truckdrawbar trailer combinationequippedwith two wellknown Europeanantilock systems.
The conclusionfrom thesetests was that all three
procedurescan be consideredmeaningfulin order to
assesssteeringcharacteristicsduring braking on ice.
The open loop type of testingturned out to be more
severethan the closedloop type with driver control.
The truck had a tendencyto oversteerespecially
with
one of the antilock systemswhich with fixed steering
angle resulted in rear axle spin out. This could be
avoidedby driver control without excessive
efforts.
The testsat 300 m radiusgavesimilarresultsto those
at 100 rn radius in terms of stability problemsand
decelerationlevel. This indicates that it could be
sufficientto usethe lessexpensive100m radius.
ln l98l it wasconsidered
desirableto chooseone of
the methodsfor further studies.The J-turn test was
chosenbeing a compromisebetweenthe braking in a
turn and singlelane changein terms of driver skill,
lateral space requirementand possibility to choose
betweenopen loop and closed loop versionsof the
test. It was decidedto use 100 m radius in the closed
loop version.During theseteststhe ice was roughened
by a speciallydesignedmulti wheeltrailer with studded passengercar tyres running at 10" slip angle
(figure4.1) in order to increasethe friction level and
reducefriction variationsdue to polishingand other
environmental
effects.The testswerecarriedout with

the same truck and full trailer now equipped with
three different antilock systemstwo of which had not
been tested in 1980. An additional truck equipped
with only one of the systemswas alsotested.
Further testshave been carried out with the closed
loop J-turn test, in 1984 with one truck-drawbar
trailer combination,two tractor semitrailercombinations and three tractor-semitrailerplus drawbar trailer
(double)cornbinations
and in 1986with a singletruck
a
and
tractor-semitrailer-centre
axle trailcr (double)
1985
1986
combination. In
and
a total of five
passenger
cars have also beentested.

Proposalfor a J-turn hraking test on ice
Based on the practical experiencesfrom the VTI
investigations
a driver controlledJ-turn braking test
on ice with the following specificationis proposedfor
combined evaluations of stability, steerability and
braking performanceof vehicleswith antilock system
on a steeringaxle. Other test surfacescan be used for
a more generaltest for lesssevereconditions.
Test track surJace.The test track surfaceshall be ice
with a friction level that permits a maximum cornering speedwithout hraking between40 and 60 km/h.
Especiallyfor tests with heavy vchiclcsit is recornnrendedthat the ice is roughenedby ordinary passer)ger car tyre studs, preferrably by using the special
multiwheeltrailer with side slipping wheelsaccording
to figure4.1. In order to get a suitablefriction level,
an air and ice surlhcetenperature well below OoCis
normally also required. The track surface must not
deviate more than I o from the horizontal measured
over the track width in radialdirectionand over l0 m
alongthe track.
Test track conJiguration. The test track which is
shownin figure4.2 shallconsistof a straightentrance
lane, 30 m long and 0.5 m wider than the vehicle,
followedby a 100 m radiuscurvedlane, 100 m long
and 1.5 m wider than the vehicle.

Figure4.1. Multiwheeltrailer with studdedpassengercar tyres lor lce conditioningtreatment
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The lanesmay be marked by coneswery l0 m. lt
must be possibleto drive at least50 m in the circular
Ianeat maximum lateral acceleration.
Instrumentation."the vehicle must be equippedwith
instrumentsfor measuringand recording
r
vehiclespeed
r
braking distance
r
steeringwheelangle
Testprocedurefor motor vehicles
l. Determinethe maximumconstantspeed(V*)
at which it is possibleto drive through the
J-turn without excessive
steeringcorrections.
2. Make J-turn braking tests with the antilock
sy$tem in operation and full brake pedal
application when the front axle is within
1 1.5 m from the end of the entrancelane.
Determine the maximum initial speed Vo
from which the test can be made without
leavingthe lane, and without excessive
steering corrections.It is recommendedto do this
by changing the initial speed in steps of
approximately 2.5 km/h starting from 75
percentof V*.
3. Checkthat VM has not changed.If this is the
caseuse the new value of V*n as reference.

4.

The vehicle is consideredto be inside the
Iane as long as no part of the tyre tread has
crossedthe boundarylines.
Steeringcorrectionsare consideredexcessive
if they exceed1 180' from the straight line
position.
Vy and Vo shall be the mean value from
threetests.
Stability and steerabilityperformanceE, is
expressed
by the ratio (Vo,/V"n)2.
Braking efficiency is expressedby Eev =
ao,-rla"r,rAcceptablealternativesare;

{

6.
7.
8.

EBr- :

il1ys/ay

Ese : a,'rs/au
where
a"p1: Maximum lateral acceleration
itaLs: Mean deceleration with antilock system in operation
f,l = Mean deceleration with locked wheels
from 40 km/h on the same type of
surface
fle = Maximum constant deceleration without wheel locking from 0.75 Vo km,/h,
calculated from Front axle braking deceleration (ECE/EEC method)

Yehicle Hidth + 1.5 m

Brake appllcation line

Yehicle rldth
Figure 4.2. J-turn antllock brakinE test with driver control. Test track configuration
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Proposed minimum performance requirements;
indexE, > 0.64
Stability/steerability
Brakingefficiencyindex8r"40.50
BrakingefficiencyindexE"r20.90
BrakingefficiencyindexE"s>0.75
Test procedure for trailers. The proposal concerning
trailertestingis the following:
A trailer equippedwith an antilock systemshall be
tested in combination with a towing vehicle also
equippedwith an antilock system.Both vehiclesshall
have the sametype of tyre equipment.Both vehicles
shall be tested unladen or laclerr.It is also recommendedthat jackknife preventingdevicesare used at
all articulationpoints.
The t€st is performedin the samemanneras for the
singlemotor vehicle.In addition a test is made where
only the trailer is braking. From this test the trailer
of the
decelerationis calculated.The rolling resistance
truck should be taken into account with the values
0.015for the driven and 0.01 for non driven wheels.
9.

Test results
Test results from the closed loop J-turn test are
presentedin figure 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. Figure 4.3
illustratesthe relationshipbetweenthe steerability/ stability index Es and the braking efficiency Eut for
passenger
cars and for heavyduty vehicles.
Figure 4.4 presentsthe relationshiplretweenE* and
Er. also with separateresultsfor passengercars and
heavyduty vehicles.
Figure 4.5 shows the relationshipbetweenEr and
Euu. The resultsare from passengercar testsonly as
front axle decelerationin the curvehas not beenmade
with heavyduty vehicles.
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Justification
The split friction condition, wherethe wheelsof the
vehicleis on high friction on one side and very low
friction on the other, is a typical winter time road
surfacecondition in Swedenand clriversare trainedto
make use of one sided high friction when it is
available.Vehicleswith standardbraking systemare
by designcapableof utilizingthc high friction. This is
not necessarilythe case whcn an antilock systemis
fitted. ln fact thereare systemson the rnarketwhich
adaptthe braking force of both wheelson an axle to
that demandedby the wheel with the lowest coefficient of friction. Thesesystetnshave the advantageo[
not giving yaw stability problemsand in principle
in termsof longer
beinglesscostly.The disadvantage
braking distance (S) becomesmore and more pronouncedwhen the low friction coefficient is lowered
S : A/K2 whereA is a constant
sinceapproxirnately
if the initial speedand braking efficiencyis constant.
K" : Low friction coefficient,

uJ

i.

fIIJf o s

Split Friction Test With Very Low
Friction On One Side

I
I

L

J
o

The diagrams show no correlation between the
lactor and th€ braking efticiency.
steerability,/stability
Rcsultsfrorn testswith increasinginitial speedhave
dependingon tyre equipment given both increasing
and decreasingbraking efficiency.
From the diagramscan be scen that if all results
the followinglimits shouldbe set:
wereto be accepted
E * 4 0 . 5 , E u "2 0 . 5 0 ,E u t 2 0 . 9 , E B F > 0 . 7 5 .
The proposal to set the minimum requirementon
E, to 0.64 is basedthe opinion and that this valueis
for state of the art. The vehicles
more ref)resentative
that did not reachthis valueshouldbe improved.
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Figure4.3. J-turn antllock braking te$t with driver control. Test results showlng stability/steerabillty
braking efiiciency E*
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brakingetficiencyEBL
In figure 5.1 the braking distancefrom 50 km/h is
shown as a function of the low friction coefficient
when 5 m/sz can be achievedon the right friction
surfaceand the braking efficiencyis 10090.lt can be
seenthat at a friction coefficient of 0.1 the braking
distanceis 95 m for a systemadapting to the low
coefficient(selectlow system)comparedto 3? m for a
system with individual wheel control. Antilock systems with these characteristicsare not desirableon
roads where split friction conditions with very low
friction can be expected. ln order to check split
friction braking performance,thc low friction coefficient should be as low as possible.

'

Testscarried out by VTI

VTI has performed tests on split friction surfaces
with ice as low friction surface having peak and

locked wheel friction coefficients0.1 with standard
tyres and sand bonded to the ice with water as high
friction surfacegiving a friction coefficient of about
0,6 (fieure 5.2). The test speedwas 50 km,/h. As
shown in the figure, antilock braking tests were
perlbrmed also on the low and high friction surfaces
for referencepurpose.Part of the test program also
included measurementof the friction coell'icientsK,
and K, accordingto ECE/ECE regulations.This was
done with front axle braking without wheel locking.
Passenger
cars, heavytrucks and truck trailer combinations with comrnerciallyavailable systemsand
also one prototype system(seefigure 2.1) have bccn
tested.The systemsrepresentdifferent control strategiesfrom "select low" that adaptsto the low friction
to individual whcel control.

Results
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Figure 4.5. J-turn antilock braking test wlth driver

control. Test results showing stability/
steerability factor and braking efficiency
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In figure 5.3 the braking ratio Z.* obtained in the
split lriction test is comparedto the optimum braking
ratio defined as (2, + Zr)/2- The braking ratios Z,
and Z, are thoseobtainedby antilock braking testson
the high and low friction surfaceswith the vehiclein
question.Braking ratio is definedas the meandeceleration dividedby gravityacceleration
(9.81m/$2).
It can be seen that the select low system has a
braking efficiencyof only 27 percentof the optimum
braking ratio comparedto values between75 ancl 90
percentfor systemswith a higher degreeof individuat
wheel control. ln figure 5.4 the braking ratio Z. is
comparedto a minimum required braking ratia (4Zz
+Z)/5 proposedby E. Pctersenfrom WABCO. The
testedvehicleswith selectlow antilock systemsdid not
meet this requirement.ln figure 5.S te$t results are
comparedwith the ECE/EEC requirementZ3>0.75
(4K2 +IKJ/S. The ECE/EEC requirementwas easier
to meet fhan that from WABCO.
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Discussion
The formula used in figure 5.4 uses the actually
achievedbraking ratios on the two surfacesand in
mosf casesallow a selectlow systemto be usedon the
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Figure 5.3. Split friction test re$ults. Comparison with
optlmum performance
front axle of a two axle vchicle. It has been argued
that systems with high efficiency on homogeneous
surfaces are disfavoured as the requirement in absoIute deceleration is higher than fior a less efficient
system. If 75 percent of the friction coefficients K,
and K, are used instead of Z, and Z, this problem is
eliminated but vehicles with an efficient select low
system on all axles can pass the test if the coefficient
of friction exceeds0.2 for the low friction surface (see
figure 5.1). lf a sufficiently low K, value is required
this risk is eliminated. It is however recommendedto
use Z, and Z2 a$ the test procedure than is simpler.
The ECE/EEL- antilock regulationsdo not require a
split friction test for trailers. In Sweden a vehicle
combination is allowed to weigh about 52000 kg of
which 36000 kg may be the trailer weight. lf a select
low system is used on all trailer axles and on the front
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Figure5.5. Split friction test result$.Comparisonwith
ECE/EECrequirements
axle of the truck, about 90 percentof the combination
mass will be braked with low friction brake forces
comparedwith only 66 percentif the trailer axlesare
individuallycontrolled.If Z2=0.1 and Zr:0.5, Zt in
the first casewill be 0.140and in the second0.236.
This differenceis consideredlarge enough to justify
the samc split friction requiretnentsfor trailers and
motor vehicles.
Split friction braking performance of vehicle
combinations with and without antilock
system in operation
In 1984split friction te$t$were also carried out in
order to compare performance with and without
antilock system.Four unladenheavyvehiclecombinations (vehicles6, 7, l0 and ll in figure 2.1) were
used.All were equippedwith load sensingvalvesand
WABCO antilock systems.Three drivers took part in
the test but each combinationwas testedby only one
driver.
The result of these test$ was that the braking
efficiencyin most caseswas 10-20percenthigher with
the normal braking $ystcmthan with the antilock
system in operation. The efficiency of the antilock
systemswas about 80 percentof (Zt+Zz)/z. Both
with and without antilock systemit was possibleto
keepthe vehiclewithin a 3.5 m lane. The steeringand
braking task was, however, more difficult without
antilock system.The maximum steeringangles were
about 90 degreeswith and l35degreewithout antilock
system.
Proposal for a winter condition split
friction test
This te$t is specified in line with the ECE/EEC
antilock systemregulationsexceptfor
r

Lower low friction

Measurementof antilock braking ratios insteadof friction coefficients
r
Minimum performancerequirementaccordins to WABCO
r
Trailer test requirement
Testtrack- The test track shall havetwo surfaces,one
with high friction on one side of the centerline and
one with low friction on the other side. The width of
each surfacemust be large enough to allow braking
testswith the vehicle.
The low friction surface shall have a peak coefficient of friction of 0.110.0-5and a locked wheel
frictionof 0.1-0.05 in the speedrange50- 15 km/h.
This requirement is met by new (less than 24 h)
smooth ice even at -15' C accordingto VTI experience if standard tyres are used on the vehicle. This
conditionis considcrcdto be met if the brakingratio
with the antilock sy$temin operationis between0.15
and 0.04. The high friction surfaceshall have a peak
coefficientof friction of at least0.5. This condition is
consideredto be met if the braking ratio with the
antilocksystemin operationis at least0.375(75V0of
0.5). Sand bonded to ice with water can meet this
requirement.A track length of 100 m has turned out
to be sufficient.
Testproc:edure
l.

Measurethe mean braking ratio with antilock braking for each of the two surfacesin
the speedrange40-20 km,/h when the vehicle
is braked from 50 km/h.
2. Measurethe mean braking ratio Z. in the
speedrange 40-20 km/h when the vehicleis
braked lrom 50 krtr/h with its left and right
wheelson eachsideof the boundarybetween
the high and the low friction surfhce.
Peffi rmance requirements
No part of the (outer) tyre treadsmust cross
the boundaryline during the stop.
?,. Steering corrections must not exceed 120
degree during the first two secondsfrom
brake applicationand not exceed240 degree
l.

3.

The braking ratio Zl must not be lessthan:

Zr:Braking ratio on high triction surface
Zr: Brakingratio on low friction surface
Zr: Brakingratio on split friction
Trailer les/. The trailer should be testedtogetherwith
a representativetowing vehicle equipped with an
approved antilock system. The combination must
meet the requirements for a single vehicle. The
braking efficiencyof the trailer should also be tested
by meansof separatetrailer braking accordingto the
procedurein 5.6.2.When Zr, Trand Z, arecalculated
the rolling resistance
of the truck should be taken into
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accountwith the values0.015 for driven and 0.01 for
non drivenwheels.

Straight Line Braking on Ice
Justification
surfaceis
Straightline braking on a homogeneous
the classic and basic way of testing the braking
performance of vehicles. The ECEIEEC antilock
braking regulationsprescribestraight line low friction
tests. The friction level is however allowed to be as
high as 0.4. A test on ice is therefore regardedas a
useful winter serviceapprovalrequirement.

Testscarried out by VTI
Straightline antilockbrakingtestson ice havebeen
madein comparisonwith
r
.
r

lockedwheelbrakinr
best driver control braking
peak friction measuredwith singleaxle braking accordingto ECE/EEC antilock regulation
Standard referencetyre friction coefficient
measuredwith the Swedish constant slip
(13-15percent)friction test vehiclesBV ll
and BV 12 (seefigure6.1 and 6.2) neasured
at 40 and 20 km/h. BV ll had a 4.00-8tyre
and BV 12 a 5.60 - l5 PIARC "Europe"
with
tyre both with rib tread, in accordance
ISO TR 8349on friction measurement.

Tests were carried out with the followine vehicles
which are shown in figure 2.1.
r

r

|

r

r

1980 with a two axle heavy truck and a two
axle drawbar trailer both equipped with two
antilock systems,Girling and WABCO. (Vehicle I and 5)
l98l with the same vehicles (l and 5) now
equipped with three antilock systems,Girling
GX. WABCO and Bosch. In addition a three
axle truck with Bosch antilock system was
used. (Vehicle 3)
1984 with a three axle truck and a two axle
drawbar trailer with a prototype system.
(Vehicle 4 and 6)
1985 with a three axle truck (Vehicle 2)
equipped with a new vcrsion o[ the WABCO
antilock $ystemand with two passengercars,
Audi and Honda.
1986 with three passenger cars, Audi, Ford
Scorpio and Volvo.

Tests have been made from initial speeds ranging
from 70 to 35 km/h for trucks and trailers and. for
passengercars from I l0 to 50 km/h.
Most of the fests have been done in the temperature
range -5"C to -20"C but tests have also been made

near OoCand down to -30oC.Exceptin 1980the tests
have been made on ice roughened by the special
multiwheeltrailer with studded passengercar tyres
shown in figure 4.1. The treatment results in a
somewhat higher and more uniform friction and
reducespolishing eflfectswhich tend to lower the
friction.

Results
The resultsare $ummarized
in figure 6.3, 6.4, 6.5,
6.6 and 6.7.
From the figures can be seen that as a rule the
braking efficiencywith antilock systemsis higherthan
with lockedwheelsand higherthan bestdrivcr performance.In testswith laden and unladenvehiclesthe
unladen vehiclestend to get higher decelerationbut
not necessarilyhigher braking efficiencybased on
peakvalue.
The 75 percentefficiencyrequired by ECE/EEC
regulationsis not always met on ice by antilock
systemslbr heavy vehicles.For the tested passeng€r
cars with and without studs the efficiencyis closeto
100percent.
Longitudinalfriction coefficientsobtainedwith the
referencetyres on friction test vehiclesBV ll and BV
12 accordingto the constantslip method gave the
samevaluesas the peak friction coefficientsobtained
by single axle braking accordingto ECE Regulation
13 both for a truck and a passerUler
car with standard
tyres(0.17).

Discussion
According to Annex l0 in ECE regulation 13 it is
for normal brakes allowed to have a braking effiof 0.2. It
cicncyof 50 percentat a friction coefl'icient
could therefore be debatedil' the efficiency requirementson antilocksystemson ice shouldbe as high as
75 percent of the peak friction coefficient. The test
resultsindicatethat 90 percentof thc locked wheel
friction could be a more suitable requirement.A
locked wheel test is also the simplest and least
alternative.ln order to avoid stabilityprobexpensive
lems the locked wheel braking tcst$ on ice are
recommendedto be done from an initial speedof 40
km/h.
Proposal for a straight ahead braking test
on ice
Based on the field test experienceand theoretical
the following test is proposed.
considerations
Test surlurc.' The test surface should be ice with a
lockedwheelfriction of 0.1 + 0,05 or a peak friction
of 0,20 + 0.05measuredwith the testvehicleitself or
the friction testvehicleBVI I or equivalentequipment.
Roughnessof the ice by meanscf the specialmultiwheeltrailer accordingto figure 4.1 is recommended.
The air and ice surfacetemperatureshould be below
zerooC,pret'errably
between-5 and -l5oC.
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Test speed: The initial speed shall be 40 km/h for
vehicleswith tyres without studs and 50 km/h for
tyres with studs (additional test for passengercars).
Braking /ests.'Make locked wheel and antilock braking stops with a pedal force that on high friction
would give at least 5 m/s?. The mean value of the
resultsfrom at leastthree testsof eachtype should be
used for the efficiency calculation.For each test the
mean decelerationis calculated by the formula a
:5.56/T m./szwhere T is the time from V : 35
km/h to V : 15 km/h.
Minimum requirementon braking efficiency:
aALs/aL > 0.9 or (Z^.*/Z.."J>0.9
= Meandeceleration
with the antilocksysdars
tem operating.ZnLs= aars/9.81
= Mean decelerationwith all wheels
aL
locked"Zrocx= aL/9.81
Trailer /es/s.'Trailer tests are made by braking only
the trailer and correctingfor the rolling rcsistanceof
the towing vehicle. The rolling resistancecoefficient
for nondrivenwheelsmay be assumedto be 0.01 and
for driven wheels 0.015. A better alternative is to
make a coastdown test with the towing vehiclealone.
Alternative test method: Testsmay also be performed
accordingto the procedureprescribedbv ECE/EEC
regulationsbut on the sameice surface.It is considered as more difficult to carry out and meet the
requirementsof this test.

Transition Test From Low to High
Friction

Figure 6.2. Friction test vehicle BVl2
limit of adhesion for each axle as they pass on the
new surface.
In the same situation but braking a vehicle with an
antilock system tully adapted to the low fristion there
is a risk that the pressure recovery might be very slow
and result in an unacceptably long braking distance
compared with a normal braking $ystem. The new
ECE/EEC antilock braking regulations therefore demands a test in this rcspect. The requirement on the
high/low friction ratio is however only 2:l which is
low for winter service conditions.

Testscarriedout by VTI
Testswith one heavyduty truck antilock systemon
ice with very low friction resultedin pressuredrops to
near zero with recovery rates of not more than 3
bar/sec that could not be influenced by a sudden
transition to high friction. This correspondsto about
1.5 secondsto reach4.5 m/sz deceleration.
Transition
testswith other systemsindicatethat 0.7 secondsis a
reasonabletarget from a technicalpoint of view.

Discussion

Justification
When a vehicle with normal brakes is braked on
very low friction and suddenly encounters a transition
to a high friction surface the braking torque applied
by the driver is immediately fully utilized up to the

erence

t

If the vehicle decelerationis measuredthc wheel'
base has to be taken into account. At 50 km/h an
additional time delay of 0.7 secondswill cover all
practicalcases.A total decelerationtransition time to
4.5 m/sz of 1.5 seconclsfor heavy duty vehiclesand
1.0 secondfor passengercars has been consideredto
be a reasonablerequirementfor winter service.
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Comparisonwith test driver performance

Proposedwinterserricetest
The test shall be made with full brake application at
a pressure that corresponds to a deceleration of at
least 5 m/s? starting on n low friction surface which
must not give the vehicle a higher deceleration than
1.5 m/sz with the antilock system in operation. The
vehicle speed at the transition to high friction must
not be less than 50 km,/h. The hieh friction surface
must allow an antilock braking deceleration of at least
4.5 m/sz. This clecelerationmust be reached within
1.5 seconds for heavy duty vehicles and within 1.0
seconds for passenger cars. This time is measured
from the front axle transition time.

Hybrid Laboratory Testing-A Future
Type Approval Procedure?
The practicaldifficultiesare considerablefrom both
technical and economical aspectsin obtaining test
and
tracksthat givethe desiredfriction characteristics
are large enough for safe high speedand cornering
tests. In fact they are so large that th€ ECEIEEC
regulationsregard peak friction coefficientsup to 0.4
at 40 to 50 km/h as low and do not specifyspeedor
of the tyre/road adhesion.Furtherslip characteristics
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Figure6.6. Straightllne antilock braklngtest results
with standardtyres. Comparlsonwith friction test treilerBVl1
more the problemsconnectedwith brake lining characteristicsmust not be forgotten.
For antilock systems with electric wheel speed
signalstheseproblemscan be eliminatedby real time
computersimulationof the tyre/road characteristics,
brake torque characteristicsand vehicle motion dynamicsincluding wheel speedsensorsignals.The real
vehicle that is to be tested is connectedto the
cornputerthrough an interfaceso that the simulated
wheelspeedsignalsare receivedby its antilocksystem
controller and the wheel brake cylinder pressure$
measuredby sensorson each wheel are fed back to
the computer.During the test the vehicleis stationary
in the laboratory with the engine running. The test
engineerhas only to apply the brakes after starting
the computerprogram.
This techniquehas been used by VTI with promising results.
At presentit is possibleto simulate;
a
a

r

(Zor_s
/KEcE)1oo

o,l7lo,17
0 , 15 / O ,17

Straight braking on a homogeneoussurface
Straight braking on a split friction surface
with steeringcorrectionsbasedon yaw motlon
Braking during steady state cornering with
constant steer input
J-turn braking with constant steer input applied at the same time as the brakes

1
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Flgure 6.5. Stralght line antilock braking test reeults.
Comparison with ECE/EECfriction coefficient
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Figure 6.7. $traight line antilock braking test results
with standard tyres. Comparison with friction test vehicle BVl2
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Braking on a surfacewith changingfriction
can also be simulatedas the computer programme contains two tyre models for each
wheel

Validation simulationshave been made with a two
axle truck with an unladen wcight of 6500 kg and a
laden weight of 13000kg. The vehiclewas equipped
with three different types of antilock systems.This
vehiclewas also used in the already mentionedtests
on real ice tracks split friction tracks as well as on
high friction tracks.
The following tests were used for the validation:
r
r
.

ice. Initial
Straight braking on homogeneous
speedl0 and 20 m/s
Straight braking on a split friction surface.
Initial speedl0 and 20 m/s
J-turn braking on ice with constant steering
input corresponding
to 100m radiusapplied
at the sametime as the brakes.Initial spced
ll m/s

r

Straight braking on a high friction surface
with the peak friction coefficient0.6. Initial
speed30 m/s

In all the tests the ranking order in performance
was the samein simulationand real test. The general
in terms of deceleration.lateral accelercharactcristics
ation and yaw behaviour over time were also quite
well reproduced.This also appliesto wheelspeedsand
brake pressures.Tests were made both with identical
tyre data on front and rear wheelsand with somewhat
reducedfriction on the rear wheels.The best results
were obtained in the latter case.This is in line with
the fact that ice friction is reducedby the polishing
effect of slipping tyres. In this case the front tyres
polish the icc with the rear tyres. lt is not believed
that this methodof testingcan replacereal world tests
but it looks promising as a future complementfbr
evaluatingantilock systemperformanceunder conditions that are too difficult, expensiveor dangerousto
requirein real type approvaltests.

Advantagesof an Anti-WheelLock System(ABS) for the AverageDriver in
Difficult Driving Situations*
Klaus Rompe,
Andreas Schindler,
Manfred Wallrich.
Guv Rheinland e.v., Cologne
Institute for Traffic Saf'ety,
Federal Republic of Germany

The SCS system proved to be an advantage to the
average driver in all live manoeuvres. The advantage
increased a$ the road adhesion reduced. In total, the
average driver experienced problems of either leaving
the marked lane or contacting obstacles 2.4 times
more frequently with the standard than with the SCS
equipped vehicle.

Abstract

Introduction

The objective of this investigation was to establish
the extent by which the average driver is able to
exploit the increased stccring and braking controllability given by an ABS braking system. To this end 77
average drivers, selected from various agc groups,
carried out 5 controlled driving tests simulating driving manoeuvres with a high accident risk element. The
manoeuvres being carried out with two identical
vehicles, one with standard conventional brakes, and
the other with a Lucas Cirling SCS system(l) installcd. The following driving tests were programmed
r
r
.
r

Avoidance manoeuvre (high adhesion)
Straight line braking (high adhesion)
Braking in a curve (high adhesion)
Braking in a curve with diminishing radius
(low adhesion)
Split mue (s.) braking (high/low adhesion)

iThe invesl.igation was carried out on thc request of Lucas Cirling
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It is esLimated that in Germany the universal
adoption of anti whccl lock systemswould result in a
l0-150/o reduction in accidents involving heavy damage and/or injurics(l). This conclusion is based on an
investigation of accidents and their cau$e$li$ted below.
.

r

Some 2090 of road accident fatalities are
pedestrians. Investigations show that contact
is generally on the extreme front corners of
the vehicle. A vehicle equipped with ABS has
greater steering controllability r.rnderbraking
and therefore an avoidance manoeuvre
would be possible which would prevent a
large proportion of this type of accident.
Locked wheel braking is evident in 30tr/oof
accidents. A vehicle equipped with an ABS
system can achieve shorter $topping distances, particularly in reduced adhesion con-
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r

I
r

ditions, and thereby reduce this type of
accident.
A third of all accidentsinvolve one car only.
About 50Vo of these acciclentsoccur on
curves,this type of accidentwould be reduced with ABS equippedvehiclesby virtue
of the ability to retainlitseringcontrol under
of brakingin a curve.
conclitions
adhesion
betweenthe left hand and
Varying
right hand wheelsleadsto the vehiclegyrating underbraking.An ABS equippedvehicle
is far easierto control under theseconditions.

To evaluatethe extent by which the averagedriver
is able to exploit the increasedsteeringand braking
control givenby an ABS braking systeut,five driving
were deviscdwhich simulatedhigh accimanoeuvres
dent potential situations. These manoeuvreswere
carried out by the team of averagedrivers and
of the fbllowine(2):
consisted
r
r
r
r
r

Avoidancemanoeuvre
Straightline braking
Brakingin a curve
Braking in a curve with diminishingradius
Split mue (p) braking

Test Conditionsand Results
77 average drivers were selecteclby an independent
marketing company in thc UK. The selecteddrivers
were ol' varying age and driving experietrce, and
approxirnatelya third were female. All had experience
with Ford Escorts, the vehicle selectcd for the test
programrne.
The te$t drivers were divided into 3 age groups
(Figure l), mo$t being in the 26-40 group.
All test drivers unclcrtook the five driving manoeuvres in sequence in two Ford Escort XR 3 i
vehicles, the one equipped with standard braking
system (std car), and the other with the Lucas Girling
"Stop-Control-Systcm"(3) (SCS car). In order to

o
c
o
s
F

18-25

26-40

41-60

Age group

Figure 1. Age groups Of the test personnel

minimise the experience factor, half the test drivers
(37) used the SCS car for the first test run, and then
repeatedthc test sequencewith the standard car. The
rernaining group of test drivers carried out the test
programme in the reverse order. Both vehicles were
instrumented to enable braking and steering inputs to
be measured(Figure 2).
During a familiarisation drive in each vehicle, an
observer informed the test driver on the working and
advantagesof the anti wheel lock system. Eventually
the test driver was instructed by tape recorder to drive
in 5th gear at a speed of 45 rnph into the first test
manoeuvre (avoidancetest) (Figure 3).
On entry into a 3 m wide lane, the vehicle actuated
a trip mechanism which released an obstacle, a
dummy child, sited 35 m from the entry and hidden
bchind a wall on the left hand side. This obstaclewas
projected into thc path of thc vehicle. With a controlled timc delay, the same mechanism triggered a
second child dummy obstacle into the path of the
vehicle 20 m beyond the first obstacle. The first
obstacle cor.rld only tre avoided by a steering and
braking action, and the second obstacle by full
braking only. The siting of the obstacles being arranged that, with an entry speed of 45 nrph, it was
impossibleto stop the car before the first obstacle,so
that steering action was essential to avoid contact.
The road surface was wet with an adlresionof plo +
0.8 (fieure 4).
The result of these comparison tests are shown on
Figure 5. The upper part shows the total driving tests
with the standard car, irnd the lower part the safile
tcsts with SCS car. The two halves are divided to
show the critical and sal'e driving situation results.
The critical situation was defined by either vchicle
contact witlt thc obstacles, or with the lane rnarker
cones.
No distinction was drawn between light contact
with a marker cone and complete departure from the
marked lane.
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Figure 3. Avoldance manoeuvre (wet roads)
The test drivers recorded a total of 86 critical
situation results, 47 with the standard car and 39 with
the SCS car. From theseresults it can be deducedthat
the driver of the standard car is more prone to a
critical situation by a factor 1.2. This low factor does
not give a significant statistical advantagc to the
average driver with the SCS equipped vehicle. That
the average driver in this driving rnanoeuvre had a
relatively small advantage from the SCS system was,
in part, due to incorrect decision, or too slow reaction
to the driving situation, so that the full potential of
the SCS sy$tem was not always exploited.
The initial reaction time to take eppropriate action
is critical for the successful completion of this steering/braking manoeuvre. Shorrld the reaction time of
the test driver exceed 1.75 s, then the remaining

braking distanceavailable is insufficient to avoid a
collisionwith the obstaclcil' the entry speedof 45
mph is achieved.
The entry speed for the second test (straight line
brakine) (Figure 6) was tixed at 45 mph. On entry
safe situations

E

scs, std

criticalsituations
std
N

W

scs

Tests with the std car

Tests with the SCS car

,ffi.,
Figure 4. Avoidance manoeuvre
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qld crit. _
- 4 7 -= 1" . 2 1
39
SCS crit.

Flgure 5. Critlcal situations in avoidance manoeuvre
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Figure 6. Straight line braking
into a 3 m wide lane, the vehicle triggered a trip
mechanism releasing an obstacle situated 45 m beyond
the entry point on the lclt hand side. The obstaclewas
concealedbchind a wall and not visible to the driver
until projected into the path of the vehicle.
The road surface was wet with an adhesion of po
= 0 . 8 ( F i g u r e7 ) .
The test drivers recorded l5 critical situations in
this driving manoeuvre either by contact with the
obstacle. or contact with the lane marker cones. 9
critical situations were recorded with the standard car
and 6 with the SCS car. The driver of the standard
car i$ more prone to failure by a factor of 1.5 (Figure
8).
ln this test the average driver's advantage with the
SCS equipped vehicle was also statistically insignificant,
The reason for these results lies in the relatively
'fhe
driving test requires
high demand on tlte driver.
deceleration
quick
and
maximum
reaction
time
both a
with
the
obstacle.
a
collision
to avoid
CJnlysome of the test drivcrs were able to ulilize the
available braking capacity oi the vchicles.
All the collisions with the obstacle which were
recorded in the standard car, occurred in the l'irst run
of the test. Four of the test clrivers failed due to
excessive reaction time giving a reduced stopping

Tests with the SCS car
std crlt.
SCS crit.

distanceimpossibleto achievewithout a collision with
the obstacle. In the tests with the SCS car, slow
reaction was the cause of failurc in only two instances.
The entry into test 3 (braking in a constant raditts
curve), was conlrolled by an observer in the test car.
The driver was instructed to drive at 45 mph and to
stop the car as quickly as possible on entry, keeping
the car within the cone markcd lane (Figure 9).
The test track was again wet and had an adhesion
of P6 = 0.8 (Figure l0).
Of the 30 tests in which the driver left the marked
lane, 22 occurred with the standard car, so that the
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Figure 7. Straight line braking
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Figure 8. Critical situations in the straight line braking
test
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Figure 9. Braking in a curve
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Figure12. Brakingin a curve wlth a tighteningradius

Figure10. Brakingln a curve
average driver was more prone to failure in the
standardcar by a factor of 2,'15(Figurell).
All the test drivers in the standardcar who left the
marked out lane, lost control due to locked front
wheels.
Whilst the tests I to 3 were on a wet surface but
with a relativelyhigh adhesion(pa : 0.8), the tests4
and 5 were carried out on a sectionof the test track
with a speciallow adhesionsurface(pci = 0.28- 0.35)
apart from the differencein adhesionbetweentests4
and 3, the curvc of test 4 was of a progressively

safe situations

n

S C S ,s t d

critical situations

safe situations

critical situations

N
ffi
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N
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ffi
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Tests with the SCScar

Tests with the SCS car
std crlt.
SCS crit.

scs, sto

Tests with the std car

Te$ts with the std car

22 =
2.75

Flgure 11. Critical situations in braklng in a bend
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tightening radius (Figure l2). The driver again receivedinstructionsfrom the observerto brake hard to
a standstillon entry into the test area
In this driving manoeuvreonly one driver of the
standard car out of 77, was able to stop the car
without leavingthe lane. All the other driversskidded
out of the lane with locked front wheels.66 drivers
lockedall four wheels.
In the SCS car. 28 test drivers also touched the
markcr conesor left the lane, howeveronly 2 drivers
completelyIeft the marked lane, the other 26 drivers
only disturbed two or three of the marker cones
without leavingthe marked lane. However, since the
definitionof a critical situationincludescontactwith
a marker cone, the averagedriver is more prone to

qlqg4r - !9 -- z.tt
SCScrit. 28
Figure 13. Critical sltuations by braking in a curve
with a tlghtening radius
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The high advantageof the averagedrivers in the
SCS car (std crit/SCS crit : 6.27)is directlyrelated
to the technicalcapabilitiesof the SCS car in such
road conditions. The averagedriver does not meet
such conditionsvery often in practice,and is, in
consequence,not well prepared to take corrective
driving action.

Conclusion

Flgure 14. Spllt p braklng.
failure in the standardcar hy a factor of 2.1 (Fieure
I 3).
This test is lessdemandingon driver capability-all
drivers automaticallyattemptedto keep to the course
by strong $teeringaction-thereby demonstratingthe
technicalcapabilityof the SCS car.
In test manoeuvre5 (split p braking) the driver was
requestedto enter the test zone at 35 mph. The left
hand side has a surfaceol basalt with a low adhesion
(pc * 0.28) and the right hand side has a concrete
surface profiled across the vehicle path giving an
adhesionof po = 0.8 (Figurel4).
In order to ensurethat the car straddlesthe two
different surfaces,the test lane was reducedto 2.5 m
(Figurel5). In this test also,the driver was instructed
to brake hard on entry into the test zone'
Only 8 test drivers were able to bring the standard
car to a standstillinsidethe marked lane. Of the 69
drivers of the standard car who recorded critical
situations,55 driverslockedall 4 wheelsand spunthe
car through90o to 180'. The other 14 driverslocked
two or three wheels and disturbed three or four
markercones,but maintaineddirectionalstability.Of
the I I test drivers who recordedcritical situatiorrsin
the SCS car, 2 drivers spun the car as a result of
applying the wrong steering lock. The other nine
disturbed two or three marker cones but without
losingdirectionalstabilityto any greatextent(Figure
l6).
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Only with the assumption that the various critical
driving situations outlined above are equally relevant
to accident incidence, and the necessaryinput l'rom
driver and vehicle is comparable, can a summarised
total advantageof the SCS car over the standard car
to the averagedriver, be deduced.With these a$sumptions, the advantage factor for the SCS car over the
standard is 2.4 lor the average drivers in critical
driving situations. Figure l7 shows diagrammatically
the summarised critical situations for all tests tabulafed to show the standard car result$ in the left
column and the SCS car in the right column.
The test programme clearly demonstrates that an
automatic anti wheel lock braking system has a great
advantage even for inexperienced average drivers by
rcducing the incidenceof critical situations.
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Figure 16. Crltlcal situations in $plit mue (U) braklng
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The early introduction of such systemson a universal basiswould effect a considerablereductionin both
the severityand number of road accidents.Consideration now needsto be given to the questionof how
can the vehicle driver be given adequatetraining in
order that he is able ro fully utilize the potential of
ABS system$to pl'omotegreatersafety on the roads.
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Figure 17. $ummarised critical situations with both
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Anti-Lock Brakesfor Passenger
Cars and tight Trucks
Robert H. Munson,
Director,AutomotiveSafetyOffice,
Ford Motor Company,
United States
Good morning. My name is Bob Munson and I am
the Director of the Automotive Safety Office of the
Ford Motor Company. My purpose in bcing here
today is to acquaintyou witlr the rjtatusof anti-lock
brake programs at Ford. As perhaps some of you
know, Ford was the first automobile company to
make electronicfour-wheelanti-lock brakes available
in the North American markct. This actually goes
back to 1984when four-wheclanti-locksystemswere
offeredon some1985Lincoln models.
Today I want to discussseveraltopics relating to
Ford's anti-lock brake systemprogram. I will touch
briefly on Ford's history of involvementwith antiIock brakes. I will also discuss the nature and
performanceof the $ystemscurrently availablein our
North American products. And finally, I'll give you
448

an outline of our forward model plans for anti-lock
brakes.
Let me turn first to our current truck programs.
An electronicrear wheel anti-lock systemsupplied
by Kelsey-Hayes
is standardon all l9B7 Ford F-series
light trucks and Bronco vehicles, with anticipated
combinedsalesof about 700,000units.
The Kelsey-Hayes$ystemin our 1987 light trucks
prevents rear wheel lock-up at all but the lowest
speeds.Controlling rear wheel lock-up is especially
difficult in light trucks with conventional brakes
becausethere are large differencesin the load on the
rear tires betweenloadedand unloadedconditions.As
long as the rear tires continue to roll, they provide
somelateral friction which keepsthe vehicletracking
and helps the driver maintain control. According to
recentlyreleasedNH'ISA researchpapers,keepingthe
vehiclefrom getting sidewaysin emergencysituations
may reducethe chancesof overturning.
Four-wheelsystemshave been availableon expensive Europe&nluxury and performancepassengercar
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models for serreralyears. Our aim has been to develop
a more broadly affordable, state-of-the-artsystem.
Ford's first production anti-lock system was the
t'Sure-Track" rear wheel system. Ford offered the
Sure-Trackrear-wheelanti-lock systemon some passengercar models as an option as far back as 1968.
This option was subsequently
droppedin the late 70's
for want of customerinterest.
Ford has been working since l98l with ITT Teves
to developa practicalfour-wheelantilock systemfor
our products.As I mentioneda moment ago, we first
offered the Tevessystemon our 1985Lincoln Continental and Mark VII cars. This systemwas provided
as standardequipmenton our 1986Lincoln Continental and Mark VII. This year it is also standard
equipmenton the 1987 ThunderbirdTurbo Coupe.
I'm sure that most of you are familiar with the
concept of anti-lock brakes, but let me give a brief
Anti-lock brake systemsare
reviewof the essentials.
designedto prevent wheel lock-up during braking on
most road surfaces.A four-wheelsy$temprovidesthe
driver with greater steeringcontrol under braking in
wet or icy conditions and can also reduce stopping
distance,especiallyon slipperysurfaces.The anti-lock
function responds when the driver apptics enough
brake pressureto lock the wheels.The systemmonitors wheelspeedand spin-downratesto senseimpending wheellock. When impendinglock-upis sensedfor
a given wheel,line pressureto that wheelis reduced
and modulated.In both the Ford two- and four-wheel
systems,electronic sensingand processingmakes it
possibleto cyclethe system12 to 15 timesa secondto
keep the wheelsnear the peak of the mu/slip curve.
Reliability is obviously a very important consideration in the designof any brake system.The FordTeves four-wheel systemusesredundant dual microprocessorsand three separatebraking circuits; one
each for the two front wheelsand one for the rear
wheels.The softwarein both our two- and four-wheel
systemsincorporatesfault checkingwhich can detect
problemswith the anti-locksystem,and if necessary,
isolate it from the rest of the system,leaving a fully
functionalbrakesystem.
The generally understood advantageof anti-lock
brakesis that they largely eliminatethe loss of lateral
stability caused by locked wheels that can lead to
loss-of-controlaccidents.
It can be shown that anti-lock improves lateral
stability. The cornering force falls off rapidly as the
wheelsbegin to lock and when the wheelsare fully
Iocked (10090 slip), the cornering force is close to
zero. By preventing lock-up, the anti-lock system
maintains reasonablyhigh levels of cornering force.
Four-wheelsystemssuch as the Ford-Tevessystem
can also provide a substantialimprovementin straight
line braking pcrformance.The rapid cycling keepsthe

wheels close to the optim
point on the mu/slip
curve,
In one test we made on a wet pavement,the peak
mu was at about 20Voslip. The Tevessystemcontrols
slip to keep it close to the point that producespeak
mu. The result is a useful improvement in the
effectivemu on most surfaces.
When we tested for the maximum averagebraking
decelerationfrom various speedson different surfaces,the decelerationwas higherwith anti-lock on all
of the surfaces;but the advantageis greater on the
more slippery surfaces.On hard, packed snow, fior
example, four-wheel anti-lock results in a 30Vo increasein deceleration.
The microprocessoralgorithms that control the
anti-lock function in both two- and four-wheelsystem$are very sophisticated.
Theseroutinesanalyzethe
raw wheelspeeddata to detectincipientwheellock-up
and send signals to the pressurecontrol valves to
prevent lock-up from occurring. The Teves system
incorporatesalgorithms to estimate the surface mu
and calculateoptimum slip. It is only in recentyears
that microprocessorswith the necessaryspeed and
capacityhave been availablein economicproduction
quantities.
But make no mistake about it. the four-wheel
systemsin productiontoday are still expensive.Nevertheless.the installed cost to Ford of the four-wheel
systemsis considerablyless expensivethan the same
product would have beenjust a few yearsago. And
we expectto bring the price down substantiallyin the
future as the volume goes up. Severalfactors have
colnetogetherin the last few yearsto make it possible
to begin to offer high performanceanti-lock systems
on a broaderbasis.
The first, and perhaps most important, is the
availability of reliable and relatively inexpensivemicroprocessors.
Second is the ongoing engineeringdevelopment
work carried out by ITT Teves, Kelsey-Hayesand
others.In particular,the development
of inexpensive
high speedsolenoidvalvesfor pressureregulationwas
an important breakthrough.It is the combinationof
these valveswith a microprocessor
that makes the
high cycleratespossible.
And the third factor is that peopleare more safety
consciousnow than they werea few yearsago. This is
true, not only of people in the industry, but our
customersas well. I might also add that the very
positive encouragementand support of Ford was a
major factor in stimulatingthe suppliers'engineering
developmentthat led to current productionsystems.
The key to broader availability of state-of-the-art
anti-lock systemsis gettingthe cost down to the point
where it can be offered on low- and medium-priced
cars without turning them into high-pricedcars.There
449
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is a three-way synergy between engineeringdevelopment, price and demand for a product that operates
to drive costsdown. As interestin the product grows
and the number of units sold increases.t'urther
This
developmentis stimulatedand the cost decreases.
in
in
further
resulting
decreases
further increases
sales,
forth.
cost, and so
This processis already beginning to operate. We
anticipatethat an increasinglysophisticatedand safety
consciousbuying public will demand state-of-the-art
anti-lock systems.
Right now our plans call for increasingavailability
of anti-lock systems on passengercars and light
trucks. We plan to have rear wheel anti-lock systems
as standardequipmenton all of our light trucks by

1990.And we expectthat four-wheelsystemswill be
availableon our 1990medium-sizedcars and perhaps
on some smaller cars as well by the mid 1990's.We
also plan to eventuallyintroduce four-wheel systems
on our light trucks.By the mid-1990'sstate-of-the-art,
four-wheel electronic anti-lock $y$temsshould be
available on most of Ford's U.S. and European
passenger
cars and domesticlight trucks.
To conclude,I would like to emphasizethe point
that at Ford we regard anti-lock brakes in a very
positive way, not as somcthing we must reluctantly
acceptas inevitable.We believethar anti-lock brakes
provide a meaningful sal'etybenefit which our customers will come to demand and whosedevelopment
we will continueto pursue.

Yisual PerformanceCharacteristicsin Vehicles
Haruhiko lizuka,
Keiichiro Yabuta,
Hiroshi Tsuda,et fl|.,
NissanMotor EngineeringStaff,
Japan

Abstract
Almost all of the information required to drive a
vehicle is obtained through the eyes. Instruments
convey information on vehicle conditions and their
visibility is of primary importance. A study is conductedon two aspectsof visibility in vehicles.
(i) Readabilityof instruments
(ii) Perception of objects in forward field of
vision when readinginstruments.
Experimentsare conductedto analyzequantitatively
the effects of display parameters,environment,and
age on the above factors in order to produce instrumentationwhich is easyfor older driversto read. The
parameterschosen are display brightness,character
size, distance between the eye and display, and
location of the display. The subjectsare separated
into two groups,one in their twentiesand the other in
their fifties. All have visual acuity of 0.7 or above.
Each test run consistsof a 20 min. adaptation time
followedby the visualtask. A Landolt'sRing is used
as the display character and subjects are asked to
indicatewhetherthe Landolt Rings opensto the left
or right by operatinga hand-heldtwo-way switch.

Introduction
Senior citizens (aeed 65 years and older) in the
more advancednationsof North America and Europe
450

accounted for approximately llt/o of the overall
population in these countries in the l9B0s. It appears
that this figure will continue to increase annually. ln
Japan, too, a sudden aging will occur, achieving the
present percentage of about l5Vo of Western nations
in the year 2000. Predictions are that this figure will
then reach approximately 20a/oby 2020.
Parallel to this trend, the number of senior citizens
possessinga driver's license, as well as the number of
accidents these people cause, appear to be on the rise.
The physical reactions of olcl-aged drivers has suddenly become, as a consequence,a matter demanding
urgent attention.
With advancing years, a driver's physical abilities
change. This change involves a decrease in visual,
auditory and motor functions. Among these, the loss
of visual acuity is said to be exceedingly fast.
The driver of an automobile generally shifts his or
her attention repeatedly while driving, from the road
ahead, to objects on the road and the various
readouts on the dashboard. In doing so, the driver
must conducf a series of frequent eye focalization
actions. It is known that among the visual capacities,
deterioration of the focal regulation function is
known to begin, and accelerate rapidly, from the
middle 40s.
This paper examines the factors involved in visual
recognition by older drivers when rcgulating the focus
of vision in response to objects in the visual field
ahead and objects within the vehicle. The optimum
conditions, from the older driver's viewpoint, of
visual displays are also clarified. For this research, a
panel of drivers in their 50s was selectedto represent
senior drivers.
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Analysis of Target RecognitionTime ,
at Night
It was hypothesizedthat, for an examination of
target visibility, night time driving would presentthe
most difficult conditions.Accordingly,a testdesigned
for certain degreesof lighting representativeof
eveninghours was conductedto examinetarget recognition time.

The experiment
The subject is dark adapted to 0.1 cd/mz, a
representative
road surfacedcgrecof brightnesswhich
would be visiblefrom the driver'sseat.The subject's
focus is directedto a screenthree meter$in front. At
a given directive signal, a target (Landolt's ring) is
displayedunder the various conditions listed below.
The subjectnotes the direction of the gap in the ring
(facing either left or right), indicating Lhisby appropriate switch response.Responsetime is determined
by the time which elapsedbetweenthe directivesignal
and subjectresponse.A schematicdiagramof this test
is given in Fig. l.

Figurel. Schematlcdiagramof test
2.

With a target luminance representativeof
darker displays, such as 0. I cdlm 2, the
responsetime increasesas the height of the
target decreases.This tendencyis more noticeablefor subjectsin their 50s.

The data suggeststriking influence of advancing
years in the visibility of targets when height and

TargetLuminance: 7.0 cd/ fi

Test condition;
T a r g e th e i g h t.
Target luminance.
T a r g e td i s t a n c e
Target position
from speedometer
position:
from screen centgr:
Panel .

1 . 8 ;2 . 5 ; 3 . 5 ; 5 . 0 a n d 1 0
mm.
0.1; 1.5 and 7,0 cd/m 2.
40;70;80;90 and 160
cm,
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300
20s age group - 5 male
subjects(Visualacuityof
0.7 or above,havingdriver's license)

8 . 0 10.0 (mm)

8.0

50s age group - 5 male
subjects(Visualacuityof
0.7 or above,havingdriver's license)

Target HeiEht:
(sec)

2.0

Target Lumlnance:

(l) Target height and luminance A speedometer
placed in a suitable position (70 cm, at an angle 30o
below eye level) was used to display visual objects
('*Targets") having varying height and luminance.
Fig. 2 presentsgraphs relating measuredresponsetime
and target height for different degrees of luminance.
With a target luminance repre$entative of
brighter displays, such as for 7 cd/m z, the
difference in response time for small targets
is small.
With a target luminance of 1.5 cdlmz, the
response time for small targets is long lor
subjectsin their 50s.
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Iuminance are reduced. A difference in response time
between those in their 20s and 50s has heen noted and
experimentally confirmed.
(2) Tqrget distance Figure 3 contains two graphs
relating response time to varied target distances. The
target was displayed at eye level and directly in front
of the subject. The angle was approximately 0.3" (or
3.5 mm at 70 cm).
1.

2.

For the age group in their 20s, there wa$ a
small difference in resf)onsetime for targets
within a 40 to 160 cm distance range.
For the age group in their 50s, there was a
tendency toward lengthened rcsponse time as
target distance decreased.This tendency was
especially marked when target luminance was
2.
reduced to 0.1 cd/m

Terg€t Distanc6

Flgure3. Responsetime vs target dlstance

locations within a 30o range above or below their
centcrof vision.
I.

In light of the above results, it appears possible to
reduce the response time by lengthening target distalrce, given reduced luminance and height.
(3) Target position The relationship observed between target position and responsetime is plotted in
Fig. 4. The data concerns visual recognition time of
2;
targets (heieht: 3.5 mm; luminance: 1.5 cdlm
presented in varying locations within a 30" range to
the left or right of the speedometer position. Additionally, Fig. 5 presents data concerning responsetime
for the subjects when presented with targets in varying
452

2.

i

For targets presentedin various positions
within 30" of the horizontal direction, no
changein responsetime was noted for either
group.
Both groups showed lengthened response
time fbr objectswhich were presentedabove
or below the direction of vision. For all
target positions, the age group in their 50s
had a l09o longer responsetime in comparison to the other group. Accordingly, differences can be said to exist betweengroup
re$pon$etimes, but aging cannot be said to
effect responsetime as target objects are
placed more distant from the direction of
vision.
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The experiment

(sec)
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Target Poeition

While the subjectis driving at night, a visualtarget
(a Landolt'sring) is presented
at random,but sirnultaneouslywith the soundof a buzzer.The subjectis to
identify the position of the gap in the ring (left or
rieht) and indicate this responseusing the switch
provided. The time between the initiarion of the
buzzersound and the subject'sresponseis measured
as the time required for visual rccognition,termed
'responsetime'. A photographof the test equipment
is givenin Fig. 6.
The test was conductedwhile driving on a proving
ground at an approximatespeedof 40 km/hr. with
visual target displayedin the speedometer
position.
Testcondition:

Figure 4. Hesponse time vs. display position (horizontal)

As a result of analysesconducted,the influenceof
luminance,distanceI'rom subjectand relativeposition
(up/down) upon the visibility of target objectshave
been clarified. To irnprove the visibility of such
targetsfor older drivers,it appearsparticularlyeffective to considertarget height and luminance.

Analysis of Target Recognition Time
in Moving Vehicles
Laboratory tests have been conductedto identify
patterns of change in responsetime for two age
groups in their 20s and their 50swhen presentedwith
different target objectsunder variousconditions.To
confirm the validity of theseresultsunder road test
conditions, an exarninationof responsetime was
conductedduring a night driving test.

Target Luminance l. 5

Target displaydistance. ,
Target height .
T a r g e tl u m i n a n c e ,
Panel .

approx.70 cm
2.5; 3.5 and 5 mm
0 . 1 ; 1 , 5 ;7 . 0 c d / m 2
Age group in their 20s-5
persons
Age group in their 50s-5
persons

Resultsand discussions
Fig. 7 presentsi three graphs which plot response
time as a function of speedornetelposition for three
degrees of luminance. The results oI this road test
conform well with the laboratory results. To restate
the generalconclusion; as target luminance and height
decrease,the responsetime for both groups lengthens.
That having been said, the increaseon the part of the
age group in their 50s is more prominent.
ln light of the above, it has been ascertained that
the laboratory test results may be effectively utilized

cd,/ fi
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Figure 5. Hesponsetime vs. display position (vertical)

Flgure 6. Hoad test equipment
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Figure7. Responeetime vs. displaypo$ltlon
to clarify the target conditionsuseful in improving the
visibility of suchobjectsfor older drivers.

Analysis of Conditions Facilitating
Visibility
Standard responsetime
In order to determinethe target conditions which
facilitate visibility, it is necessaryto determinea
standardresponsetime. This is the maximum interval
judeed to be acceptablebetween target recognition
and the switchmanipulatingresponse.
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For the purpose of this investigation, the time
during daylight driving when attention is focusedon
the speedometer,and the time to respondby switch
are calculatedseparately,and the total value of the
two has beenset as the standardresponsetime.
In order to avoid having the drivsrs becomeselfconscious,they were told of other objectives. By
meansof a road test utilizing installedeye cameras,
the time during which driver focus is on the speedometer is recorded, and an averagetime period determined. In the presentstudy,this was found to be 0.7
sec.Next, a Landolt's ring is displayedwhile attention
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is focused upon the determined target position. The
time neededto throw the switchto the left or right is
then determined.In this experiment,the average
response
time is 0.6 sec.
To total valueof the two, 1,3 sec.,was established
as the standardresponse
time.

Conditions facilitating target visibility
The results of a study based upon the values of
targetheightand luminance,for the response
time of
1.3 sec.in Fig. 2 (verticalaxis), are given in Fig. 8.
The area above each age group line representsthe
regionwithin which the agegroup in their 20sand the
agegroup in their 50srespectively
are ableto provide
a recognitionresponseto a visual target within 1.3
sec. This beconles,therefore,the range of an optimum targetand is identifiedby obliquelines.
Consequently,the following can be statedregarding
illumination conditions for an averagenight period
(aclaptive
luminance:0.1 cdlm2).
l.

2.
:

The age group in their 20s are able to
respondto a visualtargetwithin the standard
responsctime if targetluminanccand height
respectively
equal or exceed1.5 cd/mz and
2 . 5m m .
The age group in their 50s can recognizea
visuaI target within the standard response
time if target luminanceand height respectively equal or exceed1.5 cd/m ? and 3.5
mm'

-

20's Group

- - - - 5 0 ' sG r o u p

Influence of fnstrument Panel
LuminanceUpon Forward Visibility
In the precedingparagraph,the optimum conditions
were identified for visual recognition,within a standard tirne period, of displaysin vehicle components
such as a spee'dometer.
To determineconditions tor
displayof vehiclecomponents,it is also essentialto
insurethat the luminanceof theseobjectswithin the
car does not become a hindrance to the field of
forward vision and the ability to spor potentially
dangerousobjectswithin this field. Wirh rhis issuein
mind, a $tudy was made concerningthe degreeof
visibility needed for various speedometerluminance
conditions.
The experiment
A panel having 0.01 cdlm 2 luminance is set in
front of the subject. The subject is then given
adequatetime for dark adaptation.His/her atrenrion
is focusedupon an indicatorin the upper part of the
screen.The sound of a buzzerdirectsthe $ubjectto
watch lor speedometer
units havingvariousdegreesof
luminance.The units usedwerc, in fact, thoseof the
current Nissan Bluebird model. Following this, the
buzzeris used to direct the subject'sattention to the
screenonce again. At the sametime. in one of the
three points on the screen(visualangle:0.2o x 0.3')
the targetis illuminatecl
for an instant.The subject,as
shownin Fig. 9, respondsby meansof a hand or foot
switch,indicatingthe locationof the target:left, right
or directlyaheadof the subject.
If the subjectresponseis correct, target luminance
is reduced.The target luminanceis increasedif the
subjecterrs. This procedureis repeated15 times to
ascertain the average lurninance value needed for
targetvisibility.
Test conditions:
target (unit) luminance
Speedometer

0, l0 and 40

cd,/m z
Target display position (relative to viewing subject) . .
o
o
c

(relativeto viewingsubject)left
directly ahead
right

(E

E
E

1.0

5

6
E
.E

Target Helght

Figure 8. Target luminance vs. height

ResponFc lkitrh

Flgure9. Dlagremof panel lumlnancetest

(5")
(0")
(5")
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Resultsand discussion
Fig. l0 indicatesthe relationshipobtainedbetween
speedometer
luminanceand the target luminancedifferential required for visibility. The difference between target and screen luminance is termed the
luminancedifferential thresholdregion.
groups, as speedFor both the 20- and 50-year-age
raised,
the
luminance
threshold
is
ometer luminance
is
understood
that it
easily
region also rises. It
notice
the
target.
Consebecomesmore difficult to
reduced
lumiquently, given night driving conditions,
devices
facilitates
and other
nanceof the speedometer
recognition of obstacleswithin the forward visual
field.

Conclusion
The data obtained from the precedingexamination
of the factors involved in object visibility for subjects
in their 20s and 50s leads to the following conclusions:
l.

z.

Object luminance, height, display distance
and position all int-luence visual recognition.
The 50-year-age group, compared to the
younger group, is greatly influenced by tar*
get luminance and height.
If target height and luminance are increased,
visual respon$e time decreases.This suggests
that improvement in prompt recognition is
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Figure10. Visibilityvs. targetluminance

3.

possible.Conversely,this leads to increased
in the forobstacles
difficulty in recognizing
ward visual field. Accordingly, the determination of optimum object conditions for
older drivers requires careful consideration
of both trade offs in determining optimal
conditions.
While the presentwork employed50-year-old
subjectsin the 'senior' age group, it will be
necessaryto analyze data for even older
subjects.

Recognitionof PedestriansDuring NighttimeTraffic
Hans-Joachim Schmidt-Clausen
Technical University Darmstadt,
Federal Republic of Germany
Abstract
Based on the European- and US low-beam situation, tests were made about the recognitiondistance
for pedestrians.The following parameterswere inves'
tigated
shapeof the headlamPs
mounting height of the headlamPs
inclination of the headlamPs
reflectancefactor of pedestrians.

Introduction
Starting from the measuredcontrast of pedestrians
in the streets during nighttime, in dynamic experimentsin the streetthe recognitiondistancefor pedestrians illuminated by low-beam headlampswas measured. During the tests several parameters were
changed.
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Pedestrians in the Street
In Figure I schematically a twolane road is shown
as seen by a car driver. The pedestrians are at a
distance of d : 50 m in front of the car, illuminating
the street by mcans of low-beam hcadlamps. C shows
the cut-off-line of the two headlamps, correctly aimed
with a mounting height of h : 65 cm.
Z describes the border Iines to zone III in the
European regulations. A is the area of an overhead
sign, B of a shoulcler mounted sign at 50 m distance.
The Figure shows that the pedestrians are mainly
illuminated by the light in-between "C" and "2"
(dotted area). This area is without legal requirements.

Light-Distribution of Headlamps
ln Figure 2 arrd 3 the vertical illumination distribution for two diflerent types of headlampsare shown.
The distribution is measuredthrough the points 75R
and B50L o[ the Europeanregulations.
In Figure 2 the light-distribution for a typical
Europeanlow-beam headlampis shown, in Figure 3
for a SB-headlamp.
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Reflectanceof Pedestriansand Recognition
llistance
In the first test the influence of the reflectance
factor of the clothing of pedestrianson the recogniThe resultsare plotted
tion distancewas investigated,
in Figure4.
The difference in recognition distance for the
object-positionsleft-hancl/right-handside of the street
is I 2 ... I 5 m. The differencein distancev for black.
grey,white objectis 25 m. The differencebetweenthe
objcct (white, right) and the object (black, Ieft) is
more than the factor 4.

Type of Headlampand RecognitionDistance
Figure l. Perspectlve drawing of a two-lane road

A overheadslgn
B ehouldermountedsign
z borderto the illuminatlon-zonelll
c cut-off-linesol two headlamps
Pedestrians in 50 m dletance

F/o
6r

In Figure 5 the influence of the type of the
headlamp,fulfilling the sameregulationon the recognition distanceis shown.
For the worst situation (object black, left) the
differencein distancev betweenthe 3 headlampsis v
= l0 m. The valueincreases
to roughly30 m for the
(white,
right).
object
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100
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to

lr0

20

20

0

0

90 h/cm

Figure 4. Recognition distance v for different obiects

b : black obiect
g : grey obiect
w : white obiect
l, r : l€ft, right position of the obiect in the
street

Mounting Height of Headlampsnnd
RecognitionDistance
In Figure 6 thc influcnce of the mountine height h
of headlamps on cars on the recognition distance v is
shown.

100
80
60

Figure6. Recognition
distancev and mountingheight
h ol headlamps
The dotted area in the mounting height used on
severalcars. Thc increasein the height h of l0 cm
gives a gain of recognitiondistanceof d = 4,5 m.

Inclination of Headlalmpsand Recognition
Distance
The intluence of the inclination of a headlamp of
the recognition distance can be shown in Figure 7.
The dotted area describes the normal inclination of
headlamps. With increasing inclination of the headlamp the recognition distance decreases.A change of
inclination of + l Vo for the normal inclination gives
a change of the recognition distance v E t l0 m.

Voltageof the Headlampnnd Recognition
Distance
A very often underestimatedeffect is the influence
of the voltage of a headlamp on the recognition
distance.ln .b-igure8 the influenceof the voltage on
the recognitiondistanceis shown.

40

Flgure 5. Recognition dletance v for obiect and differ'
ent headlamps
b : black obiect
g : grey ohlect
w : white obiect
l, r : left, right posltlon of the obiect in the
'
street
1 : rectangular heedlamP
2 : 7"'headlamP
3:5 s.zr"-headlamp

Figure 7. Fecognition distance v and lncllnatlon of the
headlamp
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Figure 8. Recognition distance v and yoltage at the
headlamps

Out of theseresultsa quotient of 5 m/l V can be
derived;th&t meansa changeirr the voltageof I V
givesa changein recognitiondistanceof 5 m.
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Conclusions
The recognitiondistancefor pedestrians
illuminated
by low-beam headlampscan be improved by several
means.
optimisationof the geometryand optic of headIamps
improvementof the reflectanceof pedestrians
optimisation of the mounting height of the
headlamp
introductionof headlamp-leveling-devices
improvementin the power supply.
The possibleimprovementin the light distribution
can be shownwith Figure9.
The pedestrian$are standingat a distanceof 50 m
in front of the car. By introducing a controlled
amountof light abovethe horizontalline, pedestrians
closer to the car are better recognized.As a sanrple
the dotted boundary a, as proposedin Europe, is

10 E/tx 100
Flgure9. Verticaldistributionof the illuminationE for
an European headlamp measured through
75R
A : overheadelgn
B : shouldermountedsign
a : limitsfor minimum"glare" values
In 50 m distance
PedesFians
plotted in the Figure. For betrer illumination beyond
the horizonralline, the gradientin thc cut-off must be
increased;this is possiblefor examplewirh elliprical
headlamps.

Contribution of Head-Up-Displays(HUIls) to Safe Driving
Mnsao Sakata.
Shigeru Okabayashi,
Jun'ichi Fukano.
Satoru Hirose,
Masakazu Ozono
NissanMotor Co., Ltd,
Japan
Abstract
Head-Up-Displays
(HUDs)havelong been used in
airplanes; however, it has not yet been vcrificd how
the difference in environment would affcct their

legibility and/or driver visibility if they were to be
used in automobile$.
Experiments were conducted based on the Double
Task Method in which subjects were made to identify
both the display and objects in the forward lield of
vision in a short time period of 0.3 to 0.5 seconds.
The results show that the display recognition error
rate is reduced when the display is positioned on a
plane from horizontal to l0o below the forward line
of vision and at a distance of 0.8 or more from the
eyes.They also show that improved legibility obtained
by HUDs reduces the recognition error rate in the
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forward view. Measuring the time required to recognize the display using an Eye-Mark-Cam0ra,it was
shownthat recognitiontime with HUD is 0.2 seconds
less than with conventionaldigital displays.Another
experimentinvolving tinted Combiner on which the
HUD is projectedwas carried out, in which subjects
were testedon their perceptionof objectsappearing
for 0.27 secondsin the forward field of vision. The
result shows that the recognitionerror rate does not
increasedue to tinting of the Combinerproviding that
transmittanceis 4090or more.
These results both substantiatethe HUDs' high
legibility while, at thc sametime, proving its effectivenessin assuringsafe driving from the standpoint of
enhanceddriver attentionto the front view.

Introduction
Head-Up-Displayswere first installed in military
airplanesin the 1940's.At presentthey are also widely
used in commercial airplanes as well. The typical
structure of Head-Up-Displaysfor airplane use is
shownin Fig. l. A pilot is able to both accuratelyand
quickly perceivethe externalscenethrough the canopy
along with information such as altitude, velocity and
landing point displayed on a combiner. Therefore,
HUDs are of great assistanceto pilots, especially
aiming weaponsand landingin adverseweatherconditions.
Some studies verifying the advantages of using
HUDs in airplaneshave been carried out. For example, Naish(l) and Fischer(2)et al. have made it clear
that pilots can perceiveboth objects in the forward
view and information on the display more quickly and
accuratelythan with conventionaldisplaypanels'
In regard to recognition of superimposedvisual
sources,Neisserand Becklen(3),(4) et al. have re'
ported experimentsthat indirectly supportsthe advan"selective
tages of HUD from the point of view of
attention".
numberof displayitemsalongwith
In automobiles,
drivershas beenincreasingwhile,
number
of
older
the

_Slraight-

loruard line

Windshi€ld

Figure2. Hlgh leglbllltyareaof displays
at the same time, vehicle speed is getting faster.
Thereforendisplay $ystemswhich satisfy the needsof
a varietyo[ customersare required.H. Izuka and Y.
Seko et al.(5) reported what they found to be the
most suitableplace for correctlyrecognizinginformation displayedwhen thc driver is looking lbrward (see
Fig 2).
Both this background and the results of these
experimentalreports suggestthat HUD could provide
the answer to new demand trends in automotive
displays.This paper, which takes into consideration
differencesbetweenthe airplane and automotiveuses
of HUD (as shown in Table l), presentsthe advantages of using HUDs in automobiles as verified
through experimentalinvestigatious.

Experiments
Experimentl. Differencein legibility betweenHUDs
and conventionalHead-Down-Displays
(HDDs)
The effect on display leeibility that is producedby
the difference in movement of the visual point between HUD and HDD was examinedbased on the
"Double Task Method". Two visual sourceswere
projectedin a short time periodof 0.48 seconds.One
was a pair of Landolt's rings which was projectedon
a screen,and was meant to corrcspondto objccts in
the forward view. The other was 2 digits of random
numbers, which correspond to the display. Fig. 3
showsthe setupand Table 2 showsthe conditionsof
the experiment.
Teble 1. Difference between automobiles and gir.
planes.
Automobileg
Distanca df view
Appealance ol
obiects in view_
Forward view

Figure 1. Typical constructlon of alrplane HUD
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Near
Abruptly

Gradually

Hoad, buildings,

Sky, clouds

vehicles,

runways,

pedestians, etc.

airplanes, etc.

Not spocially trained

Well trained
and skilled
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Pair of Landolt's Rings

Foeition2

Position3

Fosition1
Position4
Screen
Windshield

The subiectseyesppg

Flgure3. Setup of experimentfor examiningthe difference between a HUD and HDD at a distanceof 0.8 m
Sevensubjectswere used,all malesrangingfrom 20
to 4l yearsin age. The subjectswere instructedto
look at the letter "H" at the centerof the screen.
Then, when the two sourceswere projected,they first
identifiedthe directionof the openingsin thc Landolt's rings and, next, read the numbersdisplayedin
succession.
Results.The effect of shifting the visual point on
displaysrecognitionwas shownin Table 3. The error
rate with HUD is 3090lessthan that with HDD. This
differencewas statisticallyexaminedand confirmedto
be significant.lt can be said, then, that reductionin
the movementof the visual point in thc Head-Up
displayingimproveslegibility.
Experiment2. Eftect of imagedistanceon HUD legibility
The effect on displaylegibilitythat is producedby
accommodation
of the eyeswas also examinedbased
on the "Double Task Method". Two visual sources
wereprojectedin a short time periodof 0.48 seconds.

One was a pair of Landolt's rings which was projected on the scrccn, ancl again was meant to correspond to objects in the forward view. The other was
the 2 digits of random numbers correspondingto the
display. The setup was the same as Experiment l, and
thc cxpcrimental conditions are shown in Table 4.
Seven subjects were used, again all males from 20
to 4l years in age. As before, subjectswere instructed
to look at the letter *'H" at the center of the screen.
Then, when the two sourceswere projected, they iirst
identil'ied the direction of the openings in the Landolt's rings and, next, read the numbers displayed in
succession.
Results. Fig. 5 shows the result of this experiment.
The effect of accommodation from the forward view
to the display was deterrnined by comparing HUD
recognition error rates at various image distances
from 0.8m to l0m. These error rates, as shown in Fig.
3, tend to become smaller as the distance of the image
is increased.It can be said that reducing accommodation by displaying at a distance irnproves legibility.
Expcriment 3. Effect of display legibility on object
recognition in the forward view.
This experiment was also based on the Double Task
Method. This method is used to see how varying the
load of one task affects the performarrce of another.
Here, the effect of display lcgibility differenceson the
recognition of objects in the forward view was examined.
The setup used was the same as that in Experiment
I (shown in Fig. 3), experimental conditions are
shown in Table 5. The subjects were five rnales of
ages from 20 to 40. They were instructed to first
identify the display and then the direcriorrof the ring
openings.The ell'ect of display lcgibility differencc on
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Table 3. DlflerenceIn recognitionerror rete between
HUDand HDO.

%
40
g

30

G

the recognition of objects in the forward view was
comparedby measuringthe error rates in recognizing
the ring directionsin both the HUD and HDD.
Results.Table 6 comparesthe error rates in ring
direction recognitionwith a 2.5m HUD and 0.8m
HDD. The error rate for the HUD is lower than that
for the HDD in both brighter and darker displays.
The differencein error rates betweenthe HUD and
HDD is statisticallysignificant for both degreesof
brightness.However,the difl'crencehetweenbrighter
and darker in each individual display is not significant.
From the results of Experiments I and 2, it is
obviousthat the leeibilityof the 2.5m HUD is higher
than that of the 0.8m HDD. The result, therefore,
shows that improved legibility cnablesthe driver to
pay better attention to the forward view, which leads
to a reductionin the recognitionerror rate. lt can be
said, in other words, that high displaylegibilityaids
in forward recognition.
Experiment4. Comparison of display recognition
time.
Display recognitiontime during actual driving was
measured by using an Eye-Mark-Camera(EMC).
Recognitiontime as statedhere meansthe period of
time in which the subject'svisual point remainson the
display, whereas it includes the time required to
accomodateand converge, it does not include the
responsetime.
The EMC consistedof three TV camerasand an
image controller. One of the cameraswas placed on
top of the subject'shead and recordedthe forward

T
gzo
t!

l0
20

30

40

s0

60

t0

80 P/o)

Transmiltance ol Combiner

Flgure5. Effect of HUD lmage dlstance on dirplay
recognitlonerror rate
view and the other two recorded the direction of the
subject's left and right eyeballs, respectively. The
direction of the eyeballs adjusts to a line of sight at
the object viewed so as to place its image in the
vicinity of the fovea on the retina. Therefore, by
detecting the direction of the eyeball the direction of
the line of sight is revealed. The image controller
overlapped these three images in their proper rclative
position and output the subject's visual points in the
form of video signals, which were input and recorded
in a VTR.
The subjects used were four males of 2l to 38 years
in age. Wearing the EMC, the subjects drove the
vehicle on the courses listed in Table 7. and while
driving, they looked at either the HUD or HDD
speedometer in response to oral signals and immediately gave the indicated speed. (See Table 8)
Legibility was evaluatcd by the time it took the
subjectsto recognizethe speedafter their visual points
shifted away from the road surface. This time was
measured using a digital VTR after the test drives
were completed.

Table4. Conditionsol experiment2'
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Table 5. Gondlilons of experlment$,
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Results.Table 9 showsthe averageof the measured
recognitiontime. In all driving conditions,the HUD
demonstratedbetter recognitiorttime than the HDD,
which testifie$to the high legibility of HUD.
The recognitiontime advantageof the HUD over
the HDD on straight roads is greaterthan on curved
ones. The reason for this is thought to be that on
curved roads the driver's visual point shifts away
from the straight-aheadline, which increasesthe eye
movementrequiredin recognizingthe HUD. Consequently, the merit which the HUD offers of less
movementin the visualpoint is somewhatdiminished
in recognitiontime
on curves.Therefore,the decrease
differencebetweenthe HUD and HDD otr curved
roads is not due to a reductionin HDD recognition
time, but rather to an increasein HUD recognition
time.
On a straightroad the differencein displayrecognialong
tion time betweenthe HUD and HDD itrcreases
with a risein averagespeed.Takinginto consideration
the tendencythat the subject'svisual point shifts
deeperinto the forward view in high speeddriving,
the results can be understoodthat HUD nrakesthe
recognitiontime shorterthan HDD.

Table B. Gomparisonof ettect of dlsplay legibility on
recognltlonerror rate.

8ee Tsbb

t
Experiment5. Effect of combinertinting
The combiner requireshigh reflectanceto produce
sufficient contrast betweenthe display and the external scene. As transmittancewould not be made
Table 7. Driving course for experlment 4.
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Table 8. Condftlonsof experiment4.
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Table 9. Comparlron of recognltlon tlme between
HUDand HDD.
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P a i r o l L a n d o l t 's R i n g s
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Positlon3
PositionI
Combiner
,N-'The subject's eye

o
E

Position4

E

q

$creen
Windshield

Flgure 7. Setup of experiment for determlnlng the
effect of combiner tinting on forward vlsion
recognition
independent from reflectance, and a combiner with
high reflectance would produce Iower transmittance
than the rest of windshield, it is, therefore, necessary
to examine the effect of cornbiner tinting on fbrward
visibility.
Fig. 7 shows the setup for this experiment. And, the
experimental conditions are shown in Table 10. The
subjects were six males of 20 to 40 years in age. Here
again, they were instructed to look at th€ letter ,,H"
at the center of the screen and to indicate the
direction of the openings when the pair of Landolt's
rings was projected.
Results. Fig. 8 shows the change in error rate when
the transrnittance of tlre combiner was varied. The
error rates for combiners with a transmittanceof 50go
and 4090 do not show significant statistical difference
from that of the bare windshield with a transmittance
of 8490. However, the combiner with a 30go transmittance demonstrates an error rate significantly higher
than that of the bare windshield. Therefore, it can be
concluded that combiner tinting need not necessarily
impede forward view recognition.
Experiment 6. Optimum HUD brightness considering
brightness variation in forward view
Since HUD is superimposed on the forward view,
display contrast is greatly affected by brightness

Figure8. Efiect of comblnertransmittanceon recogni.
tlon error rate of the forwardvision
variation in the forward view. Therefore,an allowable
display brightnessrange mu$t be determinedfor each
degreeof brightnessin the forward view. If HUD
brightnessdeviatcs lrom this range, a reduction in
displaylegibility, in forward visibility and/or in driver
comfort may occur.
Theretbre,a sensorytest was carried out to determine the allowablebrightnessrangesfor HUD. Fig. 9
showsthis experimentalsetup, and Table I I does the
experimentalconditions. The subjectswere all males
of agesfrom 20 to 46. They looked at the picture on
the screenwhile taking repeatcdglancesat the HUD.
By varying HUD brightnessduring the process,upper
and lower lirnits of the allowablebrightnessrange
were determined.
Results. Fig. 10 shows the results of this experiment. This indicates HUD brightnessshould range
from 2.4*1,300 cdlm2 to cover the road brightness
variations ranged from I cd/mz of night driving to
13,000cd/mz of $now condition driving. Since the
allowableHUD brightnessrangefor a given degreeof
forward brightnessis narrow compared to that required to cover the gamut of variations in forward
brightness,HUD brightnessmust be more precisely
controlledthan HDD. (SeeFie. lI)

Table 10. Conditions of experlment 5.
Item$
Obiect$ in the
lorward view
Distance to
the screen
Screen luminencG
Eroosure oeriod
Combiner size
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distance
Number ol trials
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Flgure9. Setup of experimentto examineoptlmum
HUD brightness in respect to various for.
ward brightness
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Flgure10. AllowableHUDbrightnesslor varlouebrlghtness in the lorward vlelon

Experiment7. Sensorytest by driving HUD installed
vehicle
The feelingwhich the presenceof the HUD on the
external scenegave the driver was tested by a question/answer method. The subjectswere sevenmales
from 22 to 40 yearsold. They drove a HUD installed
vehicle on a predeterrninedcourse at a given speed.
During the drive, the subjectsscoredfour evaluation
items with five grades in responseto tape-recorded
questions.The recordedquestionswere a$ follows;

o
o
I

E Gd,/
o
]t

E ro'

-c

g

lq

fi roo

(l) Is the displaydistractingto you?
(2) Doesit seemoverbearing?
(3) Do you feel any uneasiness
due to reduced
forward visibility?
(4) Are you troubled by displayglittering?
The gradesrangedfrom "1" for no effect to tt5tt
for largeeffect; "3" represented
a level of approval.
The irnagedistanceof the HUDs were lm, 5m and
lOm, and all testswere carricd out in the daytime.
Results.Figs. 12 and 13 show the averagegrades
given in responseto the four questionswhen using a
HUD. ln all cases,the subjectsgave the HUD low
(good) grades,which meansthat HUDs installedin
automobilesdo not hinder driving ability provided
that the HUD brightness
is properlyadjusted.

tttl
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Figure11. AllowableHDD brightnessfor varlous instrumentpanelluminances

In regardto speed,Fig. 12 indicatesthat uneasiness
due to reducedvisibility decreasessignificantly with
increasein averagespeed. Distraction and glittering
also tend to decreasewith increasein averagespeed,
whereasa senseof overbearingness
remains nearly
Ievel. Therefore, it can be concluded that HUD
legibility is improvedwith higher speeddriving.

Table 11. Condition of experiment 6.
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See Table 5
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Flgure12. Effect of vehicle speed on perceptiondur'
ing drivesof HUDIn$talledvehicles

Figure 13. Effect of image distances on perception
during drives ol HUD installed vehicles

is
Fig. 13 showsthat the senseof overbearingness
significantlyreducedwith increasein image distance.
This reinforcesHUD's high legibility effect at longer
imagedistances.
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Conclusion
l.

2.

3.

The application of HUDs to automobiles can
improve both display Iegibility and forward
visibility over tlritt of conventional display
panels. As safe driving requires nearly simultaneous rccognition of display information
and the forward view, HUDs can bring great
improvement in driving safety, especially in
high-speed driving.
Adjusting the brightness of display images is
considered very important. Although combiner transmittance is less than that of windshield glass (84V0), HUDs do not hinder
forward view recognition. In fact, an experiment comparing a combiner with 8490 transmittance to one with 4090 showed no significant difference in the recognition error of
objects in the forward view.
By properly adjusting the brightness of display images and properly setting the size and
position of display images, HUDs can be
guaranteed to never have an adverse el'f'ect
on driver sensitivities.

Through these experimentsand analysesthe contribution which HUDs can make to safe driving has
been clarified. Further studies into the fields of
ergonomics,human factors, electronicsare expected
to bring about more sophisticatedHUD hardwareand
applicationtechniques.
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LotusActiveSuspension
System
William F. Milliken Jr.,
Milliken ResearchAssociates,
fnc,
United States

Abstract
This paper is intendedto serveas a brief introduction to the Lotus Active Suspension
Systemand the
current statusof its development.It ritart$with an
historical and organizationaloverview. This is followed by a generaldescriptionof the systemand its
performance.The fundamentalfeaturesand attributes
are then summarizedand finally the steps that are
being taken to bring if to the production stage.This
generalized suspensionsystem has obvious active
safetyimplications.

Introduction
As reported in the automotive press, the Lotus
activesuspensionhas beenunder developmentfor the
past five years. Basically,this is a systemwhich
utilizes moderatelyhigh pressureelectrohydraulicactuator$ at eachwheellocation, a variety of sensorson
the "sprung and unsprung" parts of the vehiclenan
on-boardcomputerand specializedMoog servovalves,
Mechanical offset springs may support the static
weight ot the vehicle but the servo system has full
authority under dynamicconditions.The systemutilizes a modal approach,has been through numerous
developmentstagesincluding some 35 successfulprototype vehiclesand is currently clo$e to production.

Historical OrganizationalOverview
Historically, the initial irrcentive to develop an
active suspension came from the high aerodynamic
download permitted by the formula for Grand Prix
racing cars of a few years ago. Aerodynamic downloads in excess of the $tatic weight of the car were
common and had resulted in very stiff conventional
suspensions with natural frequencies of several hundred cycles per tninute. This essentiallyrigid suspension caused driver injury and necessitatedvery smooth
track surfaces.In casting about for a solution, Lotus
decided to transfer the variahlc stability aircraft technology as practiced at the Cranfield Flight Research
Center. The initial prototype active system, fully
analog, was installed on a Lotus Esprit. This system
used no mechanical springs to support the static
weight. It proved to be extremely efl'ective for ride
and also enjoyed a remarkable control over the
directional stability characteristics. A Mark II system
was then developed for the Lotus 92 Crand Prix car.
This was a hybrid system whose algorithrn (corrtrol
strategy) could be rapidly changed. The machine was
used to demonstratc the seneral reliabilitv of the

systemand to point the direction for further development. The Mark III systemwas entirelydigital with
load offsetsprings.This prototypewasconstructed
on
a contractfor an Americanautomobilemanufacturer.
Other prototypesand researchvehicleshave continued
the development. They are fully digital with the
exceptionof certain internal analog loops. In total,
more than 35 prototype$have been built for European, American and Japanesefirms. Additional prototypesare in work or undernegotiation.
A number of significantdevelopment$
are currently
underway;the ccntral processingoriginally used is
bcing replacedby distributedprocessing,
an economy
servovalveand associatedpatent structure is being
by Moog, failuremodeanalysisand experideveloped
enceis underintensivedevelopment.
Componentoptimization and productionizingof componentsis also
underway.
Milliken ResearchAssociates(MRA) was retained
by Lotus as its USA representative
l'or the promotion
for the
of activeride systemsand wasthus responsible
introduction of this active control into the USA.
MRA was also instrumentalin establishinga connection betweenLotus and Moog, the latter being the
major worldwide producerof servovalves.This led to
a technologyagreernent
betweenthesetwo companies
furfherance
for the
of active ride/handling control.
General
Subsequently,
Motors acquired Lotus but
with an understandingthat Lotus, while owned by
CM, was not a divisionof GM. As such, Lotus has
continued to operate as an engineeringdevelopment
and consultancy firm, performing conlidential research and developmentfor automobile companies.
This independence
of Lotus has permittedthe establishmentof the joint venturecompany-Moog-Lotus
Systems,lnc.*which is now free to pursue active
control developmentfor the motor industry under a
completelyconfidentialand proprietarybasis. Milliken Researchhas been retained to assistthe new
companyin furthcr promotingthis technology.

Description of Active Control System
Active control is defined as a systemto which
power has been added. Becauseof the power level,
force and frequencyresponserequirements,the logical
implementationis electrohydraulic.A key component
in such systemsis the servovalvewhich permitsthe
control of high pressureoil via small electricalsignals.
The servovalvewas invented by Moog in the early
1950'swhenhe wasemployedby CornellAeronautical
given thc patent
Laboratory. He was subsequently
rights and has built an internationirlorganization
performingseveralhundredmillion dollars worth of
businessper year. Moog componentsand systemsare
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preeminentlyused in high performanceaircraft, missiles, the spaceshuttle, robots and for many other
military and industrialuses.
The Moog valve, by designand internal feedback,
is closely a linear flow-control device. Its frequency
responsecharacteristicis in the hundredsof cyclesper
second range and full flow is reached in two-ten
millisecondsin typical automotiveactivesystems.
A typical activesuspensionsystemutilizesa number
of transducersat each wheel and also lateral and
Iongitudinal accelerometerson the 'nsprutrgmass"
C.G. of the vehicle.Thesesignalsare fed into a small
softwarepackagetypically poweredby a 600 milliamp
battery (and standby) which is completely separate
from the vehicleelectricalsystem.The softwarepackage contains servo amplifiers, filter networks, signal
conditioning circuits, an 8-bit microcomputer and
over 100operationalamplifiers.
Orr the hydraulic side there is an engine driven
pump with control systempressureon the order of
2500 psi, accumulators,oil cooler, filters and double
acting actuatorsat eachwheellocation. Package-wise,
the installationat the wheelIocationis comparableto
or smaller than that of a conventional suspension
system.
The microcomputeris programmedwith the ride
and handling algorithms. These algorithms are the
result of extensivedevelopmentby Lotus/Cranficld
basedon theoreticaland experimentalconsideratious.
Severalhundredalgorithmshave been exploredin the
development.
The overall $y$temresponseis flat to over 2O Hz.
Essentiallythe systemenablescompleteseparationof
boctyand whccl motions, i.e., eliminatesthe design
compromisebetweenride and handling. In essence,
the suspensionis a fully generalizedone, capableof
etc. Aldesirablenonlinearities,
any interconnections,
though the frequency responseis approaching the
harshnessrange, sotne rubber is still utilized for the
control of higher frequencyharshness.

Performance
The performance of these active systems is truly
remarkable and can only be fully appreciated by a
demonstration. Since the body motion is separately
controllable from the acceleration inputs, it is possible
to call for no roll or pitch under any mancuver.
Specifically, the vehicle can be made to roll outward
or inward or remain level. Similarly, the antipitch
characteristics are fully under control and the vehicle
can be given 10090 pitch compensation or even have
an over-compensationin which the nose of the car
rises under braking. Because of the ability to rapidly
change the roll and pitch characteristics, a prototype
active system is an excellent device for determining
what the human driver desires in the way of body
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motion. Experienceto date, indicatesdrivers universally prefer no roll (thus eliminatingthe roll transient)
and prefer a small amount of dive under heavy
braking. With antilock, it seems likely zero pitch
would be desirable.With zero roll, camberchangeson
the wheels are eliminated and this plus thc more
nearly constantforce betweenthe tire and road have
resultedin an increasein maximum lateral acceleration on the order l5o/0. It is perfectly possible to
adjust the over-understeerproperties by a control
to the driver en route. With a nonrolling
accessable
vehicle,full wheel travel is retainedin even thc most
severeturn, which markedly improves rough road
cornering. Maintaining zero roll and eliminating the
roll mode, results in improved directional response
charactcristicsand improved controllability throughout the speed range. The roll mode appears as a
uselessand extraneousform of motion since experiencewith activc vehiclesdemonstrates
that the rolling
motion doesnot contributeto skid warning as heretofore assunred.
Crash avoidanceand active safety are improvedby
an order of magnitudedue to:
r
Increase in maximum lateral acceleration
r
Elimination of cxtraneousvehicle ride motions due to rough roads and maneuvering
r
Elimination of coupling between ride and
handling,hencecontrol simplification
.
Optimized directional control responseand
handlingcharacteristics
I
Improved control and directionaldampingat
rhe limit
Large discrete bump$ and road waves are comprovided
pletely"swallowed" by the activesuspension
their amplitude is not in excessof maximum $uspension travel. The active suspensionlends itself to large
travel and progressivenonlinear approach to maximum travel. The behaviorof the activesuspensionon
rough roads is one of its more remarkablefeatures.
Subjectively,the ride improvementis very great and
to objectivemeasurement.
correspond$
The systemis able to distinguishbetweenan aiding
load on the wheel or the converse. This feature
enablesan economyof power. Extensiveuse can be
macleof electronicsystemtechnology,as for example,
in the applicationof filters to control various vibrational modes. Thc fiilters increasethe order of the
system and a 20th order system is common and
practical. Tirelground contact forces are made mnch
"unsprung
more constantby effectivelyreducingthe
mass" of the road wheels. Automatic height and
attitude levelingare, of course,available.The mechanicaldesignof the suspensionis greatly simplified
sincegeometriccompromiscsare no longer necessary.
The wheels, for example, can be supported tiom
simpletrailing arms with improvedpackaging.
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One of the most dramatic advantagesof the active
sy$temis the reduction in testing and development
time for satisl'actory
ride and handling.This was well
and initially illu,itratcdon the race car applicationin
which the vehiclecould be "setup" in the spaceof a
couple of laps, whereasit is not uncommonwith a
conventional suspensionto use an entire practice
period. Fast updating of ride and handling requirements in response to market changes is entirely
practical.With a good onboard instrumentation
syst€m it is possibleto exploreon a subjective/objective
basis,variousride and handlingritrategie$.
Experience
indicatesup-front designcostsare more than offset by
reduceddevelopmenttime.

Summaryof Featuresand Attributes
Below is a concise summary of the features and
attributesof the Lotus activesuspension
and control
system:
l.
2.

3.
.,

4.

5.

5.

Addition of Power
a. Selectivitywith load direction
ComputerControl
a. Sensed-motion
variablesinput
b. High-ordercontrolstrategy
ComputerFlexibility
a. Nonlinearities
b. Manual and automaticadjustments
c. Algorithm changes(program)
ComputerEnables:
a. Feedbackcontrol
b. Electronic systemtechnology(l) Sophisticatedfilters
A CompletelyGeneralizedSy$tem
a. Avoids design compromisesof conventional suspensions
Can be implementedwith mechanicatsprings
for static load or no springs. Full servo
authorityin both cases.

SomeAttributesof Active Suspension
l.

2-

3.

Body and Wheel Control Independent
a. Elimination of roll mode
b. Separation of ride and handling; individual optimizatir:n
More Constant Tire/Ground Contact Forces
a. Improve responseand damping
b. Enhanced ride and road holding
Body Attitude Control to Accelerations
a. Large effective wheel travel

4.
5.
6.
7.

ProgressiveNonlinear Approach to Limit or
Travel
Manual or Automatic Height and Attitude
Leveling
Vibration Control by SelectiveFiltering
Design and Operational Control of Directional Responseand Trim

DevelopmentTime and Cost Factors
L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Simplified Mechanical Design; Improved
Packaging
StandardizedHydraulic Components
Testing and DevelopmentTime Drastically
Reduced
Fast Updating as RequirementsChange
Rapid Subjective/Objective
Evaluation
Up-Front Dcsign Costs Offset by Above
Items

StepsToward ProductionSystems
Moog-Lotus Systems, Inc., has beer-r formed to
facilitatc;
.
.
r

Further development of experimental systems
(Lotus)
Further economy servoyalve development
(Mooe)
Further computer/electronic/algorithm development (Lotus/Cran field)
Production components (Morlg)
Servovalves
Hydraulics
Electronics

.
I

Systemsintegration technique (Moog/Lotus/
Cranfield)
Field servicing

Thus the plan is to offer complete active capability-design, development, production and $ervicc-at
automotive cost levels.

Future Developments

Moog-Lotus believe that "[ull active control of all
vehicle dynamics" is inevitable in the future. This will
include:
r
r
.

Active su$pension
Active four-wheel steer
Active traction and braking
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Adapting Radar to the Automotive EnviroRment
John lV. Davis,
Radar Control SystemsCorporation,
United States

Abstract
Recentdevelopmentsin short range radar technology should soon make vehicle radar a reality. A
reviewwill be given of the schemeand approachused
for radars operating in a complex environment.The
difficulties encounteredin developing vehicle radar
and the headwaycontrol logic that provides a safe
driving margin will also be covered.Operation of a
sensitiveradar in a high-clutterenvironmentwill be
highlighted, as well as the techniquesinvolved in
making it work. The methodsused for radar accident
preventionand the impact automotiveradar will have
on driversand societywill be discussed.

Introduction
Our goal has been to develop a small vehicle radar
system that would actively increase driving safety.
Highway safety can be improved electronically by
increasing drivers' awareness and by helping them to
maintain safe driving margins. Radar will help drivers
mitigate and prevent many avoidable accidents.
To achieve a high level of performance, many radar
and vehicle factors had to be considered. The level of
driving hazard had to be established, and the critical
moment it became dangerous had to be determined. A
systems approach was carefully selected and lurther
developed to achieve our goal. Operating a shortrange radar in a complex vehicular environment
required new technology. Many techniques and unique
designswere needed to $olve the problems associated
with operating a vehicle radar system.
This radar system was implemented, road tested,
and developed to make it a practical reality. Drivers
with radar-equipped vehicles will soon have a new
instrument to increase their safety, and that gives
them a better chance of avoiding accidents. This new
collision avoidance technology will save many lives
and reduce injuries. ln doing $o it will gencrate a real
savings for drivers, insurance companies, and society.

Recent Developmentsin Automotive
Radar
New Radar Technology wfls Needed for
Vehicles
New technologyhad to be developedfor vehicle
radar that coversmany disciplines-fromthe small,
shaped-beam
antennathat transmits3 mw of power
to the specialized signal conditioning circuits, microcontroller and automatic radar braking system. A new
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approach was taken, and new parameters had to be
established. The vehicle radar system needs a sensitivity greater than -100 DBC to work well, even though
the radar environment limits the useful sensitivity to a
much lower level. The dynamic and linear operating
range of the system had to be over 75 DB to handle
the radar signals accurately. Such high gain and
sensitivity were necessary even though they created
additional problcms and the need for many new
circuits to handle the signals in the radar returns. All
thc details of this new technology cannot be covered
here, but the following should provide a better
understanding of vehicle radar technology.
The design for vehicle radar starts with a good
antenna and microwave system that can detect small,
complex targets. The antenna beam has to be sized,
shaped and steered appropriately to cover a vehicle's
changing headway. The detected signal is usually
distorted as a result of complex multitarget returns.
The signal, however, contains all the needed information such as closing rate, range, direction, signal
coding, interference, and other data needed by the
radar system.
Assuming that we have all the radar data, it must
be conditioned and processedto determine how many
feet (or seconds) a driver needs for accident prevention. Then the radar's external information is combined with the vehicle's internal data components
(vehicle speed, steering, acceleration, stopping, etc.)
plus the driver inputs to have all the inputs to make
the radar system operational. We refer to all the
internal vehicle and driver inputs as driving monitors
or driving modifications (DMs), which describestheir
function. If a radar system were in free space looking
at a target ten miles away, no system modification
would be necessary. However, in the ever-changing
vehicle radar environment, where small and large
objects are constantly passing nearby at various
speeds, a different solution was needed and developed. The vehicle radar system design had to be
adapted to the environment as well as to the vehicle
u$age.
Once the radar, vehicle and driver inputs are
available, they are conditioned and then combined in
a digital-analog processor. After this data is in the
microprocessor, the system can be programmed to fit
the vehicle's driving situation to achieve the appropriate outputs for the driver.
The main output of the vehicle radar system is to
alert the driver-who is the vehicle's ultimate safety
device. The radar warning system is designed to keep
the driver safer and to actively warn him in dangerous
situations. Radar braking system (RBS) technology
was developed to further demonstrate the radar's
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capability to logically stop the vehicle. This new radar
technologyand developments
should soon make collision avoidanceradar a productionreality"

YehicleRndar PerformnnceMust be
Effective
An effectivevehicleradar systemshould benefitthe
driver in severaldifferent ways. However, regardless
of how good a radar systemis, it has limitations.
Accidents will still occur in both controllable and
uncontrollablesituations.Radar-equipped
vehicleswill
be taking on a very complexproblem,and in spiteof
the fact that it may greatly improve safety, the radar
will still be blamednin many cases,for not being
adequate.Regardless
of thesecriticisms,the overall
safety benet'itsanticipatedfor radar collision avoidancemay be as high as 40 percentand this alone will
justify production. This high percentagemay be
achievablesimply becausedistracteddrivers are the
major causeof accidents,and they obviouslyneedan
activesystemto makethem saferdrivers.
The ideal vehicle radar systemwould always alert
the driver in time to avoid a collision.However,in
real-world traffic situations,this is not always possible. Curving roadways,crosstraffic, and many other
fast-changingsituationsmake it physicallyimpossihte
in many situationsfor the radar to alwaysgive the
driver the time and distanceneededfor stopping.But
alerting the driver just one second(e.g. 73 feet at 50
MPH) before impact can often provide enough time
to steer around an ob.stacle,or at lea$t allow some
additional braking time. The system can provide
secondsin many situationsthat may give driversthe
extra lime they need.
Some of the safety benefitsa vehicleradar system
can provideare:
Radar will be constantly on guard to act as a
safetyback-upfor distracteddrivers.
Radar should prevent many sideswipeaccidents,
when the road is straightor turns left.
especially
Radar can help drivers establish and maintain
safer driving marginsin traffic situations.
Radar can respondvery quickly in accidentsituations to alert drivers.
Radar, to be truly effective, must perform well
enough to gain the driver's confidence.To be most
effective and meaninglul for a driver, the system
shouldcommunicate
in the samemanneras a passenger would warn an unsafedriver. A passengerknows
when fl driver is unsafe and he will respondaccordingly. If a driver is careless,a passengermay say
something;if a collisionis immincnt,he may yell. The
radar warning systemshould also communicateits
measuredlevel or intcrpretation of the hazardous

situationand alert the driver in words and statements.
The systemcan now say "look out," "be careful,"
and alert the driver in appropriatesituations.
The primary control for vehicle safety will always
be in the handsof the driver. However.when a driver
is not payingattention,the radar will be working for
him in many critical situations.This meansit should
not miss too many opportunitiesto avoid preventable
accidents; yet it must not disturb the driver or
passengerneedlessly.Therefore, the output of the
radar warning systemshould be tocusedtoward keeping the driver attentive in hazardousand dangerous
situationsand alertinghim to take action. Collision
avoidanceradar now looks very promisingbecauseof
what it can do for drivers.

The Difficult Environment for Vehicle
Radar
The YehicleRadarEnvironment
The complex,moving environmentthe vehicleradar
sees,and must operatein, posesmany difficulties for
reliable and optimum system performance. With a
small high-gainantennamounted two feet above thc
roadway, many nearby objectsmust and will be seen
by the radar system.Radar energybouncesaround
when it hits nearby objects, much like water from a
nozzle would bounce back from a nearby object. A
sensitiveradar will seethe road, cars, postsand any
other nearby and distant objects in the radar beam.
Some small, poorly shapedradar objects(referredto
as targets) are hard to see. Other targets are very
large, and somelarge targetscan be seenmiles away.
The necessary
dynamic operatingrange of the system
must, therefore,be great to seeboth small and large
targets.For this reason,many ships switch to lowpower radar systems when they are coming into
harbor. Many vehicle radar systemscan only see or
respond to larger target$ at clo$e range. A good
short-rangeradar systemmust detect smaller targets
and also work well when large targetsare blindingly
close.A radar can blind itself by its own rerurn.
All of rhese environmentaldifficulties are manifestedone way or another as signalproblemssuch as
distortion, saturation,multipath, multitarget,multibounce,and multiple returns. Other relatedproblems
are false alarms, radar blinding, electrical interference,road noises,vehiclenoise,bounceand vibratian,
weather,and similar phenomena.
These environmental problems are some of the
primary reasonswhy vehicle radar has been such a
challengeto develop. Regardlessof environmental
restrictions, it is very important for a system to
recover all the information available in the radar
signal.The difficultiesof exrracringthe information
from a weak, saturatedor distortedreturn signalhave
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caused vehicle radar designersto look for alternate
solutions.
It was for this and other reasonsthat a doppler
system was selectedover the pulse and frequency
modulation approaches.The doppler signal provides
more direct information than other radar approaches
tried, and it has the primary component of closing
rate. New circuits and designswere developedfor the
vehicleradar systemto help resolvethe environmental
radar problems.

safe or dangerous driving situation. fhe degree of
safety or danger can be thought of as a measure of
hazard level (HZL). The critical hazard levcl is
determined by the total value of all the major factors
in the algorithm. Additionally, the dynamic algorithm
allows us to differentiate between many different
hazard /evels. With the control zone scheme, the radar
system can determine any hazard level within the
control zone, while disregarding radar targets outside
of the zone.

Roadway Environment Should Improve
The road performanceof the vehicleradar antenna
and the circuits that back it up must be very good in
order to seesmallerradar targets.The major factor in
any vehicle radar systemwill be how well the radar
seesand recognizesthe weakertargets.Someobjects,
at times, appear almost invisible to the radar. The
normal signalstrengthrange or radar cross-section
of
theseradar returns now varies about 50 DB. Some
poor radar targets can be improved with ease,but
detectinga small child will alwaysbe a challengefor
any radar system.
Roadwaysare now enhancedwith all typesof visual
aids to help the driver's vision. Radar visibility can
also be enhancedby adding a radar reflectingdevice
or material to existingvehiclesand roadsidemarkers.
Visible light and radar images are comparable in
many ways. Radar returns respond somewhat like
looking at yourself in a mirror. A slight turn of the
mirror and your image disappears,even though you
can still seethe mirror. Radar returns don't suddenly
disappearlike the visual image, but they do become
very weak in many cases.
As vehicle radar becomesa reality, vehiclesmay
have improved radar cross-sections,
or they may be
augmented with one or more radar reflectors to
enhance their radar irnage. It takes a very small
changeto make poor radar targetsmany times stronger, especiallyat higher frequencies.A radar system
should still be able to perform in the presentautomotive environment.However, when the roadway environment is improved for radar, it will be better for
driversas well.

The major components used in the control zone logic
are:
Range (R). This is a measurement of the distance
from the radar to the object it sees,referred to as the
target. Range, in feet, is weightcd at about 5090 of
the value of the algorithrn. (Line R, Figurc l)
Closing Rate (CR). The closing rate is the relative
speed difference between you and the target, which
may be moving or $tationary. The closing rate, in
MPH, is weightcd at about 3390 ot the value ot the
algorithm. (Line CR, Figure l)
Vehicle Speed (VS). The vehicle speed is how fast
the vehicle is moving on the road. Vehicle speed, in
MPH, is weighted at about l7v/o of the value of the
algorithm. (Line VS, Figure l)
Driving Modifiers {DMs). These modifying factors
have to do with the operation of the vehicle, and with
what the driver is doing in traffic. Since the radar
environment is constantly changing, the DMs are
specifically applied to adapt the radar's control zone
logic to fit these vehicle driving situations. Specifically, the DMs include factors such as turning as a
funcfion ot' vehicle speed, slow closing rates and
vehicle speeds, the status of the brake pedal (whether
the driver is braking or not), and target direction.
These inputs, along with other processor-generated
modifiers, are used to fine tune the algorithm in order
to yield the appropriate output for any driving scenario. All the DMs, as weighted, fifly range from
+ lSVo to - 30q0 in the algorithm. When thc vehicle
is going straight in a normal situation, the DM value
is usually zero.
The Headway Control Algorithm. When the ordinate value units of the range R, closing rate CR and
vehicle speed VS are choscn separately and then added
together, the total will yield the value of the hazard
Ievel. (Please refer to Figure l, page 7.) Hazard levels
are considered safe under 400 units and dangerous
above 400 units. (The DM value has been omitted for
clarity.) The formula for the HZL is: HZL : R +
CR + VS t Uf,t. For working examples let DM =
0.

The HeadwayControl Scheme
The Headway Control Logic
In simpleterm$,the hcadwaycontrol zonerepresents the space or distance a driver needs in front of
his vehicle to stop it or regain control. Since vehicles
are always turning in various ways as they are driven
through both a moving and stationary environment,
this complex motion must be taken into account in all
radar driving situations.
One of the keys to collision avoidance is a scheme
or algorithm that can always distinguish between a
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The Dynamic Safety Margin
A saferdrivingmargincanbe maintained
if several
key factorsarecontrolled.To establish
an appropriate
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safety margin, we must, in this case, weigh and
combinetwo of the major inputsto yieldthe desired
safety or range margin. (Refer to Table l, page 7.)
The dynamic safety margin table shows vehicle speed
(VS) along the left verticaledgeand closingrate (CR)
along the top. At the intersectionpoint of any VS and
CR, in the middle of Table l, rhe safe distance(R)
that should be maintainedfor a given set of conditions is shown. For example,a situation where VS
and CR are both 40 MPH (going 40 MPH into a
stationary object) yields a range R on thc diagonal
line of l7l feet. The table of marginscan be usedfor
any speedup to 70 MPH and any range up to 300
feet, and for anything from tailgatingto high closing
rate situations. The diagonal Line R representsthe
stopping distanceneededif you are going toward a
stationaryobject, such as a parked car. If the other
car is moving in the samedirectionas you are, and at
the samespeed,the safe following distanceis shown
toward the Ieft edge. If you are going slow and the
other vehicleis rapidly approachingyou, the warning
rangewill be shown in the upper right of the table. In
addition, the neededor desiredrange valuescan be
scaledup or down as much as 100 feet for different
vehicleand driving situations.

The Technology in Vehicle Radar
The Radar System
The radar systemis divided into two major assemblies: the antenna assemblyin the grille of the vehicle
and the driver's consolelocatedin the dash.
The antenna assemblyis the eye for the radar
systemand must alwayshavea good view of the road
ahead. The radar antenna beam is narrow and is
shapedsomewhatlike a pencil.The antennaassembly,
which can be either fixed or steerable,is approximately the size o1' a vehicle headlight assembly.lt
must be rugged and weatherproof since it will be
mounted in the vehicle's grille. Several different
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antenna models will be manufactured for styling and
performancereasons.We currentlyusea shaped-beam
reflectorantennawith an on-axisfeed.
The active microwavecomponentsin the antenna
assemblyare the low-power Cunn transmitter diode
and a mixer diode, Both are connectedto a waveguide
circuit mounted on the back of the radar antenna.
The antenna and microwave assembly are shock
mountedto increasesystemperformanceand sensitivity. The antennais steerableright or left Z0 degreesby
a servo po,ritioner that appropriately mainfains a
constant cord height in turns in order to look at a
spot two secondsaheadof the vehicle.A singlecable
connectsthe antennaassemblyto the driver's console.
The drivcr's corrsolewill contain all the integrated
electroniccircuitsfor the entireradar system.The best
and most reliabletechnologyand techniques
must be
usedjn a vehicleradar system.The electronicsfor the
radar systemwill include custom integratedcircuits,
such as ASIC's and PLA's, along with other high
quality discretedevices.The consolewill be approximately 2 x 6 x 9 inches deep. It will be located to
allow the driver easy accessto see and adjust the
radar system.The consolecontrols and switcheswill
give the driver the ability to adjust the systemto fit
his driving preferences
and needs.The radar's performance and operating characteristicscan be adjusted
over a very broad range, and severalindicator lights
will keepthe driver infbrmed about the radar's status.
The radar's consolewill be "user friendly" so the
driver can easilyselectdifferent safetymarginswith a
single switch. The console will have a speaker for
voice and audio warnings. (The car radio speaker
could also be usedfor this purpose.)
All radar system data will be processedby a
microprocessorthat will control the system'soutput
commands"One advantagea radar systemwill have
over the driver is the speedand quantity of data it can
accuratelyprocess,and the ability to convert it into
useful output commands.The radar console may
becomethe "black box" for vehicleaccidentsbecause
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it will have all the radar and vehicle data in nonvolatile memory. All external inputs and internal
vehicle data are scanned 50 times a second, then
processed,storedand usedby the sy$tem.The system
will also continuallytest itself for operationalfailures
and alert the driver if necessary.The radar, with a
micropr'ocessor
that can be programmedto fit various
driver preferences,will be a dynamic instrumentthat
will extend a driver's capahility. We have many
patent$pending coveringthe technologyused in our
radar system. Vehicle radar required many design
innovationsto overcomeall the problemsand to make
it work well, especiallyat low power.
A good practicaltest for a vehicleradar systemcan
be conductedon any roadway or city street.Traffic
congestionis an ideal situation for a radar sy$tem
becausethe target vehicleis closeand directly ahead.
Standardcar$can be seenbeyond300 feet and evena
poor target like the beetle-shaped
Volkswagsncan be
seen beyond 200 feet in many situations. A vehicle
radar systemmay prctvidedriversthe extra margin of
safetythey needto make safer driving possible.
Figure 2 shows a functional block diagram of the
vehicleradar system.The radar signal processorcan
be either analog-digitalor microprocessorbascd. A
host computer can be connectedthrough an RS-232
serial port to communicatedirectly with the radar's
microprocessor.For details about the radar system's
specifications,pleaserefer to Table 2.

Collision Avoidance for Drivers and

Table 2. Summaryof vehlcle rader speclflcetions.
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Society
The Impact of Active Prevention
Automakersare doing many things to make vehicles
safer. Seatbelts,airbags, and improved braking systems are now available. Governmentalagenciesand
insurancecompaniesare doing everythingpossibleto
improve driver awareness.
Today's cars and highways
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Figure 2. Vehicle radar system functional block diagram
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are much better than 40 years ago, but speedsare
higher and roadwaysare more complex. Driving has
beenmade easierand more convenient,but something
more will still be neededas long as accidentsoccur.
Although passive devices can reduce injuries, this
approach will not prevent accidentsor reduce their
number. An active collision avoidance system in
vehiclescould prevent or mitigate accidents.A collision avoidancesystemcould easily pay for itself if it
preventsjust one accident.
Apparently, what the driver need.rnow is helphelp to prcvent accidentsbefore they happen. Collision avoidanceis active prevention, which means it
will do some or all of its work befbre the collision.
With collision avoidanceto alert the driver, he will
have a better chance to lessenthe severityof accidents. This lifesaving radar instrument will save lives
and be unduly criticizedif it doesn't.Driversmay rely
on their radar for protection in many unrealistic
situations. Vehicle radar systemsshould be able to
establishtheir own worth and safetylimitationswithin
one or two years. Regardlessof the criticisms,radar
should prove to be a very substantialsafetyimprovement.
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The vehicle radar system is also perceived as an
instrument to help drivers maintain better control of
their driving safety. If drivers paid attention and
drove more carelully at all times, collision avoidance
equipment wouldn't be as effective. Drivers will never
be able to pay attention at all times-even when they
should. The vehiclc rirdar could be the catalyst that
makes driving, and drivers, safer. Collision avoidance
technology could make a big difference becauseit will
help the driver directly.
Thcre are now good reasons to believe that the
immediate benefits of vehicle radar will make it a
reality. It can be demonstrated that a vehicle radar
system may be able to reduce the consequencesof
accidentsby 5090. This would double driving safety,
and thereby result in significant savings to insurance
companies and drivers. Insurance companies could
reduce insurance premiums 2590 and still maintain
their level ol' earnings.
We predict that once radar systems are mass
produced, they should cost between $400 and $700
each, depending on model and driver options. Initially, the consumer cost of a radar system in a new
luxury vehicle is estimated to be higher at about $700
to $900. Let us assumethat in 1989 a new luxury car
will cost $24.000and the vchicle raclar will cost about
$800 extra. Also assume the owner keeps his vehicle
for four years and then resells it. The owner's yearly
insurance premium of $800 may be reduced by
approximately 250/0,thereby resulting in a savings of
$200 every year, or $800 over a four-year period. This
$800 insurance savings will have completely paid far
the radar system. We also assume that the radar
system will be worth at least $400 after four years,
which means the owner will be $400 ahead over the
four-year periocl.

During this same four-year period, the insurance
company could save an additional l59o or gl20 per
year, or a total of $480 over four years. Based on this
example, the radar owner would save 9400 and the
insurance company $480 ol'er four years. That is a
possible $880 savings for the driver and insurance
company in four years, and the radar system should
last l0 to 15 years.
These assumptions may be conservative for several
reasons.The cost o[ a new radar system may quickly
drop to $600. lt is believedthat radar systemsin used
vehicles will command a premium ol'perhaps 80s/oto
9090 of their new cost. The vehicle radar would,
therefore, have a greater value to the second owner
becauseof its accident reduction capability and lower
insurance premiums. If one typical accident can be
avoided over a five-year span, the radar's cost would
be recovered many times over. The net savings generated by a vehicle equipped with radar could be
significant every year, regardlcssof its age.
There may be other important benefits for society
that may re.sult from the use of radar-equipped
vehicles. These benefits could include less traffic
congestion because of fewer accidents, and a reduction in the number of additional larresneededduring
peak hours. Computer-controlled interval spacing
technology is already in the radar system. The resulting roadway efficiency, and greater overall driving
safety, could make radar a real value to society.
Radar-equipped vehicles can give drivers the iretive
help they need to prevent many avoidable accidents.
The vehicle radar system could make a difference
becauseit can focus the driver's attention to keep him
in touch with his driving. Pcople will have greater
peace of mind knowing that their radar-equipped
vehiclesmake them safer drivers.

ObjectiveDirectional ResponseTesting
(Written only paper)
DennisT. Kunkel
Ronald L. Leffert,
Ceneral Motors Current Engineering and
ManufacturingServicesStaff,
United States

Abstract
This paper $ummarizesthe technology and mcthodology used at General Motors for the objective
measurenlentof vehicle directional responsecharacteristics. It servesto update previous publications regarding this subject and presentsinl'ormation on new test
procedures that have not previously been published.

Trends noted from statistical analysis of production
vehicle performance data are also discussed.

Introduction
Vehicle directional response characteristics,driver
skill. and road,/environmentalirrflucncesare the three
primary factors that comprise the active safety performance of motor vehicles.These factors can bc vicwed
as forming a simple closed-loop model of vehicle
operation (Figure l), where the vehicle interacts with
the road surface and environment, rlnd the driver
closes the loop through application of inputs to the
vehicle. based on cues obtained from both the vehicle
and the road system. Of these thrce factors, only
vehicle directional responsecharacteristicsare quanti-
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fiable with any degree of precision. Various test
programs using driver subjectshave shown a wide
variety of driver skill levels, reaction times, and
strength.The driving environmentis even more variable, with a wide variety of pavementfriction levels,
and weatherconditions.
surfaceroughnesses,
The interaction of these stochasticinflrrencesfrustrates attemptsto quantify directionalresponsecharacteristicsusing closedJooptest methods.Determination of vehicle performance characteristicsduring
closed-loopoperationis only possibleif large amounts
of data are taken in order to normalize the random
influencesof the driver and road system.This is an
unsatisfactorysolution outside the researchenvironment. During the developmentprocessof new vehicle
the
designs,limited test time is availablefor assessing
directionalresponsecharacteristics
of prototype vehicles,sincethesevehiclesare in high demand.
A solution is the use of open-loop directional
responsetest procedure$,where the driver and road
influencesare minimized through the use of carefully
prescribedand repeatabledriver inputs, with testing
conductedon well defined road surfaces,under limited environmentalconditions. This situation is depictedin Figure 2.
Vchiclc dynamics investigationsat General Motors
date from the 1930'sand originatedwith the work of
Maurice Olley, one of the earliestvehicledynamicists.
The proceduresand techniquesdescribedin the first
half of this paper representan overviewof the current
stage in the developmentof objectivc, instrumented
test proceduresfor the quantification and measurement of vehicle directionalresponsecharacteristics
at
GeneralMotors.
In addition to assessingthe directional response
performanceof new vehicle desigrrsthroughout the
developmentprocess,tests are conductedto measure
the directional responsecharacteristicsof both GM
and competitiveproduction vehicles.The secondhalf
of this paper will presentinformation obtained from
testsof a variety of productionvehicles.

ObjectiveDirectional ResponseTest
Procedures
Background
into the quantification
of vehicle
Althoughresearch
directional response characteristics dates from the
early part of the century, most developments have
taken place in the pa$t 30 years. Many of these
developments have been made by four groups: U.S.
Government sponsored research programs, activities
of the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), activities of the lnternational Orgarrization for Standardization (ISO), and internal activities of various automakers. The outputs of each of these groups, and
4t6
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their applicabilityto the designprocess,are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
Substantialgovernment-sponsored
researchin vehicle dynamics took place in the late 1960's and
throughoutthe 1970's.This researchwas sponsored
by the National Highway Traffic Safety Adminislration (NHTSA) with the primary purposeof improved
vehiclesafetythrough enhancedvehiclehandling performance, mandatedby governmentregulation.This
researchresultedin the creation of a variety of test
proceduresand an array of performancemetrics,most
directed at the limit performanceaspectsof vehicle
directional respon$e.Some of the proceduresproduced by thesestudiesare the testsand performance
goals proposedduring the ExperimentalSafety Vehicle (ESV) and ResearchSafety Vehicle (RSV) programs.Another set of te$t proceduresproposedby the
NHTSA are the eight Vehicle Handling Test Procedures (VHTP's). An overviewof thcsc proceduresis
given in Referencel. These procecluresare again
directed at limit perl'ormanceand were aimecl at
establishingmeasuresof vehicle limit handling that
could be used as the basis for statutory regulation.
The perfornrancemetricschosenfor theseprocedures
have limited applicabilityin the generalvehicleclesign
process.Theseprocedureshave the additional disadvantageof being relativelycomplexand cumbersome,
with substantialrequirementsin both test equipment
and test time for completion. As a group, the
governmenttest procedureshave limited applicability
in the vehicledesignprocess.
The Society of Automotive EngineersVehicle DynamicsCommitteehas dcvelopeda set of four vehicle
dynamicstest procedureswith the goal of stanclardizing techniquesused for performance measurement
throughout the industry. These fbur proceduresare
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currently in draft form(2) and have beenvalidatedby
a numberof manufacturersand independcntorganizations as providing representative
data. The proposed
test proceduresare the constant radius method, the
constant steering wheel angle method, the constant
speed method, and the constant throttle method.
Theseproceduresall measuresteadystate directional
responsepropertiesof a vehicle and employ similar
performance metrics. The last of the procedures
measurestransient responsepropertiesas well and is
virtually jdenticalto orre of the starrdardte$t flrocedures used by GeneralMotors (the Control Rcsponse
Test, discussed
below).
The InternationalOrganizationfor Standardization
(ISO) Vehicle Dynamics and Road Holding Ability
Subcommittee(Tfl 22/SC 9) has also developeda
series of vehiclc dynamics test$. These tests are
generallydirected at methods for measuringvehicle
on test tacilitiesavailablein Europe,where
responses
largeskid padsare lessavailablethan they arc in the
(ISO 4138)is an
United States.One of the procedures
acceptedlnternational Standard(3)and is similar to
the constant radius test method containedin SAE
XJ266. The remaining procedures(ISO/DP 7401),
relating to the measurementof transient directional
are in dratl form(4). The
responsecharacteristics,
proceduresare basicallyconductedon straight roads
and emphasizethe evaluationof perforrnancein the
frequencydomain.An exceptionis the stepinput test,
which is similarto the SAE constantthrottle test and
the control re$ponsetest ur;cdby GM.
The last major sourceof technologyfor the quantification of directional responsecharacteristicsis the
The proceduresand facilimanufacturers
themselves.
ties used by General Motors are describedin the
followingparagraphs.

Data Acquisition Equipment

I

The testing nccds of a vehicle manufacturer are
different than those of a research organization. The
Iatter can afford the time to design ancl fabricate
special transducersto suit the particular requirements
of a specific vehicle and can carel'ully instrument a
vehicle with numerous individual transducers.ln addition to instrurnentationtime. test turnaround time is
also a minor constraint in the researchenvironment,
with testing of a vehicle taking days or weeks to
complete.
For the vehicle manufacturer, overall test time for
objective performance measurement must be rninimized due to thc high demand for prototype vehicles.
This need to nrinimize test time has led to the
development of specializedtest and data acquisition
equipment. This equipment has evolved into compact,
modularized packagesthat can be quickly installed in
a vehicle.

For most testing, four equipment modules are used:
a data acqr.risitionsystem, a transducer and signal
conditioning module, an instrumented steering wheel,
and a velocity transducer. This equipment is general
purpose and can be applied to a variety of tests. With
the modular equipment, a vehicle can be fully instrumented and ready for test in less than one hour.
The data acquisition sy$tsm which has been developed consists of a commercially available IBM PC
compatible microcomputer, equipped with additional
commercially availablecards to configure it for use as
a data acquisition device. A custom l2 volt DC power
supply card completes the package, enabling the
system to be operated from a standard vehicle electrical system. The system has thc following specil'ications: 702 kB RAM, two 360 kB floppy disk drives,
512 kB non-volatile bubble memory, and the capability of monitoring up to l6 analog data channels,with
analog-to-digital signal conversion. Digital sampling
rates of 40 samples per second or less are used for all
tests, as this sampling rate has been determined to
provide the desired accuracy without the need to take
(and reduce)excessiveanrounts ol'data.
The transducer and signal conditioning module
contains nlost transducers used in standard tests: a
free gyroscope, used for measuring vehicle roll angle;
a yaw rate gyroscope; a lateral accelerometer; and a
forc-aft accelerometer. The package also contains all
necessarypower sul:plies and signal conditioning to
suflport these transducers plus other standard transducers (steering wheel angle, steering wheel torque,
and vehicle velocity). The module does not use a
stabilized platforrn for the accelerometers,as stabilized platforms have been found to require excessive
maintenance when used in routine testing. Errors
resulting from vehicle roll and pitch motions are
correctedduring data processing.
Two different instrumented steering wheel modules
are available for use in different types of testing. Both
of these modules require the removal of the production steering wheel. One steering wheel has the capability of measuring steeringwheel attgle and incorporates adjustable stecring stops to enable repeatable
step $teer inputs to be made. Thc other steering wheel
measures both steering wheel angle and steering
torque.
The velocity transducer module currently employed
is a standard tifth wheel. which has beeu found to be
accurate and durable in the production test environment.
The complete instrumentation package which ltas
been developed weighs approximately 60 kg and has
an operating current draw of approximately l0 A.

GeneralMotors Tests
As statedabove,the test needsof a manufacturer
are different lrom those of a researchorganization.
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Directional response tests used by a manufacturer
must be relativelyroutine and not overly complex,so
that vehicletestingcan be accomplishedexpeditiously.
Objectivedirectionalresponsetestsusedby General
Motors are intendedto quantity the performanceof
vehiclesto permit comparisonof the directional responsecharacteristics
of new vehicledesignswith the
characteristicsof existing vehicles. The procedures
currently in use are directed at the quantification of
both limit and sub-limit performanceand have found
increasingapplicationin the CM designprocess.The
availabilityof objectivetest information permits vehicles to be measuredquantitatively throughout the
designprocess.
The following objective tests are discussed this
paper:
r
.
r
a
I
a

Control ResponseTest
FrequencyResponseTest
Maximum Lateral AccelerationTest
On-CenterHandlirrgTest
Lift-Dive Test
Centerof Gravitv Test

Control ResponseTest
The control responsetest is a fixed control test (i.e.
- vehicle path is not defined) run at highway speed
(Iffi km/h). This test speedwas selectedin order to
magnify vehicle performancedifferencesas much as
possible,consistentwith constraintsimposed by test
facility sizeand test safcty. This test can be run to the
limits of vehicle performance in relative safety. The
test procedureis virtually identicalto tho$econtained
in SAE XJ266 (constantthrottle test) and ISO/DP
7401 (step steer test), which are both based on the
GM procedure. The test consists of a series of
step-likesteeringinputs of increasingmagnitudeapplied from an initial condition of zero steeringwheel
angle and 100 km/h forward velocity. In each test
run, the steer input is held until steady-stateturning
conditionsare established,then quickly removed.The
test providesinformation on steady-state
turning performance as well as transient characteristicsboth
enteringand exiting a turn.
Becausethe vehicle path is not defined in this
open-loopprocedure,a large test surfaceis required.
General Motors is able to run this tcst year-round,
with the 67 acre Vehicle DynamicsTest Area at the
Milford Proving Ground in Michigan permitting testing during the spring,summer,and fall months, and a
similar, smallerfacility located at the Desert Proving
Cround in Arizona permitting tests to be conducted
during the winter months.
A completecontrol responsetest consistsof 30 or
more test runs, hall in each turn direction. Steering
wheelangleincrementsusedrangefrom 2 ] degreesto
l0 degrees.During the test, the follow-ing vehicle
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motion variablesare continuouslymonitored: forward
velocity,steeringwheelanglc,roll angle,yaw velocity,
fore-aft acceleration,and lateral acceleration.
The specificmetricsevaluatedare: understeergradient, roll gradient, sideslipgradient, steeringsensitivity, yaw velocity responsetime, and lateral acceleration responsetime. This test is utilized extensivelyin
the developmentprocess.

FrequencyResponseTest
The frequency response test provides gain and
phaserelationshipsin the frequencydomain describing the dynamic responseof a vehicle to steering
wheel angular displacement.The test procedureused
is similar to that described in the random input
method in the ISO/DP 7401 test procedure.The test
is conductedat specifiedcon$tantspeeds(typically 100
and 140 km/h) on a straight,three-laneroad, with
vehicle steer excitation using a broadband pseudorandom steering input. The steer input used is a
t'swept-$ine"input, comprisingsteerinput frequencies
from near-Dc to the maximum frequencywhich the
test driver is capable of achieving. The swept-sine
input has beenchosento in$ureadequateinput power
acrossall steerfrequencies.
During the test, steeringwheel angle, yaw velocity,
lateral acceleration,and roll angle are continuously
recorded.The recordeddata are processedthrough a
digital spectrumanalyzerto define the spectralcontent of eachsignal.
The transfer functions describingthe yaw velocity,
lateral accelerationand roll angle responsesto a
steeringangle excitation are obtained for each test
segmentand ensembleaveragedfor the entire test.
The test is conducted within a lateral acceleration
limit of 0.4 g. The vehiclegains are normalizedwith
steeringwheelangle.

Maximum Lateral AccelerationTest
The maximum lateral acceleration test measuresthe
maximum steady-state cornering capability of a vehicle on a constant radius circular cour$e. The test
course used is similar to that specified in the constant
radius part of the SAE XJ266 test procedure and to
that specified in the ISO 4138 test procedure. The
purpo$e of the test is much different than thc SAE
and ISO tests, however, and concentrates only on the
vehicle's limit performance characteristics. The single
test metric is maximum lateral acceleration. The test is
run by driving the vehicle at the maximum speed
attainable on a fixed radius circle, while still remaining on the circle. The test is run under driver control.
This is one of the few closedJoop objective tests
performed by General Motors, and is somewhat
driver-sensitive.
During the test, vehicle velocity and yaw rate are
continuously monitored. When these two variables are
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multiplied, the result is lateral acceleration.The lateral accelerationis averagedfor eachtest run (approximatelyone lap of the test circle).The turn direction
is then reversed,to equalizetire wear, and the test is
repeatedin the opposite direction. A complete test
consistsof six to eight test runs, half in each turn
direction. The averageof all the individual lap values
determinesthe maximum lateral accelerationcapability of the test vehicle. This value representsthe
performancelimit of the tire-vehicle-drivercombination.

On-CenterHandling Test
The on-centerhandlingtest has beendevelopedas a
meansof quantifyingcontrol quality in the low lateral
accelerationregimetypical of expressway
type driving.
This test was describedin a recentSAE paper(S).The
test consistsof a low frequency(0.2 Hz) sinusoidal
steerangleinput at a constantvehiclevelocityof 100
km/h. The steer input magnitude is limited so that
lateral accelerationdoesnot exceed0.2 g. The following performancevariablesare monitored throughout
the test: forward velocity, steeringwheel angle, $teering wheel torque, yaw velocity, and lateral acceleration.
A variety of performancemetricsare obtainedfrom
cross-plotsof the measuredperformance variables.
Among theseare minimum steeringsensitivity,steering sensitivity at 0.1 g, lateral accelerationat zero
steeringtorque, steeringtorque at 0 g and at 0.1 g,
steeringtorque gradientat 0 g and 0.1 g, and steering
work sensitivity.This test has rapidly gainedpopularity within GM.

Lift/Dive Test
The lift/dive test is intended to quantify suspension
movement and vehicle pitch characteristics during
acceleration and braking. The test metrics are front
and rear lift gradients and vehicle pitch gradient,
under both acceleration and braking. The lift/dive ter;t
instrumentation consists of string potentiometers on
each wheel, rneersuringthe relative vertical displacement between the wheel center and the body, plus an
accelerometer mounted inside the vehicle to measure
longitudinal acceleration.
The test is performed in two phases-constant
accelerations at approximately 0.1 g intervals up to
wide open throttle, and constant decelerationsat 0.2 g
intervals up to impending wheel lock-up. Front trim
and rear trim values (avcraged for the front atrd rear
axle) are recorded for each acceleration level. Pitch is
calculated as the difference in front and rear trim
readings, and measured acceleration is then corrected
for the pitch angle to determine true longitudinal
accelcration.
The measured data are plotted as front trim change,
rear trim change, and pitch angle change versus

acceleration.The performance of vehicles may be
comparedby taking the slopesof the fitted lines on
theseplots.

Centerof Gravity Test
The center of gravity test provides the spatial
location ol the total vehicle center of gravity at a
given loading. The test is performed using platform
measuringthe weight
scalescapableof simultaneou.rly
wheels,
which
of all four
allowsdeterminationof the
plan view location of the centerof gravity, plus a tilt
table to measurethe height of the center of gravity.
The vehiclechassisis rieidly attachedto the tilt table
at a given trim height with cablesand screwjacks.
of angles,with
The table is then tilted through a .series
the table overturning moments being measuredby
meansof a platform scale.The tilt anglesare measured with a precisioninclinometer.The small lateral
of the vehiclebody relativeto the table
displacement
is recordedas a correctionfactor for the tilt data.
A computer program fits a curve to the tilt table
data and analyzeswheel load data to obtain the
vehicle center of gravity location. The computed
centerof gravity height has beenshownto be accurate
to within 3 mm.

Car
ProductionPassenger
1980-1987
Handling Characteristics
The custonrermakes many demandsof a motor
vehicle,requiring different handling performancefor
vehicleswith differentmissions.The customerexpects
that a sports car will have dilterent handling characteristicsthan a Iight truck. Therefore,it becomesvery
and compariimportant that objectivemeasurements
range
of perforthe
to
determine
be
made,
sons can
as I'eprethe
to
customer,
is
acceptable
mance that
sentedby the marketplace.
The previous sectionsof this paper provided descriptions of several General Motors vehicle directional responsetest procedures.The remainderof this
paperreviewstest resultsfor vehiclesmanufacturedin
the model years 1980 through 1987' Included are
productionvehiclesmanufacturedby GcneralMotors,
domesticcompetition,Japanesecompetition,and European competition. These vehiclesdo not reprcsent
actual market or salesdistributions.Test summaries
do not representthe samevehiclepopulation'

Control ResponseTest
The Control ResponseTest resultsinclude production vehiclesmanufacturedduring the 1980 through
the 1987model years.Of thesevehicles,5l percent
wereGM manufactured,7 percentwere manufactured
by domestic competition, 2l percent by Japanese
competition,and 2l percentby Europeancompetition.
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At a constant speed of 100 km/h, the steering
sensitivityis a measureof the rate of changeof lateral
accelerationwith steerirrgwheel angle. The value is
determinedin the linear range of the vehicle(0.15 e)
and linearly extendedto the lateral accelerationlevel
expectedat 100degreesof steeringwheelangle.
A distribution plot of the steering sensitivity of
these vehiclesis presentedin Figure 3. The average
value of steeringsensitivityis 1.17 g'sl100 degreesof
$teeringwheelangleat 100km/h. Valuesrangedfrom
0.59 to 2.17 g's/lM degrees,indicatinga wide range
of acceptabilityin the marketplace.
Roll gradient is a measureof the tendencyof the
vehicleto roll or "lean" during cornering.This value
is determined by the rate of change of a roll angle
versus lateral accelerationcurve at 0.15 g lateral
acceleration.
A distribution plot of the roll gradient of these
vehiclesat 0.15 g's lateral accelerationis presentedin
Figure 4. This distribution is skewedtoward roll gain
levelsof 6-8 deg/g. The averagevalue of roll gain is
6.4 deg/g. Valuesranged from 1.5 to ll.3 g's/100
degrees.It is apparentthat a wide rangeof roll gain is
accept€din the marketplace.
A distribution plot of the understeergradient at
0.15 e lateral accelerationis presentedin Figure 5.
This distribution is truncated on the Iow understeer
side. No vehicleshave been found to be oversteerin
this rangeof maneuveringseverity.The averagevalue
of understeeris 3.2 deg/g. Valuesrangedfrorn 0.7 to
7.0 deg/s.
Lateral accelerationresponsetime is defined as the
time required for the lateral accelerationto reach 90
percent of its eventual steady $tate value from the
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time at which 50 percent of the steering input is
reachedfor a step-like steeringinput. This metric has
been found to correlatewell with subjectiveopinions.
Lateral acceleration response time differences are
easierto discriminatebecausethey are typically longer
than yaw velocity responsetimes, and are felt more
directly as lateral force by the driver.
A distribution plot of the lateral accelerationresponsetime at 0.30 g is presentedin Figure 6. The
lateral accelerationresponsetime is surnmarizedat 0.3
g's to reduce signal to noise ratio influenceson the
summarizedvalue. The averagevalue of lateral acceleration responsetime is 0.39 sec.Valuesrangedfrom
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0.23 to 0.77 sec. Short lateral accelerationresponse
times are perceivedas better.
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FrequencyResponse
Test
The FrequencyResponseTest results include production vehicles manufactured during the 1983
through the 1987model years.Of thesevehicles,33
percentwere GM manufactured,9 percentwere manufactured by domestic competition, 33 percent by
Japanesecompetition, and 25 percent by European
competition,Many of thesevehiclesare equippedwith
optional handlingsuspensions
and tires.
Lateral accelerationbandwidth is the liequency at
which the lateral accelerationresponseof the vehicle
is reducedby 3 decibels.A distributicn plot of the
lateral accelerationbandwidth of these vehicles is
presentedin Figure 7. The averagevalue of lateral
accelerationbandwidth is 0.99 Hertz. Values ranged
from 0.66 to 1.32 Hertz. High lateral acceieration
bandwidthsare perceivedas better.
Yaw velocity bandwidth is the frequencyat which
the yaw velocity responseof the vehicleis reducedby
3 decibels.A distributionplot of the yaw velocity
bandwidth of thesevehiclesis presentedin Figure 8.
The averagevalue of yaw velocity bandwidth is 2.8
Hertz. Valuesrangedfrom 2.1 to 3.5 Hertz. Again,
high yaw velocity bandwidthsare perceivedas better
if the yaw dampingis acceptable.
The peak to steadystateyaw velocity ratio yields a
measureof the dampingof the vehicleyaw velocity
response.
A distributionplot is presented
in Figure9.
The averagevalue of the peak to steady state yaw
velocity ratio for thesevehiclesis 1.4, ranging from
l.l to 2.1. Low ratios are perceivedas better if the
yaw velocitybandwidthis acceptable.
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Both the yaw velocity and roll responses
of vehicles
exhibit a peakedfrequencyresponse.The ratio of the
frequenciesat which the correspondingpeaks occur
can be used to indicate roll-yaw velocity coupling in
vehicleswith lightly damped roll modes. A distribution plot of the peak roll-yaw velocity frequency
ratios is presentedin Figure 10. The averagevalue for
these vehiclesis 2.0, ranging from I to 4. Values
higher than I are perceivedto be better for vehicles
with lightly dampedroll modes.
It has been noted in the literature that subjective
opinions of vehiclehandling improve when the phase
differencebetweenyaw velocity and lateral acceleration is reduced. This pararnetercan be determined
from the frequencyre$ponsetest result$.The actual
parameteris the averagephase angle differencebetween the yaw velocity and lateral accelerationbetween 0.2 Hertz and the latcral accelerationbandwidth of the vehicle.A distribution plot of the phase
differencesmeasuredis presentedin Figure ll. The
averagevalue for these vehiclesis 17 degrees.The
..
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phase differences range from 8.9 degreesto 24.9
degrees.

Maximum Lateral Accelemtion Test
The maximum Lateral AccelerationTest database
consistsof production passengercar$ manufactured
during model years 1980through 1987.Most of these
vehiclesare equippedwith optional handling suspensionsand tires. Fifty five percentof the vehicleswere
manufactured by General Motors. Of the remaining
vehicles, 3 percent were domestic competition, 26
percent were European competition, and 16 percent
were Japanesecompetition.
Although maximum lateral acceleration is often
used as a measureof ultimate handling performance
levels, the customer will almost never operate the
vehicle at these levels on public roads. A more
significant factor indicated by high maximum lateral
accelerationlevels is the linear range of the vehicle
performance. Vehicles with high maximum lateral
acceleration performance tend to maintain linear

steeringcharacteristicsover a wider range of lateral
acceleration, a characteristic typically found in high
performancevehicles.
A distribution plot of the maximum lateral accelerations is presentedin Figure 12. The averagevalue of
maximumlateral accelerationis 0.77 g's. Valuesrange
from 0.59to 0.91g's.

On-CenterHnndling Test
The On-CenterHandling Test results include production vehiclesequipped with power steering and
manual steering manufactured during the l9B0
through the 1987 model years. Of thesevehicles,49
percentwere GM manufactured,5 percentwere manufactured by domestic competition, 22 percent by
Japanesecompetition, and 24 percent by European
competition.
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Figure15

Minimum steeringsensitivityis determinedas the
highest gradient of the steering wheel angle versus
lateral accelerationcurve within the 0.2 g range, left
and right. This value is usually found close ro the
straight ahead position (0 lateral acceleration).High
values representvehicles subjectivelydeterminedto
have a "crisp" feel. Subjectivelydesirablelevels are
above0.5 g's/100 degreessteeringwheelangle.
A distribution plot of the minimum steeringsensitivities for power steering vehicles is presentedin
Figure 13. The averagevalue of minimum steering
sensitivity for power steeringpassengercars is 0.74
g's/100 degreessteeringwheel angle. Values ranged
from 0.27 to 1.42 g'sl100 degreessteeringwheel
angle.

A distribution plot of the minimum steeringsensi'
tivities for manual steeringvehiclesis presentedin
Figure 14. The ayera1evalue of minimum steering
sensitivityfor manual steeringpassengercars is 0.86
g's/100 degreessteeringwheel angle, slightly higher
than that for power steeringpassengercars. Values
ranged from 0.41 to l.2l g's/100 degreessteering
wheelangle.
Minimum steering sensitivity cannot be used by
itself to judge a vehicle'son-centerhandling properties. High minimum steering sensitivities can be
achievedby designingthe vehicle with a high offcenter steering sensitivity. Therefore, we must also
reviewthe ratio of the minimum steeringsensitivityto
the steeringsensitivityat a higher lateral acceleration
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level (0.1 g's). This ratio has been called "linearity".
One hundred percent representsan exactly linear
steeringwheelangleto lateral accelerationrelationship
within the 0.1 g left and right lateral acceleration
window.
A distribution plot of linearity for power steering
vehiclesis presentedin Figure 15. The averagevalue
of linearity for power steeringpassengercars is 60
percent. Values ranged from 25 to 83 percent. Sixty
percent or higher is usually subjectively rated as
desirable.
A distribution plot of the linearity for manual
steeringvehiclesis presentedin Figure 16. The average
carsis
value for linearity of manual steeringpassenger
68 percent, slightly higher than for power steering
vehicles.Values ranged from 54 to 8l percent' Note
the absenceof linearity values below 54 percent for
manual vehicles,indicating that at high speed,most
manual steering vehicles will be rated subjectively
"linearbetter than many power steeringvehiclesfor
ity".
During the On-center Test, the steering wheel
torque is measured.The torque is then cross-plotted
with the lateral accelerationto determinethe steering
This generatesa hysteresisloop
torque characteristics.
points
on the lateral accelerationaxis'
with crossing
points
(one
left and one right) the steering
At these
wheel torque is zero. Therefore, the hands can'
theoretically,be removedfrom the steeringwheel,and
the vehiclewill maintain the indicatedlevel oI lateral
acceleration.The averagevalues of thesetwo points
"returnability"'
representsa measureof the vehicle's
A distribution plot of the returnability for power
steeringequippedvehiclesis presentedin Figure 17.
The averagevalue of returnability for power steering

GHiAHAFTERI$I| tlffi$
a)fi{-GfrlilJTEHI tiI,A$,1]DL[F{C
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tg80-87

passengeicars is 0.06 g's. Valuesrange from 0.01 to
0.13 g's. Levels lower than 0.07 g's are usually
subjectivelyrated satisfactory.
A distribution plot of the returnability for manual
steeringvehiclesis presentedin Figure 18. The average
value of returnability for manual steeringpassenger
cars is 0.06 g's. Valuesrangefiom 0.02 to 0.12 g's.
Theselevelsare similar to thoseof the power steering
vehicles.
Another factor that is measured during the Oncenter Test is the rate of change of steeringwheel
torque with lateral accelerationat zero lateral acceleration. This measurementis one indication of the
"feel" of a vehicle.
A distribution plot of the steeringtorque gradients
for power steeringvehiclesis presentedin Figure 19.
The average value of steering torque gradient for
power steeringpas$engercars is t8 N-m/g. Values
rangefrom 7 to 33 N-m,zg.
A distribution plot of the steeringtorque gradients
for manual steeringvehiclesis presentedin Figure 20.
The averagevalue of steering torque gradient for
manual steeringpassengercars is l8 N-m/g identical
to that of the power steeringvehicles.Values range
from l0 to 28 N-m,/g.
A typical steeringwheel torque characteristicfor a
power steeringvehicle is for the torque to increase
rapidly at low lateral accelerationlevels,and then to
limit at higherlateral accelerationlevelsas the steering
assistbecomesactive. This transition is usually well
advancedby 0.1 g's of lateral acceleration.Although
this reductionin steeringtorque gradientis necessary
to attain reduced parking efforts, it generatesa
non-linearityin the steeringwheel torque versuslateral accelerationcurve. The ratio of steeringwheel
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torque gradientat 0 and 0.1 g's of lateral acceleration
is called"steeringtorquelinearity".
A distribution plot of the steeringtorque linearity
for power steeringvehiclesis presentedin F'igure21.
This distribution indicatesa wide range of steering
torque linearity in production power steeringvehicles.
The average value of steering torque linearity for
power steeringequippedpassengercars is 44 percent.
Valuesrangefrom 6 to l2l percent.
A distribution plot of the steeringtorque linearity
for manual steeringis presentedin Figure 22. This
distribution is highly skewedtoward 100 percent, as
one would expect for manual steering, since no
steering boost is available. The average value of

steeringtorque Iinearity for manual steeringpassenger
cars is 89 percent, much higher than lbr power
steeringvehicles,Valuesrangefrom 30 to 129percent.
Steeringwork sensitivityis a measureof the work
expendedby the driver in order to generatelateral
accelerationof the vehicle. It is a measureof the
balance achieved by the vehicle between steering
torque gradients and steering sensitivity, A vehicle
with low work sensitivityrequireshigh amountsof
work to maneuver it, either due to high steering
torque levelsor low steeringsensitivity.Conversely,a
vehiclewith high work sensitivityrequireslow levels
of work input to maneuverit, due to low steering
torque levels,or high steeringsensitivity.
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A distribution plot of the steeringwork sensitivity
for power steeringvehiclesis presentedin Figure 23.
This distribution is skewedtoward low work sensitivity levels, although a wide range of performanceis
noted in production power $teering vehicles. The
averagevalue of steeringwork sensitivityfor power
steering passengercars is 3.8 g2ztoo N-m. Values
rangefrom 1.3to 8.5 g2l100N-m.
A distribution plot of the steeringwork sensitivity
for manual steeringvehiclesis presentedin Figure 24.
This distributionis more normally distributedthan the
distribution for power steeringvehicles.The average
value of steeringwork sensitivityfor manual steering
passengercars is 4.2 E2/100N-m, somewhathigher
than for power steeringvehicles.This impliesthat the

averagemanual steeringvehicle at 100 km/h requires
less work to maneuver on center than tne average
power steeringvehicle,althoughthe rangesof performance overlap extensively.Values range from l.l to
9.8 g2ltoo tt-m.
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Lift-Dive Test
The Lift-Dive test databaseconsistsof production
passenger
cars manufacturedduring model years 1980
through 1986.Thirty four percentof the vehicleswere
manufacturedby General Motors. Of the remaining
vehicles, 20 percent were domestic competition, 3
percent were European competition, and 46 percent
were Japanesecompetition.
A distribution plot of the accelerationpitch gradients is presentedin Figure 25. This distribution is
skewedtoward the higher pitch gradients,due to the
preponderanceof strut suspensioncars in the database.The averagevalue of accelerationpitch gradient
is 3.3 deglg. Valuesrangefrom 1.3 to 5.2 deg/g.
A distribution plot of the decelerationpitch gradients is presented in Figure 26. This distribution
representsan approximatelynormal distribution, with
the exceptionof a preponderanceof vehiclesin the
1.5 deg/g range. The averagevalue of deceleration
pitch gradientis 2.0 dee/e. Valuesrange from 0.9 to
3.9 deg/g. The averagevalue for decelerationis Iess
than the value for the accelerationpitch gradients,
since both axles contribute to the antidive properties
of the chassisduring braking, but only the drive axle
contributesantilift during acceleration(No four wheel
drive vehicle$wereincludedin the data sample).

Center of Gravity Test
Flgure24
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The Center of Cravity data consistsof production
pas$enger
cars manufacturedduring model years 1980
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through 1987. Twenty percent of the vehicles were
manufacturedby General Motors. Of the rernaining
vehicles, 15 percent were dome$tic competition, 29
percent were European competition, and 36 percent
were Japanesecompetition.
A distribution plot of the center of gravity heights
is presentedin Figure 27. The averag€value of vehicle
centerof gravity height is 520 mm. Valuesrangefrom
437 mm to 589 mm.

Summary

This paper documentsthe usefulnessof openJoop
test proceduresin the measurementof vehicle directional responsecharacteristics.The developmentof
directional responsetest proceduresin the U,S. was
discussed.An overviewof some of the objectivetest
proceduresusedby GeneralMotors for the assessment
of vehicle directional response characteristicswas
provided, together with a discussion of the key
performance metrics obtained from these tests, A
statisticalanalysisof test clatafor 1980through 198?
model year productionvehicleswas performed,noting
averagesand ranges for these performance metrics.
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The Ergonomicsof Driver Information Systemsfor Maintained Safety
(lYritten only paper)
D. Southhall,
M.K. Twiss.
Institutefor ConsumerErgonomics,
United Kingdom

. :

Abstract
The developmentof a safe vehicle must recognize
the requirementto maintain that level of safety for
the designlife of the vehicle.Whilst secondarysafety,

i,e. occupantprotection is to a large part determined
by the design team, primary safety, i.e. accident
avoidance.has in the past beenthe ultimate responsibility of the owner,/driver.
this situation
In recentyearswith new developments
has begun to change with the provision by the
manufacturerof systemsto aid accident avoidance:
antilock braking is perhapsthe most obviousexample.
This paper propo$esthat another important aspect
of primary safety where the motor manufacture can
487
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significantly aid the owner is in the area of vehicle
maintenance.Recentmajor developmentsin automotive electronicshold the potential to provide real
to the driver in monitoring the condition of
assistance
the vehicle and thereby encouragegood maintenance
and safety.
The paper refers to new researchby the Automotive
ErgonomicsUnit at the lnstitute for ConsumerErgonomics in the area of in-car driver information
the ergonomicsof alternasystems.It briefly discusses
tive warning or attention getting devicesand driver
information system$.Drawing further upon the latest
researchit comparesalternativemethodsof message
presentation such as voice synthesis and alphanumericdisplays.The paper concludesthat ergonomic
recommendationsfor driver information systemscan
be valuable in encouragingmaintenanceand thereby
enhancingvehiclesafety.

Systems which do not meet these criteria may fail to
fulfil their safety role not only by poor information
presentation but also due to lack of perceived utility
which will Iead to disuse or even disablement of the
system (Appleby and Binfe).
There are three primary requirements for effective
driver safety information systems;L
Z.

3.

There are also secondary features which may prove
important in maximising the utility and et'f'ectiveness
of the system:I

Introduction
Automobiles today leave the factory with a high
level of built-in safety.Manufacturersinvestconsiderable resourcesto research,develop and implement
both primary safety featuressuch as braking systems,
tyres, steering,handlingand secondarysafety features
such as crumple zones,seat belts, collapsiblesteering
columns.The responsibilityfor monitoring and maintaining safetyfeaturesand ensuringthat they function
effectively, as designed, becomes the task of the
owner,/driver,whether this is, for example,to maintain the braking systemor to ensurethat doors are
properly closed. The manufacturer'srole in 'maintained safety' is not finished once the vehiclecomes
into servicehowever.From the very earliestvehiclesa
handbook of some form was provided to explain to
the owner how to care for the vehicleand maintainits
components.In recentyearsthis lorm of "assistance
beyond the showroom" has started to be supported
by electrical/electronicsystemsbuilt into the car to
monitor vehiclecomponentsand inform the driver of
the status of those components.Warning and information systemsare also extendingbeyond indicating
vehicle status, for example it is possibleto include
$ystemsto alert the driver to the $tateof the environment, e.g. ice and fog warning.
This is an area of vehicledevelopmentwhich should
and will grow significantlyin future years. However,
if the investmentin researchdevelopmentand implementation is to be effective it is essentialthat some
minimum ergonomiccriteria for the driver information sy$temsare met.
The objective of these criteria are to ensurethat
driver information systemsprovide pertinentinformation, at the right time, in a form which will be acted
upon by the driver, and that they are perceivedby the
driver as a real aid to vehicle safety and reliability.
488

Alert the driver to change in status of
component, system or environment.
Inform the driver which component, system
or environmental factor is involved, e.E,
brakes, doors, ice.
lnform the driver about the necessaryactions
they should take.

r

r
,

a demonstration mode which enables a preview of the warning system information
(sometimescalled "showroom mode").
pre-drive safety checks which permit the
verification that both the safety systems and
monitoring systemsare functioning.
reminder systems where the action is to be
taken at some later time, or where the driver
fails to respond to an urgent warning.

Alerting the Driver
It is necessaryto quickly attract the driver's attention to the warning. There is clear evidenceof the
superiority of auditory warnings (tones) over visual
warnings(lamps)in this role. During a seriesof road
trials with a standardproduction car and a range of
drivers the authors measuredthe time it took drivers
to respondto an unexpectedred warning light. This
light was of large area and conspicuouslylocated in
the main instrumentpack. It was found that drivers'
reaction times varied from I second to 58 minutes
with nearly 6090 of drivers taking longer than 30
secondsto noticethe appearanceof the warning light.
Clearly a warning lamp is Iess than adequate in
alerting drivers to critical situations. In a direct
comparisonof audibleand visual attentiongetters,an
audible "bing-bong" was highly superior. Compared
to the responsetimes of over 30 secondsto the visual
lamp, the reaction times to the "bing-bongs" were
virtually inrrtantaneous.
Whilst there is not spaceto go into the details of
tone generationin this paper the amplitude,frequency
and envelopeare critical to ensuringa tone is both
sufficiently alerting whilst at the same time not
evokinga startleresponseor panic in the drivcr.
The use of other types of display such as tactile
displaysmay be suitablefor specificwarningsbut not
as a general attention getter. ABS systemstypically
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indicate that they are operationalby a pulsed feedback via the brake pedal.Sucha deviceis too highly
control specificto serveas ir generallyalerting medium.

Informing the Driver Ahout the
Nature of the Warning
The traditional ISO symbols have been shown to be
Iess than adequate for this pulpose. The Autonrotive
Ergonomics Unit has found a high proportion of
drivers confuse the various symbols. We mu$t not
forget that drivers arc inexpert and warnings are
infrequent so they cannot learn through experience
(and do not study sufficiently to recall infbrrnation
from the handbook). Clearly more informative means
are required at the time of warning presentation. Thus
alpha-numericdisplays and voice synthesizedmessages
must be considered,preferably in addition to the ISO
symbols.
From an ergonomics perspective these are not
alternatives because they each fulfil different ergonomics requirements. The alpha-numeric display is
permanently available whereas the audible display is
temporary unless frequently repeated. lf it is frequently repeatecl than it may prove distracting while
the driver is attempting to deal with other driving
tasks. It may also prove annoying. On the other hand,
while the alpha-numeric display is permanent the
driver must divert his eyes from the road scene in
order to read the message.
The textual information presented on an alphanumeric display may be read and intcrpreted more
quickly than a spoken message.During tests in the
vehicle simulator at the Automotive Ergonomics Unit
an alpha-numeric display was compared directly with
voice synthesisin a vehicle condition monitor which
provide information sirnultaneously in both forms. It
was found that upon first hearing the alcrting tone
drivers immediately looked to thc display to read the
information rather than keeping their eyes on the road
arrd waiting for the spoken messageto be cornpleted.
The drivers' reasons for doing this were stated that
they could capture the information much more
quickly from the visual display.
In conclusion it is recommended that an alphanumcric display is used fbr all such information even
if a full voice synthesis system is provided. A more
integrated approach would be to retain the voice
messagesfor supporting high priority warnings particularly if these require action while driving under
difficult conditions.
The role of tactile displays in this is severely
restricted to traditional areas. For example the steering wheel may be used to indicate changes in the
condition of the tyres or brake pedal vibration to
indicate that the ABS system is operating. However,

tactile displays do not have a general applicability as
even if thc driver can interpret the infprmationn
considerably greater attentional effort is required for
this than with visual or auditory displays.

Inform the Driver About What
Actions to Take
For both sal'etyand driver confidenceit is necessary
to tell the driver not only what remedialaction is
required("have the brakesserviced")but also whcn
this shouldbe done ("withirr 3000miles").
It is, of course,criticalto tell the driver whetherhe
can continuedriving, or whctherhe shouldpull over
norv. If drivingcan continuehe shouldbe clearlytold
when action is required, for exarnple,at the next
filling station,or at the next $ervice.
Ultimatelythe eff'ectiveness
ol' the systemis dependant upon the driver acting upon the information
presented.F'romour own customerresearchwe have
clearly found that such system$must be wholely
reliableand providepracticalassistance
if they are to
and usedproperlyby owners.
be respected
As vehiclesand their systemsbecomeincreasingly
complexand DIY repair lessviable then the role of
the driver is to identifywhen faults arisewith $upport
form on-board electronicsystems.Information sys^
temswhich inform upon the statusof components
will
give the driver confidencethat the potentially expensive serviceor repair is actually necessaryand has
been properly attendedto by the garage.This again
adds to driver confidenceand trust in the systems.

Summaryof Recommendations

"bing-bong" preferred
Alert the driver-auditory
to "siren" to avoid startle and
panrc.
-auditory
preferabte to warning
Iieht.
-warning light should be provided
as a back-up.
Inform the driver of the;
Nature of the warning
-alpha-nurneric
*lSO symbols not highly informative

Action to take
-alpha-numeric
-timescale of action ('stop driving now' or .at
next service')
Repetition
-if no action is taken
-increase the urgency only as appropriate
Demonstration facility
-provide a means of drivers sampling all the
warning functions upon request.
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Systems verification
-enable pre-drive check on components.
-enable pre-drive check on the monitoring system.

Conclusion
It has been the objective of this paper to draw
attentionto the fact that saiety designcan and should
includeprovisionto enablethe owner/driver to maintain his vehicle's safety. The developmentsystems
which provide information about vehiclecomponents
which are likely to requireattentionduring the uormal
use of the vehiclemust be includedwithin the ambit
of the ExperimentalSafetyVehicle.
Of course,we cannot guaranteethat the driver will
respond to the information. lndeed studies have
shown that driversmay ignore, for example,seatbelt
warning or reminder devices(Robertsonet al, 1974,
Robertson,1975).However,from personalcomtnunicationswith the U.K. Departmentof Transportthere

is evidencethat the responsemay be more positiveto
more directly safety-relatedcomponents.lt appears
to recallsconcerningthe brakthat owners' responses
ing systemare much higher (around 8090)than they
are to recallsdue to faulty seatbelt mounting {around
30Vo).Thus, amongstthe many ergonomicsspecifications which pertain to driver information systemswe
must not forget the importanceof achievingperceived
as well as actual practicalutility.
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Study on Easy Adjustability of OutsideMirrors for CrashAvoidance
(Written only pflper)
Kouichi Kamiya,
MitsubishiMotors Corporation,
Japan

Abstract
An easy adjustability of outside mirrors is important not only for the conveniencebut also for the
crash avoidance. This paper describes the experimental study on the calculation of the driver's eye
position frorn the insidc mirror'$ angles adiusted by
himself. The accuracies of the calculation of the
driver's eye position were found to tall within t 20
mm in the vertical direction and 140 mm in the
longitudinal direction of the actual eye position. In
addition, the accuracies were influetrced by the sideways supporting of a seat. The visibility of the outside
mirrors with those angles determined by the calculated
eye position for the inside mirror angles was satisfactory when the outside mirrors with the convex of
radius around 1000 rnm were used. Results of the
study indicated the feasibility of a mirror control
device that would give a driver the proper rearward
visibility through outside mirrors automatically.

Introduction
A lot ol' efforts have been made to improve the
indirect rearwardview. But, no other systemhas ever
replacedthe current mirror systemcommercially.The
rearward viewing device should be a cotnpromise
among various factors, such as visibility, appearance,
490

cost, weight, safety and so forth. Although the
current mirror systemis one of the practicalcompromises, it has blind zones as $hown in Fig. I. To
minimizethe blind zoncs,it is importantfor a driver
to adjust eachmirror properly.
The objectiveof this study is to find the accuracy
of calculationof the driver's eye position for the
insidemirror anglesand to researchthe feasibilityof
an automatic adjusting device of outside mirrors
through the signal obtained from the inside mirror
angle.

Calculationof Eye Position
Cenerally, almost all drivers adiust an inside mirror
before driving, while they do not always adjust
outside mirrors because of their laziness or absentmindedness.An inside mirror is usually so designed
that a driver can see the rearward through the whole
area of the rear window. When a direct line of sight
reflected at the center of an inside mirror passes
through the cetrter of the rear window as shown in
Fig. 2, and the position of the drivcr in the lateral
direction is restrainted by the seat, the driver's eye
position will bc calculated for the angles of the inside
mirror.

Test Method
A Test vehicleas shown in FiS. 3 and the six seats
were preparedfor the investigationof the driver's eye
position. The vehiclewas equippedwith two cameras
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5. The angular sensor consists of a magnet and two
hall elementsand measuresthe horizontal and vertical
angles. The data of the angles can be read on the
indicator installed on the pa$sengerseat as shown in

Figure1. Visionzone by currentmirroreystem

Fie.6.

to measurethe driver's eyeposition and the seatswere
sclectedto cover different characteristics
of the sidewayssupporting.
Fig. 4 showsthe statureof the test subjects,who
males.The testswereconductedas
are fifty Japanese
the followingprocedure.

Test Results

l.

2"
3.

4,

Test subjectsget in the vehicleand adjust
positionsanclanglesof the $cat,the stecring
wheel. the inside mirror and the outside
mirrors beforedriving.
Test subjcctsdrive the vehicle in the designated driving course for several minutes.
Test Subiectsreadjustthe mirrors and others
if necessary
and thcn the eye positionsatrd
mirrors' anglesare measured.
Tests are conductedfor fifty subjectswith
six seatsvariation.

Fig. 7 showsthe geometricrelationshipbetweenthe
driver's eye and the inside mirror I'or which the
driver'seyepositionis calculated.
Pl

P2
Pr'
P,"
P3
P4
P5

The position of the neck pivot and the rotation of
the head were assumed to have I'ollowing conditions.
l.

The instrumentedmirrors with the angular sensors
wereusedto measuremirrors' anglesas shownin Fig.

2.
,

CENTER OF
VIL.WINGSLJRFACE

CI,NTER OF
RIAR WINDOW

: Neck Pivot of Driver
(assumed)
: Eye Point viewedInsideMirror
(Centerof Both Eyes)
: ProjectedEye Pointof P"
: Eye PointviewedStraightly
; lnside Mirror Fivot
: Centerof viewingSurfaceof Mirror
: Centerof FlearWindow

The distance from the eye point to the neck
pivot is 85 mnr (as the averageof Japanese).
The driver rotates his head horizontally and
vertically by the horizontal and verticirl angles of the inside mirror respectively.

SIGHT LINE

I
JAP^NEST:tsLMAI.I
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Flgure 2. Ordinary adjustment of Inside mirror
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Figure 4. Stature and number of test subiects
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Figure 5. Inside mirror with angular sensor

The eye point {Xr", Zr") viewedstraightlyfor the
angles(8, F) of the insidemirror was calculatedas
follows.
Since Pl and P{ are given, the angle of the
depression(d) of P. from Po in VIEW A is obtained
by the I'ollowingequations.
T, : Zt - f)t sinB - Dr cosB - Z5
Tr : [Xj - Xl - (D, cosB - DrsinB) cosF]
cosF
d : arc tan (T,/Tr)
where,
Zs : Z co-ordinateof P5
Xs : X co-ordinateof P5
and, usingthe givenYr, P4, it followsthat
YP = Yr - 85cosBsinF - (DrcosB - DrsinB)
sinF
KP = Yp/sinF
KV : 0.5 KP/cosB

Figure 6. lndicator for angles of mirrors

GV : rv Vrl + T:/$zcosB + T'sinB)
FV : GV sind

zv : 2 K V c o s B - F V
z2 - Z J
D'sinB *

DtcosB - ZV
th'tf,s,Zr" - Zz- 85sinB
and, DV : CV cos0
AV:KP".DV
HP : AV/cosF
XP * HP - YP tanF
Xz : Xr + (Dt cosB Dt sinB) cosF + XP
Thus,Xr" : Xr * 85 (cosB
cosF - l)
On the other hand, for the purposeof quantifying
the sidewayssupporting which may affect the eye
position, two figures (Ht arrd H2) shown in Fig. 8
were measured.From the subjectiveevaluations,the
index for the sidewayssupportingof the scat was set
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Figure 8. Bucket shape of seat
up as shown in Table l, where the seat with smaller
value of index showed stronger sidewayssupporting.
Calculation of Eye Position for Inside Mirror Angles
Fig. 9 and Fig. l0 show the relationship between the
measured eye positions when viewed straightly and
those calculatedfor the inside mirror anglesin caseol
Seat A with the "Very Strong" sidewayssupporting.
The calculatedeye position I'ell within 120 mrn in the
vertical direction and t 40 mm in the longitudinal
direction of actual eye positions. The error is causcd
by individual variations, such as, lateral seating posture. rotation of the head when viewed thc inside
mirror, and adjustment of the inside mirror for the
rearward view.
Regarding the influence of the sidewayssupporting
on the eye position, Fig. I I shows the correlative
coefficient between the measured eye positions and
those calculated for the supporting indexes. Stronger
sideways supporting has shown higher correlative
coefficient.
These results indicate that the accuracy of the
calculatedeye position will be improved by the use of

the fairly strong sidewayssupporting for a driver's
seat.
Adjustment of Outside Mlror. The other study was
made on the rearwardvisibility through the outside
mirror adjustedimproperly.Fie. l2 showsthe degree
of driver'ssatisfactionin the caseof the adjustrnent
of the outsidemirrors with the convexof radius 1000
mm, the width of 150mrn, and the heightof 95 mm.
The resultshowedthat the rangcwithin +lo of the
optimal adjustmcnt angle was evaluated as 'Fairly
Satisfied',namelythe error lessthan +l'should be
necessaryin order to adjust the outside mirrors
automatically.
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Table 2 shows the influence on the angular deviation of the outside mirrors by the maximum errors of
the calculated eye positions in the case of the mirror
with the convex of radius 1000 mm. As a result, the
errors of the calculation were approximately with the
tolerancerange (+ l") describedabove.
In the case of the plane outside mirror mainly used
on the driver's side in U.S.A., the tolerancerange will
be smaller than that of the convex mirror because of
thc narrower field of view.
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The calculation of the driver's eye position for the
angles of the inside mirror was found to be possible
especially in the case of the $eat with 'Fairly Strong'
sideways $upporting. The errors of adjustment of the
outside mirrors detcrrnined by the calculated eye
position is approximatcly within the tolerance range
of the rearward visibility. A new mirror control
system, the automatic adjustment of the outside
mirrors, will be l'easiblefor driver's convenienceand
crash avoidalce by utilizing the calculated eye position for the inside mirror angles.
Further, if other parts of a driver, such as the
positions of head and neck are calculated for the eye
position, the optimal heights of the headrestraint and
the belt anchoragc will he also determined automatically as shown in Fig. 13.
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The Effect of Yehicle-Speed
SensingFour-WheelSteeringSystemon Handling
Performanre
MasayoshiNnkamoto,
TakamasaMasatome,
NaokazuKaneshina
MazdaMotor Corporation,
Japan

Abstract

"Yawing center" may be consideredsignificant
information for the driver to control vehiclesteering
performance.
'fhis paper
introduces the concept of "yawing
center" of a vehicle in yawing motion, with the
following factors analyzed by computer simulation
with two-degreesof freedom:
a How "yawing center" of two-wheelsteering
I

car varieswhile running.
How it is improved by adopting four-wheel
steeringsystem.

The resultsindicatethat it is possibleto control the
position of "yawing center" by using a four-wheel
steeringsystem, which improves vehicle responseto
steeringinput and reducescornering kinetic energy.

Introduction
The driver controls a car in general with many
pieces of information on vehicle motion such as
vehicle forward velocity, yaw velocity and lateral
We assumethat the driver's feelingof
acceleration.
"yawing center" of vehiclemotion is also an important factor. "Yawing center" meansthe point around
which driver feels that the vehicle is rotatine in
From our experiences,the driver feels "yawing
center" is around the rear axis at very low vehicle
speeds, and moves forward as the vehicle speed
increases.
Strictly speaking,the actual "yawing center" of
vehiclemotion variesaccordingto steeringaction, but
the driver feels some fixed "yawing center" exists.
ln this report, we will discusshow the positionof
"yawing center" variesin two-wheelsteeringcar and
how it is improved by adopting a four-wheelsteering
system.
This is followed by discussionsof correlations
betweenvehicle responseand "yawing center" and
correlations between cornering kinetic energy and
"yawing center",
These discussionsare based on computer simulations using the two-degreesof freedom mathematical
model.

Studieson "Yawlng Center" of Two-Wheel
SteeringCars
Definition of "Yawing Center"
As shown in Figure l, we define "yawing center"
as the point on the longitudinal axis of the vehicle
which can be vertically lined to instant center of the
motion. And "yawing radius" is the distancebetween
center of gravity (C.C.) of vehicle and yawing center.
It is shown in Figure I that "yawing radius " is
given by

I=RicF

for lFl <l

Furthermore,Ric = U/r, hence

l=4
u
r
where
Ric

p
f

U

, f Dir,"n". between C.G. of the vehicle and
inslant cenrerof the motion
1
; I Vehicleslip angle
: I yaw velocity
: Vehicleforward velocity
I

Yawing radius \ is definedas positivewhen yawirrg
centeris behindthe C.G. of the vehicle.

Yawing Centerof Two-WheelSteeringCars
SteadyStateCornering
Figure 2 shows yawing radius of steady state
cornering relative to vehicle speed for a two-wheel

Figure1. Oellnltlons of yawlng
radlus

and yawing

\j

:
l

+
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In this report, yawing centerand yawing radius of
periodicsteeringinput are represented
by thoseof the
time when yaw velocityreachesmaximum value.
Figure 3 shows yawing radius of periodic steering
input relativeto vehiclespeedfor a two-wheelsteering
car. The vehicle stability factor was set at the four
different levelsas mentionedabove.The frequencyof
steering input was selectedat two different levels,
0.3H2and 0.75H2.
The analyticalfindings are as follows:
Figure 2. Steady state yawing radius relatlve to vehicle speed
steering car. The vehicle stability factor was set at
four cliffercnt levels, ranging from slight understeer to
slight oversteer. (See Appendix ts for full details of
vehicle specifications and the stability factor.)
The findings are as follows:
I
I
o

The higher the vehicle speed, the more yawing center moves forward.
The more oversteer characteristic the vehicle
has, the more yawing center moves forward.
The vehicle forward velocity in which steady
state yawing radius becotnes zero (called
"Tangent Speed") is higher for greater degrees of understeer.

These findings are considered to be coincident with
the normal driver's feeling of yawing center of conventional two-wheel steerins cars.
Periodic SteeringInput
From the results of computer simulation using a
mathematical model with two-degrees of freedom,
yawing radius varies from minus infinite to plus
infinite. But the driver could feel yawing center
somewhere around the vehicle. The reason might be
as follows: when yawing radius becomes infinite,
whether plus or minus, yaw velocity becomes quite
small. so there is no need for the driver to be
consciousof where yawing center is. The driver must
be aware of yawing center when yawing velocity is
rather great.

I

Yawing center of 0.3H2 steeringinput has
similar characteristicas steady $tate cornering.
Yawing centermovesbackwardsaccordingto
the frequencychangefrom lower to higher.
At 0.75H2steeringfrequency,the more understeer characteristicthe vehicle has, the
more yawing centermovesforward.

I
,
o

Yawing Radius of Step SteeringInput
Figure 4 showsyawing radius of step steeringinput
as follows:
6sw:0
for t<0
6sw:6o : const. for t>0
Where
wheelangle
6sw:steering
The vehicle stability factor was set at the four
different levelsas before.
The following characteristics
are shownin Figure 4.
I

Comparirtgthe steadystate level of yawing
radirrs,the more oversteer,the more yawing
centermovesforward.

I

At vehicle speed lO0km/h, the more oversteer, the slower yawing radius rises up.
The higher vehicle speed and the more understeer, the greater the vibrational tendency.

Effects of Four-Wheel Steering System
Effects of Four-WheelSteeringSystem
Figurcs 5 and 6 show the effects of a four-wheel
steering system on yawing radius in the same conditions as a car with a two-wheel steering system. The

M5

Figure 3. Yawing radius ot perlodlc steerlng inPut
relative to vehicle sPeed

K'O ---

Flgure 4. Yewing radius time historles ol step steering
Input
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I
k=01 tixed
1=Hsrxie o!Fr rHL
ffi illlP or n dt ffi,

Flgure5. Yawing radius of four-wheel steering ear
relativeto vehlclespeed
ratio of rear wheel angle to front wheel angle k was
fixed at 0.4 in this calculation.The ratio of rear wheel
angle to front wheel angle k is defined a.s positive
when the rear wheelsare steeringin the samedirection
as the front wheels.The mathematicalmodel used in
calculationis shown in Appendix A.
The following characteristicsmay be derived from
figures5 and 6:
r
By steering the rear wheel in the same
direction as the front wheel,yawing centeris
kept rather more backwardsthan that of a
two-wheelsteeringcar.
t
The more understeer,the bigger the observableeffects.

Effects of SteerAngle Ratio of Rear to
Front on YawingRadius
Figure 7 shows the effects of steer angle ratio of
rear wheel angle to front wheel angle k on yawing
radius at vehicle speed 50km/h and lO0km/h. The
frequency of steering input was selectedat three
different levels,OHe (i.e. steady state), 0.3H2 and
0.75H2.
are shown in Figure 7.
The following characteristics
I

The bigger the k, the bigger the effect on
yawing radius.

At 50km/h, yawing radius changesa little by
frequency variations. But at 100km/h, a
bigger changeof yawing radius can be seen
by frequencyvariations.

The discussions
in sectionsI and 2 may be summarized as follows:
The conceptof yawing centeris introducedas one
of parametersof vehiclemotion which are considered
to give rather significant influence on the driver's
feeling of steeringcontrol. It is shown that yawing
centerchangeswith vehiclespeedin accordancewith
the driver's general feeling that vehicle stability
changeswith vehicle speed,and that adopting fourwheelsteeringsystemmay make it possibleto control
yawing center. In other words, to selectthe proper
steeringratio of rear to front k accordingto vehicle
speedand steeringfrequencymay make it possibleto
keepyawing centerin the desirablerange.

CorrelationBetweenYawing Radius
and VehicleResponse
SteadyState Yawing Radius and PhaseDelay
of Yehicle Response
Figure I shows correlationsbetween steady state
yawing radius and phasedelay of lateral acceleration
and yaw velocity responseto steeringinput at vehicle
speed50km/h and lO0km/h. T'he frequencyof steering input was selectedat two different levels,0.3H2
and 0.75H2for the calculationof phasedelay.
The ratio of rear wheel steer angle to front wheel
anglek wassetat -0.4to +0.3 and +0.3 to +0.6 for
calculationsat 5Okm/h and l00km,/h, respectively.
I

.

I

Phase delay of yaw velocity responseto
steering input increasesslightly as yawing
radius\ increases.
Phasedelay of lateral accelerationreponseto
steeringinput decreases
remarkably as yawing radius \ increascs.
The point of yawing radius X exists where
phase delay of lateral accelerationresponse
to steeringinput equalsthat of yaw velocity.

7

a/5

[-{

Figure6. Yawingradiustlme historiesof four' wheel
steeringcar of step steeringinput

Figure7. Etlecteof steer angle ratlo of rear to front k
on yawingradlus
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t

At the frequency 0.?5H2, the point of steady
state yawing radius where phase difference is
zero is more forward than that at 0.3H2.

f=01(l-h)

Yawing Radiusof Periodic SteeringInput
and PhaseDifference
Figure l0 shows the correlation between phase
difference of lateral acceleration to yaw velocity and
yawing radius of periodic steering input as defined in
the former paragraph. Parameters used in the calculation are the same as in former paragraphs.
From figure 10, following can be clearly seen:
I

To equalize phase clelay of lateral acceleration responseto steering input with that of
yaw velocity has nearly the same meaning as
to make yawing radius of the corresponding
periodic input zero.

In other words, to equalize the phase delay of
lateral acceleration with yaw velocity response to
steering input has nearly the same meaning as to make
the vehicle slip angle P zero.

U=1m0fiih)
io sleerinq
resporse
l6L : Fhmelagof lalerat
xceteration
input
:
io steennginput
lGl,, Pfnselagof yal velocityresponse

Flgure
8. Phasedelay of lateral accelerationand ayw
velocity responseto steering input relative
to steadystate Yawingradius

Studieson the CorneringKinetic
Energy
CorneringKinetic Energy
Translationalkinetic energyTKE of a vehiclerun-

u, is

ningsrraight
witha

THTljlTd,
L

SteadyStateYawing Radiusand Phase
Differenceof Lateral Accelerationand Yaw
VelocityResponse
to SteeringInput
Figure 9 shows phase difference between lateral
acceleration responseto steering input and yaw velocity relative to steady state yawing radius. Parameters
used in the calculation arc the same as before.
The findings are as follows:
t

At the frequency 0.3H2, the differences become zero where steady state yawing center
is a little bit forward of the center of gravity
of the vehicle.

However. when a vehicleis performing a cornering
motion and maintaining the same speed,U, energy
will be put into the cornering motion, and the
corncring kinetic energy,CKE will be (SeeReference
(3))
C6p=]muz+llrz
where
m
U
u
I=mp2
t
p

vehiclemass
vehicleforward velocity
vehicleside slip velocityat C.C.
momentof inertia
yaw velocity
radiusof gyration

.--..--"i=ortru
f=0t(fL)

Flgure9. Steady state yawing radius to phase delay
ditference between latersl acceleratlonand
yaw velocity response

Figure 10. Phase differences relatlve to yawing radlus
ol Periodic steering lnput
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Figure 11. Effects of eteer angle ratio of rear to front
k on steady Btate cornering kinetic energy

(cKE)
For lPl
possible,

{1,

the following expressionwill be

0:i

Using theseequations,CKE will be expressed
with
TKE as follows:

CKE:rKE(62+(p1
Effectsof SteerAngle Ratio of Rearto
Front on CorneringKinetic Energy
SteadyStateCornering
Figure I I shows the steady state cornering kinetic
energyat 30 degreesof steeringwheelanglerelativeto
steer angle ratio of rear to front k. The steer angle
ratio of $teeringwheel to front wheel n was adjusted
accordingto the changeof steerangleratio of rear to
front k in orderto makethe steadystategain equalto
that of the two-wheclsteeringcar. (SeeAppendixB)
The findings are as follows;
Steadystate cornering kinetic energy (CKE) has
minimum value at around zero of steer angle
ratio of rear to front k at vehiclespeed50km/h.
At loOkm/h, steady state CKE has minimum
value at around 0.53 of steer angle ratio of rear
to front k.

Figure13, Steady$tate corneringkinetic energy relatlve to yawingradius
PeriodicSteeringInput
Figure 12 shows the cornering kinetic energy of
periodic steeringinput relativeto steer angle ratio of
rear to front k. Amplitudeof steeringwheelanglewas
30 degreesand the steer angleratio of steeringwheel
to front wheel n was adjustedas in the previous
calculation.
Actual corneringkinetic energyof periodicsteering
with steeringinput. But in
input variesin accordance
this report, it is represented
by the maximurnvalue of
corneringkineticenergy.
The frequency of steering input was set at two
differentlevels,0.3H2 and 0.75H2.
r
The value of steerangleratio of rear to front
k at which cornering kinetic energy takes
minimum value decreases
as the frequencyof
steeringinput changesfrom 0.3H2 to 0.75
Hz.
Discussionsin paragraphs4-2-l and 4-2-2 may be
summarizedas follows:
The value of steerangle ratio of rear to front k at
which cornering kinetic energy becomesminimum
variesas vehiclespeedand $teeringfrequencychange.

CorrelationBetweenYawingRadiusand
CorneringKinetic Energy
Figures l3 and 14 show cornering kinetic energy
relative to yawing radius. Yawing radius of periodic
steering input was calculated based on the definition
of yawing radius in paragraph l-2-2.
The analytical findings are as follows:
I

12. Ellects of eteer angle ratio of-rear to front
Figure
k on CKEol periodicsteeringinput

In any conditions of vehicle speed and steering frequency, cornering kinetic energy takes
minimum value when yawing radius i$ zero.

It may be suggested from calculated results that if
yawing radius \ is taken as one of the parametersto
control steer angle ratio of rear to front k, it may be
possible to control the minimum cornering kinetic
energy. To minimize corncring kinetic energy may be
considered to be a reduction of the cornering load on
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As an initial study of these subjects,this paper
introducesthe conceptof yawing ccnter, and reports
the results from simulation analysis of four-wheel
steeringsystem.
The subject of the best location of yawing center
for the driver to control vehiclesteeringperformance
is left to future studies.
Effects such as this that take advantageof fourwheel steeringsystemmay contribute to the field of
activesafetyfor vehiclesin the near future.

Appendix A. MathematicalModel
Figure14. Corneringkineticenergyrelativeto yawing
radiusof Periodicsteerlnginput
tires. And it may make possibleto raisethe cornering
limit.

Conclusion
With the introduction of the concept of yawing
center, the effects of a four-wheel steering system
were analyzedby computer simulation. The results
may be summarizedas follows:

'

'

(l) Yawing center of two-wheel steering car
moves forward as vehicle speed increases.
(2) It is possible to keep yawing center of
four-wheel steering car further backwards
than that of two-wheelsteeringcar by setting
proper steer angle ratio of rear to front k
accordingto vehiclespeed.
(3) To equalizephase delay of lateral acceleration responseto steeringinput with that of
yaw velocity has nearly the samemeaningas
to make yawing radius of corresponding
periodicinput zero.
(4) Selectingthe proper steerangleratio of rear
to front k to keep yawing center on the
centerof gravity of the vehiclemay make it
possible to minimize cornering kinetic energy'

Model of a Yehiclewith Four-WheelSteering
System
Equationsof VehicleMotion
Equations of vehicle motion with two-degreesof
freedom in a coordinatesystemfixed to the vehicle
centerof gravity with the constantforward velocityU
and small vehicle slip angle F can be expressedas
follows (SeeReference(2));

-.*lf"l,,,
1,,,1:lW c'D-cr'l
f'l*f.t"
l*B)L-*-qfftuutf)tn)Ltr ?ll'l

The definitionsof the symbolsusedin the equation
are given in the nomenclatureat the end of the
appendixes.
Transfer Functionsfor SteeringResponse
The right and left membersof equation(l) may be
Laplace-transformed
by usingthe relations;

(2)
(3)
(4)

6sw=ndf
6r -- kdf

!

= U(B+r)

Then the transfer functions for yaw velocity, vehicle
slip angleand lateral accelerationresponseto $teering
angle d.* can be expressedrespectivelyas follows;

Discussion
From the point of minimizing the phase difference
of lateral acceleration to yaw velocity, and/or from
the point of minimizing cornering kinetic energy, the
best location of yawing center is on the center of
gravity of the vehicle. That is vehicle slip angle B is
zetoHowever, the normal drivers may not be aware of
the location of the center of gravity of the vehicle. So
it may not be really significant for the driver that
vehicle slip angle B is zero at the center of gravity of
the vehicle, i.e. yawing radius tr is zero. What may be
very significant for the driver is how far yawing center
is from the driver's seat.
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where

u
_7-h.
cSsu(o)
n L(.I+K|l)

(8)

1*K'4

*r-p^
d . $ r,n,
{ r ' " _b*fra.
'
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Operationaland DesignFeaturesof the SteerAngle DependentFour Wheel
SteeringSystem
(Written only paper)
OperationalPrinciPte
Shoichi Sflno,
Tateomi Miyoshi,
Yoshimi Furukawa,
Honda Researchand Development Co., Ltd.,
Japan

Ahstract
Researchon a directional control techniquewhich
steersthe rear wheelsalong with the front ones has
been reported in a series of papers since the 7th
International Technical Conferenceon Experimental
SafetyVehicles.
Thesefundamentalstudieshave led to the development of a new four wheel steeringsystemthat varies
the steer direction and angle of the rear wheel$,
depenclingon the steering wheel input. Among its
features are decreaseddelay of steeringresponseat
high speedand decreasedminimum turning radius at
low speed.
This paper describesthe basicprinciplesof this new
four wheel steeringsystem,as well as its designand
the results of tests of
operation. It al$o discusses
system function conducted under various operating
the
conditionsover a rangeof speeds,to demonstrate
a
vehicle.
in
benel'itsof installingthis system

It is known that steering the rear wheels in the same
direction as the front ones results in a shorter delay in
lateral acceleration response to steering input. This
can offer more responsive steering characteristics
when the driver is given such tasks as a lane change
during highway cruisineII ]-[5].
However, always steering the rear wheels this way
increasesthe minimum turning radius of the vehicle'
Espccially during a sharp turn at low speed, it is
prefcrable to steer the rear wheels in the opposite
direction to the front ones. To meet these two
conflicting requirement$-one at hieh speed and the
other at low speed, we have developed a variable
control system that can steer the rear wheels in either
the same clirection or the oppositc direction to the
front ones, depending on the operating conditions of
the vehiclc.
The steer angle dependent Honda 4WS discussed
here is a new steering $ystem which can meet thc high
and low speed control requirements by mechanical
devicesalone. As is apparent from the typical example
given in Fig. l, this system steers the rear wheels in
the same direction as the front ones when the driver
turns the steering wheel in a small angle, but if he

Introduction
Since the 7th lnternational Technical Conf'erenceon
Experimental Safety Vehicles, we have reported on a
series of studies on a control technique which steers
the rear wheels in the same direction as the front
ones$l-[7]. These research efforts found that steering
the rear wheels in the same direction as the front ones
could reduce the delay in lateral acceleration response
of the vehicle to steering input, resulting in more
responsive steering characteristics under some conditions.
To achieve a shorter turning radius during very low
speed maneuvers, specifically for parking the vehicle,
it is desirable that the rear wheels should be steeredin
the opposite direction to the frorrt ones. In an effort
to successfully combine these two requirements for
controlling the rear wheels, we proposed a steer angle
dependent four wheel steering system, called the
"Honda 4WS," that could change the direction and
anglc in which the rear wheelswere steered,depending
on how much the steering wheel was turned. Through
continuecl research and development activities, the
Honda 4WS has recently been completed technically
and introduced into the market. The present report
discussesthe basic operational mechanism and design
feature of this steering system.
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turns the wheel in a large angle, it steers the rear
wheelsin the oppositedircction.
Major detailsof how this steeringsystemworks in
high and low speedrangesare discussedbelow:
High-Speed Cruise
During a high-speedcruise,the driver usually turns
the steeringwheel in a relatively small angle. Fig. 2
showsthe resultsof theoreticallycalculatingthe relationship betweenthe steeringwheel angle and vehicle
speedof an automobileequippedwith the Honda
4WS when making a steady-statecircular turn. The
diagram uses Iateral accelerationas a parameter,
which was selectedat 0.2 g, 0.4 g and 0.6 g-typical
valueswhichcould be usedin normalhighwaycruises.
When the vehicleis going at 50km/h or faster,as
indicatedin the diagram,the steeringwheelanglefor
making a steady-statecircular turn with a lateral
acceleration
of 0.6 g or lesscomeswithin a 10O-degree
range.In the typicalexampleof front and rear wheel
given in Fig. l, the rear
steer angle characteristics
wheelsare steeredin the samcdirectionas the front
ones in a speedrange above a certain level. This
ration
results in a smaller delay in lateral accele
responseof tlre vehicle to steeringinput, offering
quick, smoothsteeringresponse
characteristics.

Low-SpeedManeuver
The driver turns the steeringwheelin a large arrgle
during short, sharpturns at very low speedsparticularly for parking the vehicle,making a U-turn, or
turning to the right or left at an interscctionof
narrow back streets.For such low-specdmaneuvers,
the Honda 4WS steersthe rear wheelsin the opposite
direction to the front ones, reducing the minimum
turningradiusof the vehicle.
A steady-state
turning radiusof a vehicleequipped
with the Honda 4WS is virtually equal to that of a

ds& : SteetingWh6€lAngh
d/ rFffil Wh€elStdefAdEila
d, : RearWheel$toor Angle

20

SteeringWheelAngle

Flgure3. Equlvalentsteerlnggear ratio of Honda4WS
conventional two-wheel steering car, the front wheels
of which are steered by the diflerence between the
front and rear steer angles of the Honda 4WS. As
shown in Fig. 3, tlrerefore, the equivalent steering
gear ratio of the Honda 4WS dependson the relationship-the difference between the front and rear wheel
$teer angles in responseto the steering wheel angle.
In a Honda 4WS vehicle, the direction and angle in
which the rear wheels are steered depend on how
much the steeringwheel is turned. This means that its
equivalent steering gear ratio varies with steering
wheel angle. In the smaller range of steering wheel
angle, the gear ratio becomesslow, whilc in the Iarger
steering angle range, the ratio becomes more quick.
During roughly straight-aheaddriving, therefore, the
system has a relatively small gain in yaw responseto
steering input, offering a moderate directional response. As the turning radius of the vehicle becomes
$horter, the yaw responsegain increasesresulting in a
Iarger directional response.

Constructionand Operation
SystemConstruction
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Figure 2. Relation between steering wheel angle and
vehicle speed ot Honda 4WS car at steadyalate cornering

Thc Honda 4WS can be constructed by simply
adding a mechanical subsystem for steering the rear
wheels to the conventional front-wheel steering system. As $hown in Fig. 4, this four wheel steering
system is essentiallycomprised of two subsystems,the
front and rear $tceringgear boxes, which arc mcchanically linked with each other by center steering shaft.
Now let us briefly describe how the system works.
When the driver turns the steering wheel, a rack and
pinion mechanism in the front steering gear box
moves the rack axially. This rack stroke steers the
front wheels, and at the same time, turns the outpuf
shaft by another rack and pinion mechanism in the
front gear box to transmit the steering wheel angle to
the rear steerinHgear box through the center steering
shaft. In re$ponscto the steeringangle thus transmitted, the stroke rod in the rear gear box moves axially
to st€er the rear wheels throrrgh the tie rod.
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position of axis OO' are absorbedby the slider/guide
mechanism.
Fig. 7 shows the operation of the planetary gear
when the turning angle of the shaft, input into the
rear steeringgear box, is varied as 90", 180" and
270".
FiS. 8 describesthe input/output characteristics
given to the rear steeringgear box by its working
mechanismdiscussedabove. This is how the steer
angle characteristicsof the front and rear wheelsin
Fig. I are obtained.

Test Resultsof Honda 4WS System
Figure4. Systemconstructlonof Honda4WS
The rear gear box has a built-in variablegear ratio
mechanismwhich changesthe direction and ratio of
the strokerod's output stroketo the input, depending
on the steeringwheel angle. This gives the system
steer angle dependentcontrol characteristics.More
specifically,when the steeringwheel is turned from
position, the rear wheelsare steered
the straight-ahead
at first in the samedirectionas the front ones,but as
the steeringwheelanglebecomeslarger tharr a certain
value, the rear wheels are steeredin the opposite
directionto the front ones.
Construction

flnd Operation of the Rear

SteeringGear Box
Fig. 5 shows the constructionof the rear steering
gear box. A schematicdescriptionof its basicmechanism is given in Fig. 6. As shown in thesediagrams,
the rear gear box uses a combination of two offset
shafts,the revolution of which are synchronizedby a
planetarygear that mesheswith a stationaryinternal
gear. Through this mechanism,the orbital motion of
axis PP' around axis OO' is joined with the QQ"s
movementby axis PP"s rotation, so that changesin
the latcral position of axis QQ' are transmittedto the
strokerod as its stroke output. Changesin the vertical

A seriesof testswereconductedon the Honda 4WS
installed in a compact car powered by a 1.8-liter
engine to compare its performancewith that of a
two-wheel steeringcar of the same basic specifications. Someof the tests findings are discussedbelow:
Frequency Response Characteristics at High
Speed
Fig. 9 shows the lateral accelerationand yaw
velocity responseof the vehicle to steeringinput for a
steeringwheelangleof around + 45", which is within
the smallersteeringanglerangewherethe rear wheels
are steeredin the same direction as the front ones.
The Honda 4WS and the comparabletwo wheel
steeringcar differed most in phase delay in lateral
acceleration:the Honda 4WS vehicle had a shorter
phasedelay at high steeringfi'equency.Another notable finding is that the changein yaw rate gain with
Honda 4WS is lessthan with two wheelsteeringup to
a high steeringfrequency.

Lane-ChangeTest at High-Speed
In this test, the driver was requestedto steer the
vehiclein sucha mannerthat the positionof its center
of gravity would follow as closely as possiblethe
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Flgure 5 . Perepective view of
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desiredpath marked with an objectiveline on the test
coursesurfaceas describedin Fig. 10,
The difference between the two test vehicles in
steeringresponseduring an example lane change is
shown in Fig.l L In this particular example, the
Honda 4WS vehiclehad smalleramplitudesof lateral
acceleration,yaw velocityand roll angle.

.,

Turns at Very Low-Speed
A Ulurn test was conducted at very low speed with
the steering wheel set at the maximum steering wheel
angle. Becauseof its minimum turning radius, some
0.5 meters shorter than the two-wheel steeringcar, a$
shown in Fig. 12, the Honda 4WS vehicle could make
U-Turn in a te$t course I meter narrower than the
minimum course width required by the other test car.
Of course these results will vary slightly with the
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wheelbase,track and other specificationsof the vehicle in which the steeringsystemis installed.

{

Conclusion
ln the foregoing sections, we have described the
operational and design features of the steer angle
dependentHonda 4WS.
The Honda 4WS offers both steering ease at high
speed and good maneuverability at low speed by
mechanical devices alone. We hope the present report
will be helpful lbr further research and development
in this field.
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Vision-ImpairingWear of Windshields
(Written only paper)
Maria Chmielarz,
Christian Groetzner,
Oswald Hflase*,
Forschungsgemeinschaft
Auto-Sicht-Sicherheit
ASSeV in Cologne,
Federal Republic of Germany
Windshields,
like othercomponents,
are subjectto
wear during the life of the car; windshield wiper
action, scraping of ice and the impact of small
pebbles while driving will damage the glass. These
defects will cause glare, which may be a contributing
factor in night-time accidents. An instrument to
*Fairleigh Dickiflson University, Teaneck NJ 07666
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measure the scattered light from these imperfections
was introduced in a preceding paper at the l0th ESV
meeting.
The present paper is a report on measurements of
the stray light index of cars on the road in selected
regions in Sweden, in the middle of W.- Cermany and
in southern W.- Germany. The regional differences
were found to be significant; values in Sweden being
more than twice as high than those in the other two
regions. Relationships were found between weather
conditions of the regions, parking behavior, mileage
and age of the windshield and windshield wear.

Introduction
Night-time traffic causes a larger number of and
more severe accidents than its percentage of total

SECTION4. TECHNICAL SESSIONS

traffic would suggest.The statisticspublishedin 1986
by the Federal Department of Transportation in
Bonn, W.- Cermany,show that, althoughnight-time
tratfic representsonly 2090 of total traffic, accidents
at night caused44r/o of total fatalities and 50go of
pedestriandeaths.
Work at ASSeV has shown that windshield wear
may be one of the contributing factors. Windshields
deteriorate during the life of the car and reduce
visibility at night as a result of glare. One factor is, of
course, windshieldwiper action: the wiper blades in
conjunctionwith streetdust abradethe windshield.In
cold climatesscratchesalso occur when ice is rernoved
from the glass.A third factoris lessobvious:the glass
surface is pitted by the impact of small particlesof
sand or other materialsharder than glassin a form of
sandblastingwhen the car is moving on the road.
The pits (C on figure l) and scratches(A and B on
figure l) scatterthe tights of an oncomingcar, which
results in a haze and various "tails". This has the
effect that the contrast for objects near the light
source is reduced and that means that a pedestrian
nearly disappearsbehindthe "tails" (Fig. 2).
Stray light is causedby pits half a thousandthof an
inch in diameter.Pits of this small sieewill be hard to
detect by inspectionof the windshield with the unaided eye. Straylight is also causedby scratchesand
wiper damage.The light is scatteredinto "tails" of
high intensity which may strongly affect the driver's
ability to seeobjectson the road. The multitudeof
light sourcesin city driving and lightenedhighways
may compound the problem since these "tails"
flickerndependingon their position distributedon the

Figure 1. The windshleld surface shows three types of
wear in dark field illumination

whole windshield.For most cars, wear may not be as
obvious. However mesoptometertests indicate that a
lesser degree of wear can lead to a considerable
extensionof adaptation,perceptionand reactiontime.
It can also be said that twinkling stray light costs
energyof concentration.This time and energyis lost
for the driver's application of his brakes and the
avoidanceof crash.

Measurementof WindshieldWear
ln order to obtain an objcctivemeasureof windshieldwear, an instrumentcalledStray Light Analyzer
was developedat ASSeV and presentedby A. Timmermannat the lOth ESV conference.Sincethen the
instrument has been made more compact and lighter
so that it can be helcl by hand (Fig. 3). It allows
determiningwindshieldwear in the form of a "Stray
Light Index" (SLI) and can be usedto inspecta large
number of vehiclesper day. The actual measurement
now takesunder a second.The unit of the stray light
index is, for practical purposes,equal to candelaper
Squaremeter and lux.
The stray light diagram is reduced to two indices:
(1) a "mean" value, which is an averageover all
inrensitiesand in which the effect of pits predominate,
and (2) a "peak" value, which is the maximum value
found in the diagram and essentiallyindicates the
amount of wiper darnageand ice scratches.
To get an idea as to typical SLI valuesof cars on
the road, measurcmentswere made on a voluntary
basis at motor vehicle stations in the local area
around Cologne(Fig. 5, points marked by triangles).
The questionat which Sl,I-valuea worn windshield
actually r€presentsa safety hazard will have to be
answeredby further physiologicaltests. Nevertheless
measurements
and analyseslead to the conclusionthat
alreadySll-values as low as I for the averageand 5

Flgure 2. Slght through a worn vleor. Both windshielde and visors are exposed to the impact
of small particles of sand and dust as well
es abrasive effecte of cleaning eftorts. A
pedestrian (marked with n) nearly dimppears behind the "tails"
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With the discovery that there are significant differences between the results for Cologne and for Sweden, the question arose as to whether these are a
product of various factors. The mosl important factors are weather conditions, geographical differences
and road conditions all of which increase windshield
wear.

Figure 3. Stray light analyzer for measuring windshield wear in terms of a stray light index

for the peak value affect safety. Most convincing,of
course, would be an analysisof crash data, because
this would representthe ultimate proof of the public
benefit of any measurestakcn such as including
windshieldsin motor vehicleinspections.

in
Resultsof windshieldwear meflsurements
differentregi0ns
A number of measurementswere made on wind'
shield samplesmailed in from Sweden(Fig. 5, open
circles).The index was twice as high for all kilometer
values as was establishedfor the Cologne sampleof
404. In order to determinewhethertest resultsdiffer
from region to region, an additional sample of 162
cars was measuredby an ASSeV team in cooperation
with Swedishvehicle inspectionstations, which confirmed the result.
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Sweden is a snowbelt region with dustladen winds
and often unsurfaced roads. In the middle of Germany you find seldom snow and mostly highways. Ice
scraping in snowbelt regions cause scratcheson windshield surface; dust-laden winds can act as a powerful
abrasive producing tiny craters and, combined with
wiper action, fine scratches.
For testing these factors, a sample of 476 windshields was measured in a third region, the area of
southern Germany, which has a snow period shorter
than Sweden but longer than the area around Cologne. Road conditions are nearly similar.
Significant differences between these three areas can
be noticed: Sweden always shows the highest peak and
mean values at minimum twice as high than those in
the other two regions and a higher increase of' stray
light over all mileage ranges. This can be interpreted
as a combined effect of the above mentioned factors.
As expected the area of southern Germany shows
higher peak values than the Cologne region, caused by
scratches of ice scraping. Histogram b shows higher
mean Sll-values for Cologne; this indicates damages
by tiny craters.
In order to find other explanations for the differ'
ence between the regions, additional items were col'
lected in the area of Cologne and the region of
southern Germany. A multiple rcgression analysis for
both regions has been made with the result, that the
combination of mainly 3 variables influenced the SLI
(mean and peak values): mileage, age of windshield,
and parking behavior. Damage to the surface of glass
increases Iinearly with mileage and age of the windshield. Windshields of cars parked in the streets had
higher Sll-values than garaged cars. Dust and dirt
will collect in the corner between glass and wiper
blade and will adhere to the glass and bladc when
wet. When it begins to rain and wipers are activated
abrasive material will be moved over the glass until
the layers of dirt are dissolved or rinsed off. Garaged
vehicles had also fewer $cratchescaused by ice scraping than cars parked in thc street.
Mileage and age of the windshield are of equal
importance to the SLI, while the correlation of SLI
with parking behavior is not so $trong but nevertheless significant.
Other variables-windshield cleaning habits, roads
preferably used by the drivers (city streets, country
roads, highways), smoking etc.-correlated less (n.s.).

SECTION4. TECHNICAL SESSIONS
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One surprising result was a correlation of SLI value
with the age of the driver, which was found in a
section of southern Germany; younger drivers had a
higher SLI value. The explanation may be, that
younger drivers do not keep big distancesto preceding
cars; but the difference may also be that younger
drivers are not able to afford more recent models and
tend to drive older cars. This sample included several
mea$urementsin barracks.

Summary
The worst damagesto windshieldsurfaces,tiny
cratersas well as scratches,
were fbund in Sweden.
Windshieldsof the Colognearea had fewer scratches
but more tiny craters and pits in contrast to the
southernregion. Regionaldifferencesare significant.
Besidesmileageand age of the windshieldthere is
another variable which evidently aff'ectswear. Other
component$are obviouslywiper action. Pilot studies
indicateda trend of wear influence;and further long
term studies are planned on fitting positions of
windshieldsand different types of roads (ciry streets,
highwaysetc.) preferablyusedby the drivers.
Acknowledgement:The authors wish to thank Dr.
Alwin Timmermannfor irrformativediscussions.
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